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How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #5A

Preparing Your Data Capture / Storage Method

Complete the following information for your database / data capture plan.  You would use this information, along with your data dictionary, to create a spreadsheet or database for your survey.


Identify the spreadsheet/database program you will use.


(e.g., Excel, ACCESS, SPSS, SAS)

		





When will the data be entered and who is responsible for this?


		





Brainstorm ways that errors might occur in the data and how you can prevent them.  This depends on the software you use, your data elements, and the database structure.

		· 





Use a Data Dictionary to define each data element in detail and to describe checks that you will use to ensure data quality (see worksheet 5B).












Sampling Designs


Probability Samples

Simple Random Sample (SRS)


Respondents are selected from the target population using random selection.


Each member of the target population has an equal, non-zero and known probability of selection.  


Example:


Your EMSC advisory board committee would like to determine the best ways to improve online medical direction to pre-hospital provider agencies in your state.  It is decided a survey questionnaire should be developed to evaluate some different options.  After compiling a complete list of all pre-hospital provider agencies and calculating the necessary sample size with a statistician, the questionnaire is sent to 15 randomly selected pre-hospital provider agencies in your state.


Systematic Sample


The initial respondent is randomly selected from a master list of target population members.  Every Nth record (every 5th, 8th, 10th) following the initial respondent is then selected from the master list. If the list does not have any kind of hidden order, systematic sampling is equivalent to simple random sampling.  In fact, its primary advantage is its simplicity.  If the list does have a hidden order, you will systematically omit respondents from the sample and the results will not be representative of the target population.


Example:


Your EMSC advisory board committee would like to determine the best ways to improve online medical direction to pre-hospital provider agencies in your state.  It is decided a survey questionnaire should be developed to evaluate some different options.  After calculating the necessary sample size with a statistician, and compiling a list of all the pre-hospital provider agencies in your state, a single pre-hospital provider agency is randomly selected from the list to receive the questionnaire.  Every 6th pre-hospital provider agency on the list is also selected to receive the questionnaire.


Stratified Sample


The target population is divided into similar subgroups based on at least one common characteristic.  Some common examples include male/female, supervisor/non-supervisor, income level or age group.  A simple random sample is selected from each subgroup.  If the respondents within each stratum are similar to each other, but different from respondents in other strata, a stratified sample requires fewer respondents than an SRS.  As in all probability samples, every member of the target population has a non-zero and known probability of selection.  Stratified sampling is usually more expensive to implement than an SRS, and the data analysis tends to be more complex.


Example:


To estimate certification levels among EMT’s in your state, your EMSC office decides a survey is an appropriate tool to gather this information.  A stratified sample appears to be a good choice because the certification requirements are different between advanced and basic EMT’s.  Therefore, the EMT’s are stratified by basic and advanced.  A simple random sample is selected from the basic group and the advanced group. 


Cluster Sample


A cluster sample is often confused with a stratified sample.  The difference is instead of using a common characteristic to subset the population into groups, a natural population divider such as a geographical or organizational structure is used to subset the population.  Additionally, instead of selecting a simple random sample within each subgroup, entire clusters are randomly selected for participation in the survey.  In cluster sampling, it is important the respondents in each cluster are similar to the respondents in all the other clusters.  If the respondents within a cluster are similar to each other, but different compared to respondents in other clusters, this design will tend to omit entire groups of respondents, and not be representative of the target population. Its primary benefit over an SRS is the way in which respondents are naturally and conveniently grouped. If travel (as with face-to-face interviews) is necessary, cluster sampling will substantially reduce the cost of conducting a survey.


Example:


One county in your state has expressed interest in improving the percent of ambulances carrying extremity splints in pediatric sizes.  They plan to implement a program to increase the number of ambulances carrying extremity splints in pediatric sizes, but they will need to collect baseline data and post-program data to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.  You recommend they conduct surveys to gather the data they need.  Because ambulances are naturally divided by agency, this is a good cluster variable.  You also know the county buys supplies and distributes them equally between ambulances, so the agencies are very similar to each other regarding supplies.  After determining the needed sample size, 5 agencies (clusters) are randomly selected.  At these 5 agencies, all the ambulances will be inspected to get an estimate of the baseline number of ambulances in the county carrying extremity splints in pediatric sizes.


Multi-Stage Sample


We can combine the probability sampling methods we have described so far in a variety of useful ways.  By doing this, we can generate a sampling scheme with efficient and effective results. When we combine sampling methods, this is called multi-stage sampling.  The implementation and analysis becomes more complex, but it also offers the reduced sample size of stratified sampling and increased cost savings of cluster sampling.


Example:


You are considering doing a sample of your state’s EMS personnel for face-to-face interviews. We might do cluster sampling as the first stage of the process, because states are naturally divided into counties, cities, townships or census tracts throughout the state. In basic cluster sampling, we would measure everyone in the clusters we randomly select. However, we know it would be very difficult to contact all the EMS personnel in a county or city for a face to face interview. So, we would want to do another “stage” or step to our sampling design.  At the next stage, we might take a stratified sample within the clusters.  For example, we might group by urban and rural groups (strata) within the clusters, and then take a simple random sample within the strata.  In this example, we would have a two-stage sampling process because there are two “stages” or steps at which we take a sample. In this case, we first take a cluster sample, then identify strata from which to take simple random samples.  

Another example of multistage sampling is sampling students in grade schools. We might begin with a statewide list of school districts which we stratify by average parent educational level or income. Within randomly selected districts, we might do a simple random sample of schools. Within schools, we might do a simple random sample of classes. And, within classes, we might even do a simple random sample of students. We would have several stages in the sampling process and we would use several steps of stratified sampling. 


Non-Probability Samples


Convenience Sample


The respondents are selected because they are convenient and easy to access. This design is often used to do preliminary research to get a rough estimate of the results, without incurring the cost or time required to select a probability sample.  As is the case for all non-probability samples, the results from convenience samples cannot be generalized to the target population. 


Example:  Mall surveys.


Judgment Sample


 The person(s) conducting the survey use their personal judgment about a group to determine whether the group “represents” the target population.  This type of sample is subject to the bias of the people conducting the survey, and the results cannot be generalized to the target population. 


Example:


A researcher picks a “representative” county to sample from, based on the researcher’s beliefs about the characteristics of the county and the state.

Snowball Sample


Snowball sampling selects initial respondents using either using random sampling or convenience sampling, and then relies on referrals from initial respondents to generate additional respondents. This sample design may dramatically lower costs associated with obtaining respondents, but it introduces bias because the method itself selects a sample of individuals that are usually similar in many ways and does not represent the population as a whole very well.  


Example:  An email survey is sent to you by a friend, requesting you to fill it out and pass it on to your friends to fill out.


Quota Sample

This sampling method is the non-probability equivalent of stratified sampling. Like stratified sampling, groups are defined based on common characteristics such as gender, race, metropolitan area, etc.  Instead of using simple random sampling within the strata to obtain the sample, convenience or judgment sampling is used to select the required number of subjects from each stratum. 

Example:  Some respondents in a stratified sample are difficult to contact or choose not to respond to a survey, so the researcher picks a replacement to meet a pre-specified quota from that stratum.
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Summarizing Survey Data









Creating the Analysis Plan

		Analyses should be determined in the design phase & relate to your survey objectives

		Your analysis plan is a list of all analyses, tables, charts, & figures that you will use to summarize your survey results

		What information do you want to summarize?

		What format will you present the information in?  Be specific – include the actual layout of tables, charts, & figures





Why is it important to generate your analysis plan in the design phase?









Selecting Your Analyses

		Analysis tools

		Tables

		Charts & figures

		Summary measures (descriptive statistics)

		Advanced analysis (inferential statistics)

		Choosing the right tool

		Analyses should relate to original survey objectives

		Also depends on question types & response formats used





The analysis tool you use might be limited by . . . 









Analysis Tools - Tables

		The three standards for tabular display of data 

		Efficient 

		Meaningful 

		Unambiguous





Report the most meaningful data, data that measure something important about the cases you are analyzing.   Knowing just which data are meaningful and which are not requires an understanding both of the specific subject matter you are writing about and a good understanding of where the data come from and how they are collected. 









Analysis Tools - Tables

		When to use

		To provide a detailed summary of the data

		As a reference for multiple audiences that are interested in different aspects of the data

		To make comparisons among multiple aspects of the data

		Formatting

		Text, alignment, & borders

		Use white space





Report the most meaningful data, data that measure something important about the cases you are analyzing.   Knowing just which data are meaningful and which are not requires an understanding both of the specific subject matter you are writing about and a good understanding of where the data come from and how they are collected. 









Analysis Tools - Tables

		Rules for Tables

		Do not try to convey too much or too little information

		Too little – just summarize information in the text or use a figure

		Too much – split into multiple tables

		Include only the necessary elements

		Identify rows & columns with labeling

		E.g., Average years of experience in EMSC [columns] by job title or position [rows]

		E.g., number (%) of respondents [columns] working on different survey types [rows]









Analysis Tools - Tables

		Rules for Tables

		Sort by the most meaningful variable

		Limit the number of decimals & significant digits

		Define the count, divisor, & comparisons

		Examples:

		Public & Private Health Care Expenditures, OECD nations: 

(% of GDP)

		US Public Health Care Expenditures, Per Capita: 1975-2004

(constant 1999 dollars)

		Murder Rates in Wealthy Nations, 1999

(Homicides per 100,000 population)

		State Voter Turnout Rates, Presidential Elections: 1992-2004

(Votes cast\voting age population)









Tables – Example











Table: Average Years Experience in EMSC by Title/Position


for Survey Respondents (NEDARC Pre-Workshop Survey)



			


			Years Experience in EMSC





			Title or Position


			N


			Average



(Median)


			Range





			EMSC data manager/analyst


			4


			3


			0 – 6 years





			EMSC coordinator/manager


			8


			5


			0 – 16 years





			Other position


			2


			8.5


			7 – 10 years





			Overall


			14


			5.5


			0 – 16 years












Tables - Example

		Table:  Survey topics workshop attendees are most interested in learning about.



		Survey Topic		Number		(%)

		Analyze Survey Data		3		21

		Disseminate/Use Survey Results		2		14

		Plan/Design Surveys		4		29

		Use Different Survey Methods		1		7

		Write Survey Questions		1		7

		Other		3		21















Is this a good table?  How can we improve it?  Possibly join the ‘1’s into the other category.









Analysis Tools - Charts & Figures

		The three standards for tabular data also apply to charts:

		Efficient 

		Meaningful 

		Unambiguous 









Analysis Tools - Charts & Figures

		Designing good charts presents more challenges than tabular display 

		draws on the talents of both scientist & artist  

		must know & understand your data (as with tables)

		need a good sense of how the reader will visualize the chart’s graphical elements 









Analysis Tools - Charts & Figures

		Be aware of these three common problems with poor design:

		can provide a distorted picture of numbers & relationships they represent

		often hides what the data might tell us

		distracts the reader from quickly discerning the meaning of the evidence presented in the chart 

		Some great references: Darrell Huff’s How to Lie with Statistics (1994) & Edward Tufte’s The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (1983) 









What’s wrong with this chart?





		                                                              

		Graphical distortion of data  
SOURCE:  Darrell Huff. 1993. How to Lie with Statistics WW Norton & Co, 72.













Here the figure depicts the increase in the number of milk cows in the United States, from 8 million in 1860 to twenty five million in 1936.  The larger cow is thus represented as three times the height the 1860 cow.  But she is also three times as wide, thus taking up nine times the area of the page.   Moreover the graphic is a depiction of a three dimensional figure: when we take the depth of the cow into account, she is twenty seven times larger in 1936. 



Here, the two numbers, one 3 times the magnitude of the other, are represented by two cows, one  27 times larger  than the other, resulting in a Lie Factor of 9. 









Analysis Tools - Charts & Figures

		The most general standards of charting data are the following:

		Present meaningful data

		Define the data unambiguously

		Do not distort the data

		Present the data efficiently









Components of a Chart

		Titles  

		State the conclusion (journalistic) or define the data (academic)

		Axis titles

		Brief

		Not used at all if self-evident from chart title or axis labels

		Axis scale & data labels

		The value or magnitude of the data points 

		Legends 

		More than 1 data series

		Place inside plot area (usually)









Components of a Chart

		Gridlines   

		Use sparingly

		The source 

		Important for academic citation

		Gives insights into the reliability & validity of the data

		Other chart elements 

		Plot area borders & plot area shading are unnecessary  

		Keep the shading of the graphical elements simple 

		Avoid using 3-D effects 

		Rule of thumb:  reduce the ink-to-paper ratio 









Components of a Chart





Chart source: http://www.lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos138/datadisplay/sections/goodcharts.htm#General_Principles_of_Graphic_Display







Analysis Tools - Charts & Figures

		When to use

		To summarize differences or similarities across groups

		To highlight key data or results

		To break up the text & provide variety









Analysis Tools - Charts & Figures

		Major chart types

		Bar Chart

		Pie Chart (use sparingly)

		Line Graph









Charts & Figures – Bar Chart

Number of Surveys Created in Past Year

Bar charts are useful for

		Multiple Choice

		Counts, Rates, & Percentages



Number of Surveys Created in the Past Year by Self-Reported Survey Expertise



Can be useful for comparing groups as in this example.
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			Count of numSurveys			numSurveys


			expertise			0			1-2			3-4			Grand Total


			Beginner			2			2						4


			Intermediate						3						3


			Some experience			2			4			1			7


			Grand Total			4			9			1			14
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			Sum of expertise			numSurveys
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Sheet1


						numSurveys			YearsExperience			Title			Learn			expertise			numSurveys			expertise			Survey Topic			Number			Percent


						0			6			Data Manager			How to analyze survey results			Some experience			0			2			Analyze Survey Data			3			21.43


						1-2			2			EMSC Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Beginner			1-2			1			Disseminate/Use Survey Results			2			14.29


						1-2			13			EMSC Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Intermediate			1-2			3			Plan/Design Surveys			4			28.57


						1-2			5			Data Manager			How to write survey questions			Intermediate			1-2			3			Use Different Survey Methods			1			7.14


						3-4			7			EMSC Manager			If other, please specify			Some experience			3-4			2			Write Survey Questions			1			7.14


						1-2			16			EMSC Manager			How to use different survey methods			Some experience			1-2			2			Other			3			21.43


						0			0			Data Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Beginner			0			1


						1-2			3			EMSC Manager			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			Some experience			1-2			2


						1-2			1			EMSC Manager			How to analyze survey results			Some experience			1-2			2


						1-2			9			EMSC Manager			How to analyze survey results			Some experience			1-2			2


						0			1			Data Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Beginner			0			1


						1-2			10			Other			All of the above			Intermediate			1-2			3


						0			7			Other			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			Some experience			0			2


						1-2			0			EMSC Manager			All of the above			Beginner			1-2			1


												Expertise			Percent


															None			1-2			3-4


												Beginner			50			50			0.0


												Some Experience			28.6			57.1			14.3


												Intermediate			0			100.0			0
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			Survey Topic			Number			(%)


			Analyze Survey Data			3			21


			Disseminate/Use Survey Results			2			14


			Plan/Design Surveys			4			29


			Use Different Survey Methods			1			7


			Write Survey Questions			1			7


			Other			3			21
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Charts & Figures – Bar Chart

		Rules for Bar Charts:

		Do not use 3-D effects

		Sort the data on the most meaningful variable

		Use a rotated bar chart if there are more than about 8 categories

		Place legends inside the plot area

		With more than one data series, watch out for scaling distortions

		Avoid stacked bar charts

		Keep gridlines faint if used at all









Rotated Bar Chart





Chart  Source: 

http://www.lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos138/datadisplay/sections/goodcharts.htm#Pie_Charts



Example of rotated bar chart and sorting on most important variable, legend inside plot area, gridlines are faint, well-labeled, easy to make the conclusion









Stacked Bar Chart







Note how difficult it is to discern the differences in the size of the components on the upper parts of the bar.  The same difficulty occurs with stacked line and area charts. The stacked bar chart works best when the primary comparisons are to be made across the data series represented at the bottom of the bar. 









Charts & Figures – Pie Chart

Pie charts are used for

		Multiple Choice (Choose One Response)

		Percentages (3 to 6 Categories)

		Use sparingly





(Multiple choice – choose one response; percentages)
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			Count of software


			software			Total


			Access			4


			Excel			9


			Both			1


			Grand Total			14
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Software Workshop Attendees Primarily Use for Data Storage





Sheet1


						numSurveys			YearsExperience			Title			Learn			expertise			numSurveys			expertise			software			Survey Topic			Number			Percent


						0			6			Data Manager			How to analyze survey results			Some experience			0			2			Access			Analyze Survey Data			3			21.43


						1-2			2			EMSC Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Beginner			1-2			1			Excel			Disseminate/Use Survey Results			2			14.29


						1-2			13			EMSC Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Intermediate			1-2			3			Access			Plan/Design Surveys			4			28.57


						1-2			5			Data Manager			How to write survey questions			Intermediate			1-2			3			Access			Use Different Survey Methods			1			7.14


						3-4			7			EMSC Manager			If other, please specify			Some experience			3-4			2			Excel			Write Survey Questions			1			7.14


						1-2			16			EMSC Manager			How to use different survey methods			Some experience			1-2			2			Excel			Other			3			21.43


						0			0			Data Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Beginner			0			1			Access


						1-2			3			EMSC Manager			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			Some experience			1-2			2			Excel


						1-2			1			EMSC Manager			How to analyze survey results			Some experience			1-2			2			Excel


						1-2			9			EMSC Manager			How to analyze survey results			Some experience			1-2			2			Excel


						0			1			Data Manager			How to plan/design a survey project			Beginner			0			1			Excel


						1-2			10			Other			All of the above			Intermediate			1-2			3			Both


						0			7			Other			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			Some experience			0			2			Excel


						1-2			0			EMSC Manager			All of the above			Beginner			1-2			1			Excel


												Expertise			Percent


															None			1-2			3-4


												Beginner			50			50			0.0


												Some Experience			28.6			57.1			14.3


												Intermediate			0			100.0			0
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			Table:  Survey topics workshop attendees are most interested in learning about.


			Survey Topic			Number			(%)


			Analyze Survey Data			3			21


			Disseminate/Use Survey Results			2			14


			Plan/Design Surveys			4			29


			Use Different Survey Methods			1			7


			Write Survey Questions			1			7


			Other			3			21
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			Count of numSurveys			numSurveys


			expertise			0			1-2			3-4			Grand Total


			Beginner			2			2						4


			Intermediate						3						3


			Some experience			2			4			1			7


			Grand Total			4			9			1			14
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			Count of  Access


			Access			Total


			Access			300.00%


			Excel			900.00%


			Both			100.00%


			Grand Total			1300.00%












Charts & Figures – Pie Chart

		Rules for Pie Charts

		Avoid using pie charts

		Data must add up to a meaningful total

		NEVER NEVER NEVER use 3-D pie charts

		Do not use side-by-side pie charts





Pie charts should rarely be used. Nevertheless, people like pie charts.  Readers expect to see one or two pie charts similar to those in figure 6 at the very beginning of an annual agency budget report.  But it would be a big mistake to rely on several pie charts for the primary data analysis in a report.  Pie charts usually contain more ink than is necessary to display the data and the slices provide for a poor representation of the magnitude of the data points.  Do you remember as a kid trying to decide which slice of your birthday cake was the largest?  It is more difficult for the eye to discern the relative size of pie slices than it is to assess relative bar length.  Forcing the reader to draw comparisons across the two pie charts shown in figure 6 is also a bad idea: without looking at the data label percentages in the above figures one cannot easily determine whether the FY 2000 slices are larger or smaller than the corresponding FY 2007 slices  

3-D pie charts are even worse, as they also add a visual distortion of the data (in figure 7, the thick 3-D band exaggerates the size of the corporate income tax slice). 

As a general rule 3-D charts are not a good idea even when the data are three dimensional.  In theory they provide for a precise representation of data, but it is rare that provide a basis for drawing a simple conclusion.









Charts & Figures – Pie Chart





Chart source: http://www.lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos138/datadisplay/sections/goodcharts.htm#General_Principles_of_Graphic_Display



3-d charts add visual distortion to the data and make it more difficult for a reader to quickly understand the data.  In this example, the thick 3-d band in front exaggerates the corporate income taxes slice.









Charts & Figures – Pie Chart





Chart source: http://www.lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos138/datadisplay/sections/goodcharts.htm#General_Principles_of_Graphic_Display



All the information in the pie charts above can be conveyed more precisely and with far less ink in the  simple bar chart shown here. 









Charts & Figures – Line Graph

		Line Graph

		Ordered values on horizontal axis (    )

		Usually grouped categories of numeric data

		Open ended numeric data, ordered multiple choice, low to high or rating scales

		E.g., dates, age categories, hospital size, level of agreement

		Number values on vertical axis (  )

		Must have individual values (not grouped)

		Open ended numeric data (counts, averages) or calculated percentages

		E.g.,years experience, number of ambulances, percentage of EMT-Basics















Charts & Figures – Line Graph













Analysis Tools

		Statistical analysis is needed when

		You only have information from a sample & want to estimate information for the population

		You want to make comparisons between groups or formally test a research hypothesis

		Analysis options include

		Confidence intervals

		Statistical testing of a hypothesis (p-values)

		Consult a NEDARC statistician or collaborate with statisticians or analysts at your institution









Worksheet – List of Planned Analyses









Creating a Report









Creating a Report

		Reports can be very detailed (technical) or short & sweet depending on the purpose of the report

		You can use reports to 

		Provide key information from your survey results to various audiences

		Inform, support decision making, or motivate change

		E.g., EMS Board, legislators, agencies, community groups

		Share results with survey respondents

		Inform, support decision making, or motivate change

		Provide incentive for future survey participation





Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating A Report

		Before you begin . . . 

		Identify your audience

		Who will read or use the information?

		Identify your purpose

		What information do you want to convey & why?

		Will there be changes made or other action taken based on these results?

		Outline the major sections of your report





Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating a Report - Outline

		Title (short & informative)

		Optional sections for longer reports

		Table of contents

		Executive summary (overview)

		Introduction & methods

		Provide the motivation for the survey & purpose of your report

		Describe who you surveyed & how (survey plan & methodology)



 	



Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating a Report - Outline

		Title (short & informative)

		Optional sections for longer reports

		Table of contents

		Executive summary (overview)

		Introduction & methods

		Provide the motivation for the survey & purpose of your report

		Describe who you surveyed & how (survey plan & methodology)



 	



Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating a Report - Outline

		Title (short & informative)

		Optional sections for longer reports

		Table of contents

		Executive summary (overview)

		Introduction & methods

		Provide the motivation for the survey & purpose of your report

		Describe who you surveyed & how (survey plan & methodology)



 	



Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating a Report - Outline

		Results

		Tables, charts, & figures to illustrate survey results

		Intersperse summary text & explanation of results

		Conclusions

		Summarize main findings & implications

		Discuss future directions or resulting actions

		Appendix (optional)

		Copy of the survey

		Tables of specific information

		Additional results or analyses





Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating a Report - Outline

		Results

		Tables, charts, & figures to illustrate survey results

		Intersperse summary text & explanation of results

		Conclusions

		Summarize main findings & implications

		Discuss future directions or resulting actions

		Appendix (optional)

		Copy of the survey

		Tables of specific information

		Additional results or analyses





Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Creating a Report - Outline

		Results

		Tables, charts, & figures to illustrate survey results

		Intersperse summary text & explanation of results

		Conclusions

		Summarize main findings & implications

		Discuss future directions or resulting actions

		Appendix (optional)

		Copy of the survey

		Tables of specific information

		Additional results or analyses





Underscores importance of developing analysis plan prior to survey dissemination.









Worksheet – Outline of Example Report









Questions?
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Percentage of EMS Agencies Having Required Pediatric 
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Table: Average Years Experience in EMSC by Title/P osition 


for Survey Respondents (NEDARC  Pre-Workshop Survey) 


 


 


Years Experience in EMSC  


Title or Position N 


Average 


(Median) Range 


EMSC data manager/analyst  4 3 0 – 6 years 


EMSC coordinator/manager  8 5 0 – 16 years 


Other position 2 8.5 7 – 10 years 


Overall 14 5.5 0 – 16 years 


 


Software Workshop Attendees 


Primarily Use for Data Storage


 Access


29%


 Excel


64%


Both


7%







Establishing the Goals & of the Survey

Importance & Considerations



Mike Ely







Presentation Overview

		Importance of having survey goals & objectives



		Difference between goals & objectives

		Examples









Why are Goals/Objectives Important?

		In general, they help you…

		know what you’re trying to measure & not stray

		And they help respondents…

		understand the purpose of the survey & the value of their feedback, encouraging survey completion









Why are Goals/Objectives Important?

		They help determine:

		Who your target population is

		All EMTs in the state, or just paramedics?

		Who/how many will be surveyed

		All, or a sample?

		What you will ask them

		How to best utilize your budget & resources

		Ensure that your survey stays focused!









Surveys Without Clear Goals & Objectives

		Too long/too many questions

		Confusing

		Unrelated questions/internal inconsistency

		Result: poor response rate/bad data 

		Remember: If your goals are unclear, the results will probably be unclear as well









Goals

		An overall statement of purpose

		Fundamentally stems from a need to fill a gap in information 

		What is it you want to measure?

		Goal becomes the need to obtain

 this information





Why? Use of properly sized equipment is assumed 

to enhance effective treatment and promote 

better patient outcomes









Objectives

		Objectives relate to the specific questions you want to answer 

		More specific than a goal

		Directly tied to the data you want to capture & analyses you’ll run

		Drive the type & 

number of survey 

questions









Goal - NEDARC Workshop Survey 



		To assess the needs of workshop attendees & guide NEDARC presentation development









Objectives – NEDARC Workshop Survey

		To determine attendee’s level of knowledge & experience with surveys

		To determine what EMSC performance measures are most commonly being focused on in states

		To test questions that can be utilized as presentation examples 









Goal – Pediatric Equipment for EMS

		To obtain information about the availability of pediatric equipment on ambulances









Objectives – Pediatric Equipment for EMS

How many ambulances carry all recommended pediatric equipment?

Which items are most frequently missing?

Why?

Who is missing them?

BLS/ALS

Rural/Urban

Paid/Volunteer

% of patient load that is ≤ 18







Other Considerations

		Get input from others

		Advisory group, med. director, respondent reps, etc.

		$$$

		Are your goals realistic considering your budget?









Keep In Mind the Ultimate Purpose of Your Project 

		Survey information should be used to support potential decision making

		To change policies, practices, or procedures to increase effectiveness, improve care, etc.

		“To increase the number of ambulances that carry all pediatric equipment as recommended by AAP/ACEP.”





If the information you collect can’t be used to support potential decision making, then it probably shouldn’t be collected in the first place.











































Questions?
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Survey Methods, Pros & Cons 
Sources: Arlene Fink, “How to Conduct Surveys”, 3rd Edition; Alan Aldridge; Kevin Levine, “Surveying the Social World” 
 
Self-Completion Questionnaires 
 


Postal / E-Mail Questionnaire 
General Description:  
Paper & pencil survey, sent in the mail; e-mail attachment, completed individually 
 
Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
Pediatric Equipment on an 
ambulance – i.e. someone needs to 
physically stand in front of the 
ambulance… 
 


 


- Can reach a large geographical 
area 


- People are used to completing 
paper-and-pencil surveys 


- Can take the survey with you and 
complete it anywhere and 
anytime 


- Great for sensitive issues 


 


- No clarification available during 
completion.  


- Need a motivated population to 
return the survey (people have 
too much to do) 


- Respondents must be able to 
read, see, and write 


 


- Need an up-to-date address list 


- Visual cues and illustrative figures 


COSTS: 


- Follow-up mailings 


- Printing, paper, envelopes 


- Stamps 


- Incentives 


 
Email considerations: include it as an ATTACHMENT (Word Document, PDF); could fill-out electronically or fax back. 


 
On-the-Spot Questionnaire 
General Description:  
Paper & pencil survey, administered in person but completed individually 
 
Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
After an advisory committee 
meeting,  you survey the attendees 
about the current meeting compared 
to past meetings 
 


 


- Captive population 


- Information is obtained 
immediately 


- Questions can be asked as they 
arise 


- In some cases, surveys can be 
done with groups of people 


- Can gauge an immediate 
response to an event, etc. 


- Limited to responses from just 
those who are on site  - possible 
bias 


- Respondents must be able to 
read, see, and write 


- Possible bias from the 
administrator 


- Annoyance factor 


- Visual cues and illustrative figures 


- Fill-out & return on site or take 
home & return 


COSTS: 


- Requires on-site staff/supervisor 


- Space and privacy for respondent  


- Printing & paper 


- Incentives 
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Self-Completion Questionnaires Continued 
 


Internet/Web Based 
General Description:  
Online survey; email or distribute a link (URL) to a survey which is designed and completed online 
 
Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
Determine the percentage of 
hospitals in the State/Territory that 
have written pediatric inter-facility 
transfer agreements 
 
 


 


- Possible worldwide population 


- Negligible distribution costs 


- Order of questions can be 
preprogrammed 


- Only “acceptable” answers are 
allowed (validation) 


- Can give respondent links that 
give additional explanation 


- Data are automatically entered 
in a database and can be 
automatically analyzed OR 
exported to other software 
programs 


- Branching, Piping, & Skipping 
can be automatically 
programmed 


- Can easily track user response 
rate OR choose anonymous 


- Automatic Reminder, Thank 
You, Spell Check, and Math 
Calculations 


- Easy pilot testing (discover 
where people are abandoning 
the survey) 


- Progress bar to inform 
respondents of the percentage 
completed 


- Require the question to be 
answered 


- Need reliable access to Internet 


- Respondent must be able to use 
a browser 


- Respondent must be “online” 


- System can go down or be 
unreliable 


- Respondents must be able to 
use a computer, a mouse, 
and/or keyboard 


- Technical expertise in-house vs. 
respondent expertise 


- Link to many different media 
types 


- Does the software import pre-
written questions? 


- Does the hosting company have 
a policy for back-ups? 


- Make sure the company has a 
solid “confidentiality” agreement 


- Is the survey taken and 
submitted on a secure URL 
(SSL) - security 


- Make sure you can export the 
survey data into various formats 


- Survey customization (branding) 


COSTS: 


- Hosting & software $ - $$$$ 
(depending on features) 


- In-house programmer 
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Face-to-Face Interviews 
 


Face-to-Face Interviews 
General Description:  
Conduct interviews in person with a written script and/or prompts 


 
Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
Determine the qualifications and 
interest level of an individual to 
serve on the State/Territory EMSC 
Advisory Committee 
 


 


- High rate of survey completion 


- Can explore answers with 
respondents 


- Can assist respondents with 
unfamiliar words or questions 


- Able to get more qualitative data 


- Difficult to reach certain 
populations 


- Expensive and time consuming 
(lots of resources) 


- Some may feel reluctant to share 
personal information or beliefs 


- Need trained interviewers 


- Must find a suitable place to 
conduct interview 


- Interviewer bias (verbal or non-
verbal) 


- Longer more in-depth questions 


- If on-site need space and privacy 


- May be difficult or dangerous to 
go to person’s home 


- Visual cue cards 


COSTS: 


- Training 


- Space & travel 


- AV & transcription costs 


- Incentives 
 


Focus Groups 
General Description:  
A qualitative study; small group from target sample brought together to discuss the survey topic 
 
Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
Early on in the survey project, a 
group of 6-12 EMT-Ps are brought 
in to discuss their current comfort 
level in treating children; from this 
discussion initial survey questions 
can be developed and tested. 
 


 


- Great for pre-testing your initial 
ideas 


- Generate, explore, and identify 
key ideas/concepts 


- Understand your population 


- Read non-verbal feedback 


- Helps with formal survey 
development 


- Can assist respondents with 
unfamiliar words or questions 


 


- Bias / Small Group 


- Quality of data influenced by the 
moderator 


- Used to identify themes or 
capture ideas. 


- Some may feel reluctant to share 
personal information or beliefs.  


- Needed trained interviewers or 
moderators 


- Unable to make major decisions 
based on the information 


- Avoid jumping to conclusions 


- Very broad questions, often with 
open-ended answers and limited 
prompting 


- Avoid Yes, No 


- Not a form of group interviewing 


- 6 to 12 people ideal 


COSTS: 


- Training  


- Travel for participants or 
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Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
Focus Groups Continued… - Questions can be asked as they 


arise 


- Explore related and unanticipated 
topics as they arise 


- Can’t necessarily generalize the 
findings to the population 


- Must find a suitable place to 
conduct interview 


moderator 


- Space 


- Incentives 


- AV & transcription costs 


 
Telephone Interviews 
 


Telephone Interviews 
General Description:  
Conduct interviews over the telephone with scripted questions and prompts or computer assisted 


 


Example Uses Pros Cons Considerations 
Calling different organizations to 
assess the inter-facility communication 
between various care sites 
 


 


- Able to use computer-assisted 
interview software (CATI) to help 
with prompts and survey 
navigation 


- Can explore options with 
respondents 


- Can assist respondents with 
unfamiliar words or questions 


- Fast method 


- Good for sensitive information 


- Non-response may be high if 
there is no obvious benefit to 
participation 


- Sales calls often masquerade as 
"research" calls (caller-id) 


- Need trained interviewers 


- Is the respondent reachable by 
phone? 


- If using computer-assisted 
interviews, will need technical 
knowledge  


- Up-to-date phone numbers 


- Schedule for reaching 
respondents 


COSTS: 


- Training 


- Telephone charges 


- Computer and technical 
expertise 


- Incentives 
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Formatting & Other Considerations for the Survey Instrument

Andrea Genovesi













Respondent Psychology

		The respondent is generally not motivated to complete the survey

		Your job is to “package the survey” as best you can















Survey Length

		Short as possible

		Longer surveys can significantly lower the response rate

		Evaluate every question – is it necessary?















Survey Title

		Short, informative title

		May want to include the date

		Something you and others can easily refer to later















Introduction

		Who you are

		Importance of survey

		Why the person has been chosen

		Incentive

		Instructions

		Time estimate















How to Submit

		Clear instructions

		Method

		Self-addressed, stamped envelope

		Email

		Web

		Fax

		Name and contact info for questions















Layout

		Break survey into sections





		White space

		Don’t pack too much on a page















White Space

		How would you rate the quality of service you received?

		I thought the service was very good

		I thought the service was good

		I thought the service was poor

		I thought the service was very poor

		How would you rate the food you were served ?

		I thought the food was very good

		I thought the food was good

		I thought the food was poor

		I thought the food was very poor

		How would you rate the accommodations at the hotel?

		I thought they were very good

		I thought they were good

		I thought they were poor

		I thought they were very poor



		How would you rate the cleanliness of your room?

		I thought the room was very clean

		I thought the room was clean

		I thought the room was not clean

		I thought the room was very unclean 

		How would you rate the promptness of your service

		I thought the service was very prompt

		I thought the service was prompt

		I thought the service was not prompt

		I thought the service was very slow

		How would you rate the overall enjoyment of your visit?

		I thought the visit was very good

		I thought the visit was good

		I thought the visit was poor

		I thought the visit was very poor















Better use of white space

		How would you rate the quality of service you received?

		Very good

		Good

		Poor

		Very poor



		How would you rate the food you were served ?

		Very good

		Good

		Poor

		Very poor















Easy-to-Answer

		Simple directions

		Don’t make them write too much

		Check boxes vs. circle answers

		Allow proper spacing between choices





Concise: Need to know vs. nice to know, throw the nice to knows out.









Proper Spacing

		How would you rate the quality of service you received?



 Very Good     Good    Poor    Very Poor

		How would you rate the quality of service you received?



	Very Good     

	Good    

	Poor    

	Very Poor













Helpful Alignment/Labeling

For the following choices, please choose ‘1’ for agree, ‘2’ for not sure, and ‘3’ for disagree.



Do you agree or disagree that EMTs have:

					

Sufficient equipment	      1	           2		  3

Sufficient training	      1	           2		  3

Sufficient compensation      1	           2		  3













More Helpful Format

Do you agree or disagree that EMTs have:



					  Agree	     Not sure     Disagree

Sufficient equipment	      1	          2		   3

Sufficient training	      1	          2		   3

Sufficient compensation      1	          2		   3













Question Ordering

The ordering of questions can impact responses

		Begin easy and straightforward (build confidence)

		Put most important questions in the beginning

		Be mindful of ideas you’ve mentioned earlier

		Keep similar topics together

		Put sensitive information at the end















Skips

		Keep “skips” to a minimum

		If “skips” are necessary, try to use arrows and boxes

		You can build these into web surveys or computerized interviews





Transparent









It May Seem Obvious to You, 

But It Isn’t!

		If there is any way someone could be confused, assume they will be

		Pretest!















Questions?
















How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC 

NEDARC AGENDA

Seattle, WA; April 25-27, 2007

Day 1


8:00 – 8:30

Breakfast

8:30 – 8:45

Introductions & Overview (Mike Ely)

8:45 – 9:30
Survey Research: An Invaluable Tool  (Lenora Olson)

9:30 – 10:30
Establish the Goals of Your Survey  (Mike Ely)




Group Activity: Goal Worksheet & Scenarios 




(Worksheet #1)

10:30
- 10:45
Break

10:45 – 11:30
Determine Your Target Population & Survey Methods (Patty Schmuhl)

11:30– 12:00
Group Activity: Developing a Survey Plan (Worksheet #1)

12:00 – 1:00

LUNCH Hosted by NEDARC

1:00 – 1:45
Survey Instrument Part 1: Understanding Types of Survey Questions & Formats (Patty Schmuhl)

1:45 – 2:15
Group Activity: Writing the First Draft of Questions (Worksheet #2)

2:15 – 3:00
Survey Instrument Part 2: Writing Clear & Unbiased Questions (Mike Ely)

3:00 – 3:15
Break

3:15 – 4:00
Group Activity: Refining Questions (Worksheet #2)

4:00 – 4:30
Survey Instrument Part 3: Formatting & Other Considerations of Your Survey Instrument  (Andrea Genovesi)


Demonstrate Word forms

4:30 – 5:15
Group Activity: Continue Writing & Refining Questions


Print draft for review.

Day 2


8:00 – 8:30

Breakfast

8:30 – 9:00
Importance of Pre testing the Survey Instrument (Lenora Olson) 

9:00 – 10:00

Group Work Time: Continue Finishing Survey Instrument
 


Group Activity: Pretest & Finalize the Survey 




Instrument 

10:00 – 10:15
Break 


10:15 – 11:15
Planning Your Sample (Heather Van Duker)

11:15 – 11:30
Group Activity: Planning Your Sample (Worksheet #3)

11:30 – 12:00
Response Rate Considerations (Mike Ely)

12:00 – 12:30
Group Activity: Managing Responses (Worksheet #4)

12:30 – 2:00
Lunch on Your Own

2:00 – 2:45
Preparing Your Data Capture/Storage Method (Andrea Genovesi or Heather Van Duker) 


2:45 – 3:30
Group Activity: Creating the Survey Data Dictionary (Worksheet #5A & 5B)

3:30 – 3:45
Break

3:45 – 4:30
Preparing to Analyze Your Survey Data (Heather Van Duker)

4:30 – 5:00

Web Survey Software (Patty Schmuhl)

5:10 – 5:30

(Optional) Free Survey Software Demo (Patty Schmuhl)

Day 3


8:00 – 8:30

Breakfast

8:30 – 9:00
Summarizing Your Survey Data & Creating a Report (Andrea Genovesi or Heather Van Duker)

9:00 – 9:30

Group Activity: Analysis Plan & Report (Worksheet


#6)

9:30 – 10:00
Discussion: Utilizing & Sharing Survey Results (Mike Ely)

10:00 – 10:15
Break

10:15 – 10:45
Group Activity: Utilization & Sharing of Data

(Worksheet #7)

10:45 – 11:15
Group Activity: Presentation Planning Time

11:15 – 12:30
Survey Project Final Presentations 

12:30
Final Thoughts & Evaluations
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Write for Your Audience


Audience is the most important consideration in any communication...


People are different and have different needs. You will need to write one way if your audience is EMS personnel, another way if your audience is scientific researchers, and a completely different way if your audience is the general public. 


Often Forgotten 


Audience is the most important consideration in any communication, but it is the one we most often forget. We assume people are just as interested in our subject as we are, so we pack our reports full of detail and nuance. We assume people won’t take us seriously unless we include pages and pages of data and tables to prove our point. We assume people won’t take us seriously unless we include pages and pages of data and tables to prove our point. We forget what the audience cares about and focus on the wrong messages. Or, even worse, we don’t even understand how to best communicate with our audience, so they don’t even receive the messages we’re sending them. I guarantee you’ve all done this. We all have.


 So how do you write for audience?  


· Try to ask additional questions specific to your subject matter. 


· Put yourself in the shoes of your audience. What would they want to know? 


· Talk to your audience. Find out specifically what they’d like to know. 


· Test your material out on some members of your audience and get their feedback. This can be one of the most beneficial tools of all. 


But if all else fails, here is a table to help you determine how to approach different audiences:


		Audience

		Text/Detail

		Data

		Visuals



		Researchers, academics, technicians, etc.

		Provide good overview, including methods and some methods

		Provide sufficient data to make a clear argument.

		Use sufficient visuals and charts that communicate your message



		Practitioners and colleagues in your field

		Provide executive summary and some other details of interest to the field.

		1-4 uses of data with emphasis on practice, QI, and efficiency.

		Use plenty of visuals. Convert text and data into visuals to speed up readability.



		Administrators, leaders, policy makers, etc.

		Provide executive summary only, with emphasis on conclusions and suggested actions

		1-3 uses of clear, conclusive data, with emphasis on quality, money, and outcomes. 

		Use plenty of visual messages. Convert text and data into visuals to speed up readability.



		Public, parents, media

		Provide only a few facts; then focus on take-home messages

		1-2 uses of simple data, with emphasis on gravity of the problem and take-home messages. Translate data into real-world language.

		Lots of visuals and pictures that communicate your message. Convert text and data into visuals to speed up readability.





See www.nedarc.org > Utilizing Data > Utilizing Data for Communication for other great tips on sharing the results of your data collection efforts!





Understanding Types of Questions & Formats

Survey Question Design Part I

Patty Schmuhl







For Every Question….

The manner in which a question is asked can greatly affect the results of a survey.

— Fritz Scheuren, ASA

		There are DOZENS of ways you could ask it!!!



So… what is the right way to ask?







Depends on what you want to know…

Types of Questions:

		Demographic

		Factual

		Behavioral

		Attitudinal









Demographic Questions









Demographic Questions

		Used to identify respondent characteristics:

		Age

		Gender

		Income

		Race

		Place of residence

		Help you paint a more accurate picture of your survey population 















Which of the Following Best Describes Where You Work?

Attendees by Place of Work



Why would this question be something we wanted to know?







Demographic 01


			EMSC coordinator / manager


			EMS data manager / analyst


			If other, please specify





8


3


3





Demographic 02


			State EMS Bureau


			Other State office


			University / Hospital


			Local EMS agency


			Other





57%


8


0


4


1


1





SurveyData_4690


			Response			Source			Email Address			IP Address			Date Started			Time Started			Duration			Status			posTitle									whereWork															experience			state																																																																																																																																																																																	population												likeSurveys												reasonAttending															surveyExpertise												numSurveys												involvedPMeasures						pMeasures																														typesOfSurveys												learning																		learningMethods									levelConfidence												database												likeSurveys2															nedarcWebsite												preferSurveys															name


																											EMSC coordinator / manager			EMS data manager / analyst			If other, please specify			State EMS Bureau			Other State office			University / Hospital			Local EMS agency			Other						ALABAMA			ALASKA			AMERICAN SAMOA			ARIZONA			ARKANSAS			CALIFORNIA			COLORADO			CONNECTICUT			DELAWARE			DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA			FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA			FLORIDA			GEORGIA			GUAM			HAWAII			IDAHO			ILLINOIS			INDIANA			IOWA			KANSAS			KENTUCKY			LOUISIANA			MAINE			MARSHALL ISLANDS			MARYLAND			MASSACHUSETTS			MICHIGAN			MINNESOTA			MISSISSIPPI			MISSOURI			MONTANA			NEBRASKA			NEVADA			NEW HAMPSHIRE			NEW JERSEY			NEW MEXICO			NEW YORK			NORTH CAROLINA			NORTH DAKOTA			NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS			OHIO			OKLAHOMA			OREGON			PALAU			PENNSYLVANIA			PUERTO RICO			RHODE ISLAND			SOUTH CAROLINA			SOUTH DAKOTA			TENNESSEE			TEXAS			UTAH			VERMONT			VIRGIN ISLANDS			VIRGINIA			WASHINGTON			WEST VIRGINIA			WISCONSIN			WYOMING			Less than 1 million people			1 to 3 million people			More than 3 million people			Not sure			Love it			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			I wanted to learn more about surveys to help me with performance measures			I wanted to learn more about surveys in general			It was a requirement in my grant to attend a workshop			I want to attend as many NEDARC workshops as I can			If other, please specify			Beginner			Some experience			Intermediate			Advanced			None			2-Jan			4-Mar			4 or more			Yes			No			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			Not applicable			Survey 1:			Survey 2:			Survey 3:			Survey 4:			How to plan/design a survey project			How to write survey questions			How to use different survey methods			How to analyze survey results			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			If other, please specify			An overview of key concepts and ideas			Some technical detail along with key concepts and ideas			A hands-on treatment with practice doing calculations using statistical formulas			I have not heard of this before			I think I know what it is, but I don’t know for sure			I know what it is, but I have never done anything involving level of confidence			I know what it is and have done at least one project involving level of confidence			Microsoft Excel			Microsoft Access			Oracle			If other, please specify			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			Dislike it			Really dislike it			Weekly			Bi-Monthly			Monthly			Yearly			web based			mailed with a return envelope			telephone			in person			If other, please specify


			1			Email Invitation			gfde911@islanders.guam.net			202.151.67.238			4/3/07			7:14:49 PM			0:04:35			Completed						1															1						6																																										1																																																																																																																																										1																					1			1																		1									1															1																														1																								1															1												1						1															1																		1			1															Angel B Llagas Jr


			2			Email Invitation			dcemsa1@aol.com			64.12.116.74			4/3/07			5:34:39 PM			0:06:30			Completed			1															1									2																														1																																																																																																																																																						1												1												1															1															1									1						1												1			1																											1																					1						1												1												1															1												1															Cynthiana Lightfoot


			3			Email Invitation			Dave.Boer@usd.edu			208.107.90.34			4/3/07			7:37:23 PM			0:05:33			Completed			1															1									13																																																																																																																																																			1																																	1																					1						1																		1									1									1						1						1			1																																	1																					1															1						1															1																		1			1															David A. Boer


			4			Email Invitation			donald.k.au@state.or.us			170.104.111.217			4/3/07			5:43:37 PM			0:04:15			Completed						1						1															5																																																																																																																																	1																																																						1																		1			1																					1									1									1									1																																										1																		1															1						1															1																		1			1															Donald Au


			5			Email Invitation			doreen_risley@health.state.ak.us			146.63.39.221			4/4/07			11:10:02 AM			0:09:07			Completed			1									1															7						1																																																																																																																																																																														1																					1			1																		1															1						1						1			1			1																								pediatric equipment and supplies																											How to get results						1						1												1																					1												1									1												Doreen Risley


			6			Email Invitation			jhouston@dartmouth.edu			130.189.15.61			4/4/07			9:40:50 AM			0:06:18			Completed			1															1									16																																																																																																						1																																																																																	1																		1									1												1												1									1												1			1			1																		transfer guidelines																		1															1															1			1																		1																		1			1															Janet Houston- the prize better be REALLY good!


			7			Email Invitation			jenny.gong@doh.hawaii.gov			132.160.192.10			4/4/07			7:33:53 PM			0:12:00			Completed						1						1															0																																													1																																																																																																																																										1																		1												1						1												1															1																		1						1			1						Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			1																					1															1						1												1															1									1															Jenny Gong


			8			Email Invitation			jestack@dps.state.oh.us			66.144.132.50			4/16/07			7:23:02 AM			0:05:11			Completed			1									1															3																																																																																																																											1																																																															1															1			1																		1												1									1												1																								ED Categorization: gauge both preparedness and receptivity to categorization																								1									1									1									1																		1															1						1															Joe Stack


			9			Email Invitation			krice@nd.gov			165.234.90.1			4/4/07			11:58:29 AM			0:08:09			Completed			1									1															1																																																																																																																					1																																																															1																		1						1																		1												1									1						1									1						1															online and offline medical direction			written inter-facility transfer agreements			EMT Attribution Survey			Survey of what my Advisory Committee members are expecting from the meetings												1															1						1									1															1															1									1															Kelli Rice


			10			Email Invitation			marie.renzi@state.de.us			72.78.60.123			4/14/07			11:00:10 AM			0:04:58			Completed			1									1															9																											1																																																																																																																																																									1																					1			1																		1												1									1												1			1						1															Interfacility agreement information			pediatric education assessment to prehospital personnel																		1															1												1			1																		1															1						1															Marie Renzi


			11			Email Invitation			sam.delp@state.co.us			165.127.8.254			4/3/07			5:18:37 PM			0:05:49			Completed									I hold both EMSC and EMS Data Manager positions.			1															1																					1																																																																																																																																																																					1															1			1															1												1												1						1			1																											Survey to determine if protocols are available to EMS personnel at agencies			Survey to determine if required equipment is maintain on EMS vehicles									1																								1						1									1																		1												1									1															Sam Delp


			12			Email Invitation			tsanddal@citmt.org			204.250.83.2			4/4/07			11:33:26 AM			0:05:18			Partial									Researcher															Medical Research Found			10																																																																																													1																																																																																							1																		1						1																					1									1												1																														1			at this time None																											All of the above						1															1												Both Excel and Access						1																		1						1															Teri L Sanddal


			13			Email Invitation			tmquinata@emscnrc.com			65.242.89.37			4/10/07			6:41:56 AM			0:04:43			Completed									Outreach Coordinator									1									7																																																																											1																																																																																																																		1												1			1																		1									1															1																														1			Need to understand survey tools. Not developing																								1												1			1												1																					1												1						1															Theresa Quinata


			14			Email Invitation			verlathomas@adph.state.al.us			216.226.176.142			4/4/07			9:04:24 AM			0:20:29			Completed			1									1															0			1																																																																																																																																																																																							1															1			1															1															1									1						1			1			1																								66b - survey to address avail. of ped equip on ambulances			66d - survey on potential for or barriers to developing inter-facility transfer agreements			66a - survey to pre hosp. provider on avail of dedicated Ped online/offline med direction			66c - survey to address this performance measure																		all of above						1									1									1																		1									1												1															Verla Thomas


												TOTALS															8			3			3			8			0			4			1			1						1			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			1			0			0			0			1			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0












Other Demographic Examples

What was your total annual household INCOME before taxes last year?

¨ $50,000 or less

¨ $50,001 to $100,000

¨ $100,001 to $200,000 

¨ $200,000 or more



Are You:

	¨Male ¨Female







Placement of Demographic Questions

		Many theories on this

		Most believe they should go at the end of the survey

		Get to the core questions first

		Respondents more likely to complete the survey & answer honestly 

		Some demographics are perceived as intrusive



(SOURCE: Survey Design Considerations, Recommendations for 

Writing Effective Questionnaires, WebSurveyor for Marketing)

Up for debate!













On the other hand – put them at the beginning to:

		To help you initially weed out participants without wasting their time



		Can be useful if you’re subject is “heavy” & you need to ease them into it





LA Survey – demographic pre-survey first outside, went in and then I was inelgible









Learn all you can about your target audience BEFORE creating demographic questions

















State/Territory Population



What was the purpose of this question in your pre-test?? Also, note that this is something we could have found out without asking you on census.gov unless we were trying gauge your personal estimate…







Demographic 01


			EMSC coordinator / manager


			EMS data manager / analyst


			If other, please specify





8


3


3





Demographic 02


			State EMS Bureau


			Other State office


			University / Hospital


			Local EMS agency


			Other





57%


8


0


4


1


1





Population Chart


			Less than 1 million people


			1 to 3 million people


			More than 3 million people


			Not sure





51%


7


3


3


1





SurveyData_4690


			Response			Source			Email Address			IP Address			Date Started			Time Started			Duration			Status			posTitle									whereWork															experience			state																																																																																																																																																																																	population												likeSurveys												reasonAttending															surveyExpertise												numSurveys												involvedPMeasures						pMeasures																														typesOfSurveys												learning																		learningMethods									levelConfidence												database												likeSurveys2															nedarcWebsite												preferSurveys															name


																											EMSC coordinator / manager			EMS data manager / analyst			If other, please specify			State EMS Bureau			Other State office			University / Hospital			Local EMS agency			Other						ALABAMA			ALASKA			AMERICAN SAMOA			ARIZONA			ARKANSAS			CALIFORNIA			COLORADO			CONNECTICUT			DELAWARE			DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA			FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA			FLORIDA			GEORGIA			GUAM			HAWAII			IDAHO			ILLINOIS			INDIANA			IOWA			KANSAS			KENTUCKY			LOUISIANA			MAINE			MARSHALL ISLANDS			MARYLAND			MASSACHUSETTS			MICHIGAN			MINNESOTA			MISSISSIPPI			MISSOURI			MONTANA			NEBRASKA			NEVADA			NEW HAMPSHIRE			NEW JERSEY			NEW MEXICO			NEW YORK			NORTH CAROLINA			NORTH DAKOTA			NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS			OHIO			OKLAHOMA			OREGON			PALAU			PENNSYLVANIA			PUERTO RICO			RHODE ISLAND			SOUTH CAROLINA			SOUTH DAKOTA			TENNESSEE			TEXAS			UTAH			VERMONT			VIRGIN ISLANDS			VIRGINIA			WASHINGTON			WEST VIRGINIA			WISCONSIN			WYOMING			Less than 1 million people			1 to 3 million people			More than 3 million people			Not sure			Love it			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			I wanted to learn more about surveys to help me with performance measures			I wanted to learn more about surveys in general			It was a requirement in my grant to attend a workshop			I want to attend as many NEDARC workshops as I can			If other, please specify			Beginner			Some experience			Intermediate			Advanced			None			2-Jan			4-Mar			4 or more			Yes			No			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			Not applicable			Survey 1:			Survey 2:			Survey 3:			Survey 4:			How to plan/design a survey project			How to write survey questions			How to use different survey methods			How to analyze survey results			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			If other, please specify			An overview of key concepts and ideas			Some technical detail along with key concepts and ideas			A hands-on treatment with practice doing calculations using statistical formulas			I have not heard of this before			I think I know what it is, but I don’t know for sure			I know what it is, but I have never done anything involving level of confidence			I know what it is and have done at least one project involving level of confidence			Microsoft Excel			Microsoft Access			Oracle			If other, please specify			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			Dislike it			Really dislike it			Weekly			Bi-Monthly			Monthly			Yearly			web based			mailed with a return envelope			telephone			in person			If other, please specify


			1			Email Invitation			gfde911@islanders.guam.net			202.151.67.238			4/3/07			7:14:49 PM			0:04:35			Completed						1															1						6																																										1																																																																																																																																										1																					1			1																		1									1															1																														1																								1															1												1						1															1																		1			1															Angel B Llagas Jr


			2			Email Invitation			dcemsa1@aol.com			64.12.116.74			4/3/07			5:34:39 PM			0:06:30			Completed			1															1									2																														1																																																																																																																																																						1												1												1															1															1									1						1												1			1																											1																					1						1												1												1															1												1															Cynthiana Lightfoot


			3			Email Invitation			Dave.Boer@usd.edu			208.107.90.34			4/3/07			7:37:23 PM			0:05:33			Completed			1															1									13																																																																																																																																																			1																																	1																					1						1																		1									1									1						1						1			1																																	1																					1															1						1															1																		1			1															David A. Boer


			4			Email Invitation			donald.k.au@state.or.us			170.104.111.217			4/3/07			5:43:37 PM			0:04:15			Completed						1						1															5																																																																																																																																	1																																																						1																		1			1																					1									1									1									1																																										1																		1															1						1															1																		1			1															Donald Au


			5			Email Invitation			doreen_risley@health.state.ak.us			146.63.39.221			4/4/07			11:10:02 AM			0:09:07			Completed			1									1															7						1																																																																																																																																																																														1																					1			1																		1															1						1						1			1			1																								pediatric equipment and supplies																											How to get results						1						1												1																					1												1									1												Doreen Risley


			6			Email Invitation			jhouston@dartmouth.edu			130.189.15.61			4/4/07			9:40:50 AM			0:06:18			Completed			1															1									16																																																																																																						1																																																																																	1																		1									1												1												1									1												1			1			1																		transfer guidelines																		1															1															1			1																		1																		1			1															Janet Houston- the prize better be REALLY good!


			7			Email Invitation			jenny.gong@doh.hawaii.gov			132.160.192.10			4/4/07			7:33:53 PM			0:12:00			Completed						1						1															0																																													1																																																																																																																																										1																		1												1						1												1															1																		1						1			1						Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			1																					1															1						1												1															1									1															Jenny Gong


			8			Email Invitation			jestack@dps.state.oh.us			66.144.132.50			4/16/07			7:23:02 AM			0:05:11			Completed			1									1															3																																																																																																																											1																																																															1															1			1																		1												1									1												1																								ED Categorization: gauge both preparedness and receptivity to categorization																								1									1									1									1																		1															1						1															Joe Stack


			9			Email Invitation			krice@nd.gov			165.234.90.1			4/4/07			11:58:29 AM			0:08:09			Completed			1									1															1																																																																																																																					1																																																															1																		1						1																		1												1									1						1									1						1															online and offline medical direction			written inter-facility transfer agreements			EMT Attribution Survey			Survey of what my Advisory Committee members are expecting from the meetings												1															1						1									1															1															1									1															Kelli Rice


			10			Email Invitation			marie.renzi@state.de.us			72.78.60.123			4/14/07			11:00:10 AM			0:04:58			Completed			1									1															9																											1																																																																																																																																																									1																					1			1																		1												1									1												1			1						1															Interfacility agreement information			pediatric education assessment to prehospital personnel																		1															1												1			1																		1															1						1															Marie Renzi


			11			Email Invitation			sam.delp@state.co.us			165.127.8.254			4/3/07			5:18:37 PM			0:05:49			Completed									I hold both EMSC and EMS Data Manager positions.			1															1																					1																																																																																																																																																																					1															1			1															1												1												1						1			1																											Survey to determine if protocols are available to EMS personnel at agencies			Survey to determine if required equipment is maintain on EMS vehicles									1																								1						1									1																		1												1									1															Sam Delp


			12			Email Invitation			tsanddal@citmt.org			204.250.83.2			4/4/07			11:33:26 AM			0:05:18			Partial									Researcher															Medical Research Found			10																																																																																													1																																																																																							1																		1						1																					1									1												1																														1			at this time None																											All of the above						1															1												Both Excel and Access						1																		1						1															Teri L Sanddal


			13			Email Invitation			tmquinata@emscnrc.com			65.242.89.37			4/10/07			6:41:56 AM			0:04:43			Completed									Outreach Coordinator									1									7																																																																											1																																																																																																																		1												1			1																		1									1															1																														1			Need to understand survey tools. Not developing																								1												1			1												1																					1												1						1															Theresa Quinata


			14			Email Invitation			verlathomas@adph.state.al.us			216.226.176.142			4/4/07			9:04:24 AM			0:20:29			Completed			1									1															0			1																																																																																																																																																																																							1															1			1															1															1									1						1			1			1																								66b - survey to address avail. of ped equip on ambulances			66d - survey on potential for or barriers to developing inter-facility transfer agreements			66a - survey to pre hosp. provider on avail of dedicated Ped online/offline med direction			66c - survey to address this performance measure																		all of above						1									1									1																		1									1												1															Verla Thomas


												TOTALS															8			3			3			8			0			4			1			1						1			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			1			0			0			0			1			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			7			3			3			1












Factual Questions









Factual Questions

They are simply a question of fact.



Remember an event, fact, etc.

Order of questions might help recall









Factual Example

		Does ambulance X have an infant and child size blood pressure cuff?





	¨Yes ¨No



		In what year was your EMSC Board established? _____________





Talk about memory prompts…. Help recall…









Area of Common Conflict

		Is this the right person to ask this question?

		May depend on knowledge or memory

		Can the question be answered better some other way?

		Do they know enough to answer?

		Can be intimidating or threatening 

		Use “in your opinion” or “use your best guess”

		May need clarification language



Up for debate!



For instance 









Behavioral Questions









Behavioral Questions

		Ask about the respondent’s personal activities or circumstances

		What people do & what they’ve done

		Often Concerned with:

		 time, duration, or frequency















How many surveys have you helped create & disseminate (individually or in a group) in the last year? 

Make take some recall so be careful…





Demographic 01


			EMSC coordinator / manager


			EMS data manager / analyst


			If other, please specify





8


3


3





Demographic 02


			State EMS Bureau


			Other State office


			University / Hospital


			Local EMS agency


			Other





57%


8


0


4


1


1





Population Chart


			Less than 1 million people


			1 to 3 million people


			More than 3 million people


			Not sure





51%


7


3


3


1





PMeasures Data & Chart


			Measure			Response


			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			0


			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			1


			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			1


			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			2


			Not applicable			3


			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			4


			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			4


			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			4


			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			6


			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			6








PMeasures Data & Chart


			








Num of Surveys


			None


			1-2


			3-4





29%


64%


4


9


1





SurveyData_4690


			Response			Source			Email Address			IP Address			Date Started			Time Started			Duration			Status			posTitle									whereWork															experience			state																																																																																																																																																																																	population												likeSurveys												reasonAttending															surveyExpertise												numSurveys												involvedPMeasures						pMeasures																														typesOfSurveys												learning																		learningMethods									levelConfidence												database												likeSurveys2															nedarcWebsite												preferSurveys															name


																											EMSC coordinator / manager			EMS data manager / analyst			If other, please specify			State EMS Bureau			Other State office			University / Hospital			Local EMS agency			Other						ALABAMA			ALASKA			AMERICAN SAMOA			ARIZONA			ARKANSAS			CALIFORNIA			COLORADO			CONNECTICUT			DELAWARE			DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA			FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA			FLORIDA			GEORGIA			GUAM			HAWAII			IDAHO			ILLINOIS			INDIANA			IOWA			KANSAS			KENTUCKY			LOUISIANA			MAINE			MARSHALL ISLANDS			MARYLAND			MASSACHUSETTS			MICHIGAN			MINNESOTA			MISSISSIPPI			MISSOURI			MONTANA			NEBRASKA			NEVADA			NEW HAMPSHIRE			NEW JERSEY			NEW MEXICO			NEW YORK			NORTH CAROLINA			NORTH DAKOTA			NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS			OHIO			OKLAHOMA			OREGON			PALAU			PENNSYLVANIA			PUERTO RICO			RHODE ISLAND			SOUTH CAROLINA			SOUTH DAKOTA			TENNESSEE			TEXAS			UTAH			VERMONT			VIRGIN ISLANDS			VIRGINIA			WASHINGTON			WEST VIRGINIA			WISCONSIN			WYOMING			Less than 1 million people			1 to 3 million people			More than 3 million people			Not sure			Love it			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			I wanted to learn more about surveys to help me with performance measures			I wanted to learn more about surveys in general			It was a requirement in my grant to attend a workshop			I want to attend as many NEDARC workshops as I can			If other, please specify			Beginner			Some experience			Intermediate			Advanced			None			1-2			3-4			4 or more			Yes			No			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			Not applicable			Survey 1:			Survey 2:			Survey 3:			Survey 4:			How to plan/design a survey project			How to write survey questions			How to use different survey methods			How to analyze survey results			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			If other, please specify			An overview of key concepts and ideas			Some technical detail along with key concepts and ideas			A hands-on treatment with practice doing calculations using statistical formulas			I have not heard of this before			I think I know what it is, but I don’t know for sure			I know what it is, but I have never done anything involving level of confidence			I know what it is and have done at least one project involving level of confidence			Microsoft Excel			Microsoft Access			Oracle			If other, please specify			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			Dislike it			Really dislike it			Weekly			Bi-Monthly			Monthly			Yearly			web based			mailed with a return envelope			telephone			in person			If other, please specify


			1			Email Invitation			gfde911@islanders.guam.net			202.151.67.238			4/3/07			7:14:49 PM			0:04:35			Completed						1															1						6																																										1																																																																																																																																										1																					1			1																		1									1															1																														1																								1															1												1						1															1																		1			1															Angel B Llagas Jr


			2			Email Invitation			dcemsa1@aol.com			64.12.116.74			4/3/07			5:34:39 PM			0:06:30			Completed			1															1									2																														1																																																																																																																																																						1												1												1															1															1									1						1												1			1																											1																					1						1												1												1															1												1															Cynthiana Lightfoot


			3			Email Invitation			Dave.Boer@usd.edu			208.107.90.34			4/3/07			7:37:23 PM			0:05:33			Completed			1															1									13																																																																																																																																																			1																																	1																					1						1																		1									1									1						1						1			1																																	1																					1															1						1															1																		1			1															David A. Boer


			4			Email Invitation			donald.k.au@state.or.us			170.104.111.217			4/3/07			5:43:37 PM			0:04:15			Completed						1						1															5																																																																																																																																	1																																																						1																		1			1																					1									1									1									1																																										1																		1															1						1															1																		1			1															Donald Au


			5			Email Invitation			doreen_risley@health.state.ak.us			146.63.39.221			4/4/07			11:10:02 AM			0:09:07			Completed			1									1															7						1																																																																																																																																																																														1																					1			1																		1															1						1						1			1			1																								pediatric equipment and supplies																											How to get results						1						1												1																					1												1									1												Doreen Risley


			6			Email Invitation			jhouston@dartmouth.edu			130.189.15.61			4/4/07			9:40:50 AM			0:06:18			Completed			1															1									16																																																																																																						1																																																																																	1																		1									1												1												1									1												1			1			1																		transfer guidelines																		1															1															1			1																		1																		1			1															Janet Houston- the prize better be REALLY good!


			7			Email Invitation			jenny.gong@doh.hawaii.gov			132.160.192.10			4/4/07			7:33:53 PM			0:12:00			Completed						1						1															0																																													1																																																																																																																																										1																		1												1						1												1															1																		1						1			1						Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			1																					1															1						1												1															1									1															Jenny Gong


			8			Email Invitation			jestack@dps.state.oh.us			66.144.132.50			4/16/07			7:23:02 AM			0:05:11			Completed			1									1															3																																																																																																																											1																																																															1															1			1																		1												1									1												1																								ED Categorization: gauge both preparedness and receptivity to categorization																								1									1									1									1																		1															1						1															Joe Stack


			9			Email Invitation			krice@nd.gov			165.234.90.1			4/4/07			11:58:29 AM			0:08:09			Completed			1									1															1																																																																																																																					1																																																															1																		1						1																		1												1									1						1									1						1															online and offline medical direction			written inter-facility transfer agreements			EMT Attribution Survey			Survey of what my Advisory Committee members are expecting from the meetings												1															1						1									1															1															1									1															Kelli Rice


			10			Email Invitation			marie.renzi@state.de.us			72.78.60.123			4/14/07			11:00:10 AM			0:04:58			Completed			1									1															9																											1																																																																																																																																																									1																					1			1																		1												1									1												1			1						1															Interfacility agreement information			pediatric education assessment to prehospital personnel																		1															1												1			1																		1															1						1															Marie Renzi


			11			Email Invitation			sam.delp@state.co.us			165.127.8.254			4/3/07			5:18:37 PM			0:05:49			Completed									I hold both EMSC and EMS Data Manager positions.			1															1																					1																																																																																																																																																																					1															1			1															1												1												1						1			1																											Survey to determine if protocols are available to EMS personnel at agencies			Survey to determine if required equipment is maintain on EMS vehicles									1																								1						1									1																		1												1									1															Sam Delp


			12			Email Invitation			tsanddal@citmt.org			204.250.83.2			4/4/07			11:33:26 AM			0:05:18			Partial									Researcher															Medical Research Found			10																																																																																													1																																																																																							1																		1						1																					1									1												1																														1			at this time None																											All of the above						1															1												Both Excel and Access						1																		1						1															Teri L Sanddal


			13			Email Invitation			tmquinata@emscnrc.com			65.242.89.37			4/10/07			6:41:56 AM			0:04:43			Completed									Outreach Coordinator									1									7																																																																											1																																																																																																																		1												1			1																		1									1															1																														1			Need to understand survey tools. Not developing																								1												1			1												1																					1												1						1															Theresa Quinata


			14			Email Invitation			verlathomas@adph.state.al.us			216.226.176.142			4/4/07			9:04:24 AM			0:20:29			Completed			1									1															0			1																																																																																																																																																																																							1															1			1															1															1									1						1			1			1																								66b - survey to address avail. of ped equip on ambulances			66d - survey on potential for or barriers to developing inter-facility transfer agreements			66a - survey to pre hosp. provider on avail of dedicated Ped online/offline med direction			66c - survey to address this performance measure																		all of above						1									1									1																		1									1												1															Verla Thomas


												TOTALS															8			3			3			8			0			4			1			1						1			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			1			0			0			0			1			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			7			3			3			1																																										4			9			1			0			10			4			6			4			6			4			2			4			0			1			1			3












Behavioral Example

		On an average work day I surf the Internet…



¨Never

¨1-30 Mins

¨31-60 Mins

¨Over an hour



Confidentiality… sensitivity…











What time interval should be used?

Day

Week

Month

Year

Up for debate!













For Optimal Recall

		Keep the time frame as short as possible

		Recall is poor for more than 1 year

		Order questions sequentially to increase recall

		May want to use lists or examples to prompt recall

		i.e., Needs assessment, opinion survey, data collection, etc. 





High School Grad Date, then College Grad Date, etc. NOT sure last bullet –Last year during our annual needs assessment, you indicated that…. Has the situation improved?









Avoid Questions About Future Behavior

		Usually won’t give you accurate data

		Priorities & circumstances change

		Better to do a later survey assessing actual behavior changes















Attitudinal Questions

Got Attitude?







Attitudinal Questions

		The respondent’s opinion, attitude, motive, values, perceptions, or feelings about an issue

		Usually uses a scale – how they feel & how strongly they feel (or believe)









Attitudinal Examples

		How would you rate the quality of health care in this country?



¨Excellent

¨Good

¨Only Fair

¨Poor

¨No Opinion







Should You Include a Neutral Option? 

		In general, you may want to force them to choose positive or negative choices

		Depends on how you plan to analyze the data & what is important to you



Up for debate!













What is your reaction to the new NEDARC logo shown above? 

		Really Like It

		Like It

		Dislike It

		Really Dislike It





Force a Response 

for an Opinion

– no neutral







Including Neutral (or Middle Option)

		Can help combat positive bias tendencies 

		Can help allow those who don’t feel strongly either way to have a voice

		





There are other times when it may be important to know that the respondent does not have a strong opinion on the subject. 









Example

		How would you rate the EMSC Coordinator’s meeting facilitation skills?

		Very good

		Good

		Fair

		Poor

		Very poor



Allows for a spot for those who really don’t feel strongly either way



In this case, including fair may be a good option because some participants may have limited experience with the coordinator’s facilitation skills and may not have a strong opinion either way. It also can help combat the tendency for your colleagues to want to say good things about you. 









Question Formats



Any question you come up with could be phrased in multiple ways - each with its own strategy







Scenario

		Your group wants to ask EMS providers about their comfort level in giving emergency care to children















Types of Question Formats

Closed-Ended

		Multiple Choice

		Check One (Forced Choice)

		Check All That Apply

		Scale

		Low to High

		Ranking



Open-Ended

		Numeric 

		Text

		Interviewing









1) Closed-Ended









Closed-Ended Questions

		Choices are pre-selected

		More difficult to write than open-ended

		Usually:

		More effective/efficient

		More reliable

		Easier to complete

		Easier to analyze







Usually because – standardized

Need to anticipate the answers in advance









Multiple Choice Questions









Multiple Choice (Check One)

		Respondents Choose the Best Answer

		Keep Choices Simple

		Broad Range of Possible Answers

		Allow 'Don't know', 'Not Applicable', or 'Other' responses when appropriate. 

		Don't force a response that is incorrect by providing too few response options.









Multiple Choice (Check One)

(Close-Ended/Forced):

		Which of the following statements best applies to you?



I feel very comfortable providing EMS care to children

I usually feel comfortable caring for children, except in some difficult cases

I often feel uneasy providing EMS care to children

I never feel comfortable taking care of children













Multiple Choice (Check One)

(Open-Ended):

		Which of the following statements best applies to you?



I feel very comfortable providing EMS care to children

I usually feel comfortable caring for children, except in some difficult cases

I often feel uneasy providing EMS care to children

I never feel comfortable taking care of children

Other, please specify __________________________







Multiple Choice (Check All That Apply)

		Allows the respondent to select ALL options that apply

		Can be trickier for analysis than normal multiple choice





Before you include this type of question, consider how you will analyze the results.  

Will you use all of the information provided

Would it be more useful to modify the question to be one or more questions that only allow one answer?









Multiple Choice (Check All That Apply)

(Close-Ended/Forced):

		Which of the following patients are you comfortable treating with CPR? (check all that apply)



 Newborn/infant (<1)

 Child (1-12)

 Teenager (13-18)

 Adult (19-65)

 Older adult (over 65)















When should you include “don’t know,” “other,” or “not applicable” response choices?

Up for debate!













Don’t Know

		Generally a good idea to include if respondents truly may not know

		Not including may result in “fudged” answers

		Unless you REALLY DO need a response, such as with performance measures

		Don’t include too many 

		Responder may get lazy















Not Applicable

		Often necessary

		Don’t force people to make an inappropriate choice (which will invalidate your data)

		Responders normally don’t “abuse” the not applicable option

		Evaluate every question in your survey to see if you need it

		Always spell out ‘not applicable’ (don’t use N/A)















Other – (Open-Ended)

		May also be needed

		To allow for all possible responses 

		The respondent won’t feel so restricted

		But, don’t rely to heavily on the Other to bail you out – do your research

		If you’ve done your homework right, you should be providing the appropriate choices

		Unless strong themes emerge, you often will not analyze the “other” data 















What was wrong with this question?

How often do you visit the NEDARC website?

 Weekly

 Bi-Monthly

 Monthly

 Yearly







Scales









Rating Scale (Low to High)

		Use to indicate how strongly a respondent feels about something

		Can use numbers or words 

		Useful when responses naturally fit into a rating scheme

		Helpful when answering a sensitive question, such as weight, age, etc.





Don’t you love it when you’re in the 35-40 category???









Rating Scale

		How comfortable are you treating children?



1 = Very comfortable

2 = Somewhat comfortable

3 = Somewhat uncomfortable

4 = Very uncomfortable















		Could have 3-10

		Generally, 3-7 is best

		Depends on 

		How you want to analyze

		How much you feel your audience can handle



Up for debate!

How many items on the scale?



Odd number gives you a middle ground; however omit middle ground if you want to force an opinion.









Detail in Scales

		Example: not detailed enough

		Agree

		Disagree

		 Example: too detailed

		Strongly agree

		Moderately agree

		Somewhat agree

		Neutral

		Somewhat disagree

		Moderately disagree

		Strongly disagree















Rating Scales (Low to High)

		Avoid Overlapping:

		Example

		Age: (20-30, 30-40, 40-50)









Ranking

		Allows you to rank items, often in order of importance or relevance















Ranking

		Please rank the following types of patients (with 1 being the type you are most comfortable treating & 5 being the type you are least comfortable treating):



____ Newborn/infant (under age 1)

____ Child (age 1-11)

____ Teenager (age 12-18)

____ Adult (age 19-65)

____ Older Adult (age 65 & up)















How to rank the items most effectively?

Use short rankings – 1,2,3

Don’t ask about too many items

Ranking in order often difficult 

		respondent not sure



Up for debate!













Open-Ended Questions (Numeric/Text)

Answers not pre-defined













2) Open-Ended Questions

		Answer in their own words

		Unanticipated answers

		Understand their point of view

		Need quotable material

		Difficult to compare & interpret

		Qualitative Research









Open-Ended Numeric

		Allows for a fill-in-the-blank number

		Example: “What ages are you least comfortable providing EMS care to?”                                    			_____ years to _____ years















Open-Ended Numeric

		Must be as specific as possible so that you can analyze the data provided

		“How much do you weigh?” _____

		“How much do you weigh in pounds?” _____ 















Open-Ended Text

		Responses Not Predefined

		Respondents free to write whatever they want to









Open-Ended Text Example	

“How do you feel when treating children versus when treating adults? Please describe.”

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________













Pros of Open-Ended Text

		Allow you to capture opinions & answers that you might not have identified otherwise

		i.e., qualitative understanding

		Provide variety

		Limit bias

		Generate quotations

		Test the salience of an issue

		Acknowledge that the researcher is not omniscient

		Prompt a researcher to think differently















Drawbacks of Open-Ended Text

		More difficult to answer 

		More difficult to code

		People frequently skip open-ended questions

		Difficult to analyze the data 

		Analysis will require coding, categorization, & analysis of counts in each category

















When to use open-ended questions ?

		Use sparingly

		Use for supplementary rather than primary information. 

		Never phrase them as a yes/no question

		That’s what you’ll probably get

		Never begin with an open-ended question 

		Leave appropriate space for the answer

		3-4 lines



Up for debate!



(give the respondent time to understand the survey)









Types of Question Formats

Closed-Ended

		Multiple Choice

		Check One (Forced Choice)

		Check All That Apply

		Scale

		Low to High

		Ranking



Open-Ended

		Numeric 

		Text



Which one do you choose?













How Do You Choose? Depends On

What you need to know

What will be most helpful for analysis

What “feels natural” for the question

What will best minimize bias













Which One?

Which of the following statements best applies to you?

I feel very comfortable providing EMS care to children

I usually feel comfortable caring for children, except in some difficult cases

I often feel uneasy providing EMS care to children

I never feel comfortable taking care of children

Which of the following patients are you comfortable treating with CPR? (check all that apply)

 Newborn/infant (<1)

 Child (1-12)

 Teenager (13-18)

 Adult (19-65)

 Older adult (over 65)

How comfortable are you treating children?

1 = Very comfortable

2 = Somewhat comfortable

3 = Somewhat uncomfortable

4 = Very uncomfortable

“How do you feel when treating children versus when treating adults? Please describe.”

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________













Checklist for Deciding Between Open- & Close-Ended Questions*

*Arlene Fink, How to Ask Survey Questions, 2nd Edition, p. 38



		 		√ If yes, Use Open-Ended Questions		√ If yes, Use Close-Ended Questions

		Purpose		 Respondents’ own words are essential (to please respondent, to obtain quotes, to obtain testimony)		You want data that are rated or ranked (on a scale of very poor to very good, for example), and you have a good idea of how to order the ratings in advance

		Respondent characteristics		 Respondents are capable of providing answers in their own words
Respondents are willing to provide answers in their own words		You want respondents to answer using a pre-specified set of response choices

























Checklist for Deciding Between Open- & Close-Ended Questions*

*Arlene Fink, How to Ask Survey Questions, 2nd Edition, p. 38



		 		√ If yes, Use Open-Ended Questions		√ If yes, Use Close-Ended Questions

		Asking the question		 You prefer to ask only the open question because the choices are unknown		You prefer the respondents choose among known choices

		Analyzing the results		You have the skills to analyze respondents’ comments even though answers may vary considerably (qualitative analysis & coding)
You can handle responses that appear infrequently		You prefer to count the number of choices

		Reporting the results		You will provide individual or grouped verbal responses		You will report statistical data

































Before you write a question, make sure there is a purpose for the question.



Sometimes we throw in a bunch of questions while we think we have a captive audience OR because we’re sure we’ll want the data at some point but we’re not sure how we’ll use it right now… can cause the survey to lose focus and effect response rate --- to long, don’t trust us, etc.









Have Fun in Your Survey Debates!

		Listen to your colleagues

		Be open-minded

		Together, you will make a great survey















Questions?







21%


21%


7%


51%


Less than


1 million


people


1 to 3


million


people


More than


3 million


people


Not sure


7%


7%


29%


57%


State EMS


Bureau


University /


Hospital


Local EMS


agency


Other


7%


29%


64%


None


1-2


3-4













How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #3

Group Activity:  Planning Your Sampling Method


Instructions:   Please fill out the worksheet for your group’s survey scenario.  Use the handouts as a reference if you would like.


		SRS = Respondents are randomly selected from the target population.

		Pros:




		Cons:



		Stratified =Target population is divided into subgroups that are similar within the subgroup.  Respondents are randomly selected from each of the subgroups.


For your scenario, list some groupings within your population you might stratify by:

		Pros:




		Cons:





		Cluster = Target population is divided into naturally occurring units (such as schools).  Clusters are randomly selected and all individuals in the selected clusters are included in the sample.


For your scenario, list some natural groups you might cluster by:

		Pros:




		Cons:



		Multi-Stage= Target population is divided into stages of naturally occurring units.  Units are randomly selected at each stage.   


For your scenario, list some groupings you may consider:




		Pros:




		Cons:





Which method did you select for your scenario?  Please give a brief description.





Cleaning the Data & Preparing for Analysis

Heather Van Duker







Overview

		Database Construction

		Data Validation

		Data Manipulation

		Pre-analysis Considerations





you should be able to at least be familiar with some of the techniques for cleaning and preparing survey data for when you are working with a statistician on an analysis project."









Database Construction











Database Construction	

		Construction of database 

		Prior to data collection

		Data dictionary

		Each variable defined

		Description of valid data values

		Easily compatible with analysis software (export to format usable by software)

		Database software with built-in data checks

		Create your own data entry checks





Much of what I’m going to be showing you to look for can be prevented by good database design initially.

database principles Amy taught them are very important as they prepare to analyze data and to make sure they are familiar with those ideas from her talk.









Data Validation



We’re going to be talking about some “red flags” to look for in your data.  









Data Validation	

		Always needed regardless of built-in data checks

		Should be done before analysis begins

		Do these results make sense for our population?









Data Validation

		Frequency checks

		Categorical data

		Check the number in each category

		Example

		Survey to hospital administrators:



“Implementing inter-facility transfer agreements will improve outcomes for children.”

		 		Frequency		Percent

		Agree		6613		48.73

		Disagree		6957		51.27

























Data Validation

 Example:

		Survey of pre-hospital provider agencies

		“On-line medical direction at the scene of an emergency will help ensure optimal pediatric emergency care.”



	

		Frequency		Percent     

		Agree		9595		70.72

		Disagree		3696		27.24

		7		36		0.27

		8		236		1.74

		9		5		0.04

		                                   Frequency Missing = 2 

















Data Validation	

		Cross tabulations

		Categorical data

		Combinations of variables should not occur (e.g., a pregnant male)

		Example:

		

























What’s wrong?

In your state, pre-hospital providers are required to get Level B certification. ALS providers are required to get Level A certification. 

 “Please mark whether you an ALS or BLS provider.”

“What is your highest level of certification?”

		Level A		Level B

		ALS		9595		2

		BLS		0		3654

























Data Validation

		Range

		Continuous data (add, subtract, multiply…)

		Scene time in minutes, age, etc.

		Minimum and maximum values

		Mean, median (software does automatically)

		Example:



Length of time at current address:

	min:  0.5 months

	max: 47 years







Data Validation

		Example:







		Length at Residence

		Lowest Value		Highest Value

		-100
-100
-100
-100
-98		19
19
19
20
21























Data Validation

		Dates

		Check for dates outside of appropriate time frames

		Subtract the later date from the more recent date:  admit date – birth date > 0

		Example:

		Are patients’ admit dates after patients’ birth dates?

		Are run dates within the 3 month time frame of the study? 









Data Validation

		Missing Values

		Check every variable for the total number of missing values









Data Validation

		Missing values

		Example:



Have you, personally, ever called 9-1-1?

		Frequency		Percent

		Y		289		99.3

		N		2		0.7

		Frequency Missing = 13281

















Data Manipulation











Data Manipulation

		Creating New Variables

		Age groups from age variable

		Income groups from income variables







Example:

		Analysis Variable : Hospital LOS

		Mean		Std Dev		Lower 95%
CL for Mean		Upper 95%
CL for Mean

		5.9		9.0		5.3		6.4



























Example

Hospital length of stay

Frequency Missing = 124

Hospital LOS                                         1.1806                                           1.7507                                           1.6424                                           1.0938                                           2.5972                                           4.0042                                           1.1458                                           1.7465                                           4.8542                                          32.0840                                           8.7674                                           1.0104

…etc.

		LOS Group (in days)		Frequency		Percent

		0-3		547		58.13

		>3-8		309		32.84

		>8		85		9.03



























Don’t forget

		Add new variables to data dictionary 

		Valid range of values



LOSGroup

Definition:  Length of hospital stay in days grouped by length of stay.

Valid Values:

0-3 	LOS 0-3 days

>3-8	LOS >3 to 8 days

>8	Any LOS > 8 days

.	Missing value







Pre-Analysis Considerations

		Need to be aware that when you do analysis, sometimes adjustments are necessary for survey data (cannot just use auto calculations in your software) 





"You need to be aware that statistical adjustments may be

necessary to insure accurate reporting when discussing:" - Mention that this

is why you might want to be care full with automatic mean calculations in

survey software, etc. 









Adjustments

		Infinite (very large) vs. finite target populations

		Infinite = lots and lots of people in your target population

		50,000+?

		Finite = not so many people in your target population

		100’s?









Adjustments

		Whether or not your population is big enough or “infinite” will change depending on the design of your study, the research questions you have, and ultimately your sample size requirements

		The rule of thumb is: when your required sample size is greater than  0.05*total target population (.05N), then we should use the finite population correction (just be aware of this)









Example

		Target Population = 115 hospital administrators in your state

		Sample size calculation = 23

		Do we need to worry about adjustments for a finite population?



.05N = .05*115 = 5.75

Is 23 > 5.75?

YES!  Need finite population correction.







Adjustments

		Depending on your sampling design, there are also adjustments that need to be made 

		Stratified

		Cluster

		Multi-stage

		Just be aware auto calculations from your software do not include these adjustments (sometimes it makes a big difference in your results)











Questions?





Basic


Advanced


Total


9202


4082


13284


6485


6799


Volunteer


Career


4517


1968


4685


2114













A Practical Checklist: Preparing Data for Analysis


1.
Run frequencies on each variable

2.
Perform cross tabulations


-there shouldn’t be a pregnant male or a 50 yr old pediatric patient


3.
Check the range of the data




-Minimum value




-Maximum value


-Do these results make sense for this variable? (there shouldn’t be a 20 ft. tall patient)

4.
Check the dates fall within correct time frames



-patients’ admit dates should be after patients’ birth dates



-are dates within the time frame of the survey?  


5.
Check the number of missing values for each variable  




-are these missing values expected?



-are there more than the expected number of missing values?

-could there be another problem? 


- accidental loss of data when importing or exporting data from the database to the analysis software

- unknown/don’t know responses are handled differently than missing values, check the unknown or don’t know responses aren’t set to missing values by mistake


6.
If data are recombined to create a new variable, follow these same steps for the newly created variable.











How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #4

Considerations in Maximizing Your Survey Response Rate Worksheet

What constraints will your target population face that may discourage them from filling out a survey?

· __________________________________________________________________


· __________________________________________________________________


· __________________________________________________________________


· __________________________________________________________________


· __________________________________________________________________

Consider each topic below and describe how you will address it in order to maximize survey response. 

1. Selling your audience on the value and importance of the survey (making it appealing to them):

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Survey confidentiality issues (and anonymity if applicable):

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Pre-testing (who will you give the survey to for feedback?)


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What incentives might you be able to use to increase your response rates?  Will the incentive be widespread, or only available to a limited number of respondents?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is your follow-up plan to maximize response rates?  Specifically, how will you remind people to complete the survey? When will the reminders be sent? To whom will they be sent?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. What characteristics will you look at in evaluating your non-respondents? What can you do to try to get any further responses after your survey deadline has passed? What will you do if there is a clear pattern to who is not responding?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other Considerations:

· Ensuring your respondents that all possible answers are OK


· Survey length


· Ensuring the survey reaches everyone it’s intended for


· Amount of time needed to complete/return the survey






How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #5B

[State] EMSC Pediatric Equipment Survey for Ambulances

This form is being used to summarize what equipment is carried by the BLS ambulances in an agency's fleet by each piece of equipment. All directions are in red font. Please complete the survey by [insert date]. Once you have completed the survey, please email, fax, or mail it back to the [insert name], EMSC Program Manager, Bureau of EMS, [insert email address], [insert fax number], [insert address]. 

Background Information:


1. Name of EMS Agency: Enter response here

Person Completing Survey:


2. Name (First & last):  Enter response here

3. Job Title:  Enter response here

4. Phone Number [(xxx) xxx-xxxx and extension if applicable]:  Enter response here

5. E-mail:  Enter response here

6. Date of survey completion (m/d/yy):  4/24/07


BLS Questions:

7. Indicate your EMS agency level/type: (check all that apply)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  BLS (Basic Life Support)



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  ILS (Intermediate Life Support)



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  ALS (Advanced Life Support)



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Air ambulance only


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Fire


8. Total number of BLS ambulances for this agency:     

9. Please indicate the number of BLS ambulances that carry each item(s) of equipment listed below (of the total number of BLS ambulances in your agency's fleet).      

For equipment with a range of sizes, all sizes must be on the ambulance to be considered in compliance.

10. Indicate the total number of ambulances (if any) that carry ALL of the BLS equipment listed below:      

11. If your ambulances do not carry all of the recommended BLS equipment, please indicate why this may be the case (check all that apply):


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No state/local equipment requirements exist



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Funding is very limited



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Don't believe separate pediatric equipment is necessary for adequate care


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Certain pediatric items are used too infrequently to justify the expense


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Certain pediatric items are not reusable and are too expensive to replace


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Other, Please specify: Enter response here

12. For the following table of essential BLS equipment, please indicate the number of BLS ambulances that carry each item(s) of equipment listed below (of the total number of BLS ambulances in your agency's fleet). 

NOTE: Skip this page of the form if you are not a BLS agency. For all questions that ask for a count, your answers must be in numeric format (i.e., "4" not "four"). 


		BLS Essential Equipment and Supplies

		# of Ambulances that Carry Item(s)



		

		



		a. Oropharyngeal airways: infant, child, adult (sizes 00-5)

		     



		b. Self-inflating resuscitation bag: child and adult sizes*

		     



		c. Masks for bag-valve-mask device: infant, child, and adult sizes

		     



		d. Oxygen masks: infant, child, and adult sizes

		     



		e. Nonbreathing mask: pediatric and adult sizes

		     



		f. Stethoscope

		     



		g. Backboard

		     



		h. Cervical immobilization device

		     



		i. Blood pressure cuff: infant, child, and adult sizes

		     



		j. Portable suction unit with a regulator

		     



		k. Suction catheters: tonsil-tip and 6F-14F**

		     



		l. Extremity splints: pediatric sizes

		     



		m. Bulb Syringe

		     



		n. Obstetric pack

		     



		o. Thermal blanket§

		     



		p. Water-Soluble lubricant

		     





* A self-inflating resuscitation bag should be self refilling, should have an oxygen reservoir and should not have a pop-off valve.  A child bag has a reservoir of 450 mL, whereas an adult bag has a reservoir of at least 1,000 mL.


** Suction catheters only come in even numbered sizes


§ A thermal blanket may help minimize heat loss.  Hypothermia will complicate many illnesses and injuries, particularly in infants and young children.  The type of material used will depend on local preference, protocols, and procedures but may include Mylar, standard blankets, or aluminum foil for small infants.


13. Other BLS comments/explanations: Enter response here

Thank you for taking the time to complete this brief survey. 

Remember to return the completed survey by [insert date] to [insert name].




Web Survey Software

What’s out there…

Patty Schmuhl



Remember to separate “common” features and “more advanced” features.  Emphasize the features I liked.









Presentation Goals

Become familiar with different survey software features

Excellent

Really Nice

Nice

Be able to distinguish what is important to your organization

Have a head start in choosing a survey package 







Web Survey Software

		Web survey software is not the 

“end all be all solution”

		Always consult a statistician about the results





Highlight – Heather’s example of certain cases some reports are not accurate…









Things to Consider…

		Access to a computer

		Some technical expertise

		E.g. They know how to use a

computer & the Internet

		They check their e-mail regularly

		Your population:

		Data Managers or Institutions VS. 

Geriatric Patients



Should I use a web survey?



I’ve included a survey of Internet Users from Gallup in your binder.









For Performance Measures

		Web survey often a great option

		Directly entered into a database

		Inexpensive distribution

		You can track who has not sent in required data

		Automation of tasks

		Majority of your population will have access to the Internet









Software Reviewed

		Prezza Technologies ~ $3000

		educational and government pricing available

		SurveyMethods.com/SurveyMonkey.com ~ FREE

		Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP ~  $180

		Vovici or InSite ~  $4,995 

		Vovici fee for extra users

		NetReflector – Instant Survey ~ subscription 

		Free to $250/month depending on number of respondents

		Raosoft – EZSurvey ~  $399 and up



NEDARC does not endorse any specific product



Describe HOW I picked these companies!!! – Note handout has incorrect pricing for Raosoft.









Software Capabilities

Audience is web savvy… What about the software?









Overview of Covered Features

Data

Interface 

Survey Design

Respondent Experience

Dissemination

Response Tracking

Reporting







1) Data









Data: Features

		Essential

		Back-up the data

		Ability to export 

the data

		Security of the data

		Data validation









Data: Back-up

		Never assume… be proactive!

		If the data is kept on software

vendor’s server

		Review their back-up policy

		Can you get a copy of the data?

		If the data is kept on your internal server

		Verify your internal back-up procedures









Data: Export

		Make sure that you can export the data

		So you can back it up if you need to

		So you can

import it 

into your 

own software 

for analysis











Data: Security

		Do you or the software company own a “Secure Socket Layer” (SSL)?

		What is SSL?

		Data encrypted when it is submitted

		How do you know if you or they have it?

		Look for https:  AND lock at the bottom of your browser

		Site should have a “certificate”



Section: 1) Data









Data: Validation

		Is there a way to ensure that the data entered will be formatted to match its 

data-type? E.g. 40 not “40”



Section: 1) Data

Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP







Data: Features

		Really Nice

		You can install the software on your own computer with an option to allow the software company to “host” your survey 

on their computers















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Data: Software on Your Own Computer

		You have staff that can install 

the software and provide

technical support

		You own the data

		You can ensure confidentiality

		You can access the data whenever you need to

		You can ensure frequent back-ups



Section: 1) Data



More you pay the more ownership









Data: Things to be aware of…

		How are the responses stored?

		I.e. Multiple Choice (all that apply)

		One variable – “Sunday, Wednesday, Friday”

		Separate variables (best way):  

		Q10_FavoriteDay_a: Sunday

		Q10_FavoriteDay_b: Wednesday

		Q10_FavoriteDay_c: Friday

		Any limits on the number of respondents to a survey??



Section: 1) Data



Data storage in $180 package… not ideal for “all that apply” 









2) Interface

Is it easy to use?







Interface: Features

		Essential

		Spell check

		Can you preview 

the survey as 

you design it?

		Intuitive, easy-to-use

interface

		Short learning curve

		



Section: 2) Interface







Interface: Is it intuitive?

Section: 2) Interface

Raosoft – EZSurvey ($2250)

Perseus – SurveySolutions Express (free) – no longer available



Explain Learning Curve…









Interface: Learning Curve?





Section: 2) Interface

Raosoft - EZSurvey







Interface: Features

		Really Nice

		Can you copy the 

survey?

		Can you customize

the survey?

		Wizards





Section: 2) Interface







Interface: Wizards

Section: 2) Interface

InSite – Survey Systems  ($4,995)









3) Survey Design









Survey Design: Features

		Essential

		Can you choose where to place the page breaks?

		Intuitive question design

		Auto branching & skipping



Section: 3) Survey Design







Survey Design: Page Breaks

Next button indicates a page break









Intuitive Question Design

Section: 3) Survey Design

Perseus – SurveySolutions Pro -

Now Vovici



Microsoft Word integration 









Auto Branching & Skipping

Section: 3) Survey Design

NetReflector – Instant Survey







Survey Design: Features

		Really Nice

		Extra question types

		Hidden responses

		Multiple methods of distribution



Section: 3) Survey Design







Survey Design: Question Types

Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP

Section: 3) Survey Design

Raosoft – EZSurvey

NetReflector – Instant Survey 



Advanced vs. Common









Hidden Responses

		Capture the date and time they started the survey

		Capture the amount of time it took a respondent to complete the survey

		Capture respondent’s system information

		Generate hidden “IDs” to maintain unique records for anonymity



Section: 3) Survey Design







What did I find out about you??









Multiple Distribution Options

Section: 3) Survey Design

Perseus – SurveySolutions Pro – Now Vovici







Survey Design: Features

		Nice

		Can you import questions from another application?

		Link to other media

		Piping



Section: 3) Survey Design







Piping

Section: 3) Survey Design

Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP







4) Respondent

    Experience









Respondent Experience: Features

		Essential

		Accessibility – 508 compliant

		Required answers

		Track percentage 

completed	



Section: 4) Respondent Experience







Required Answers

Section: 4) Respondent Experience

InSite – Survey Systems 



Force a Response









Track the Percentage Completed

		Gives user a reference point

		How much time is remaining?

		Encourages user “to keep going”



Section: 4) Respondent Experience









Respondent Experience: Features

		Really Nice

		Auto math calculations

		Nice

		Can a user go back to a previous page or answer?

		Can a user leave and come back and finish the survey later?



Section: 4) Respondent Experience







5) Dissemination









Dissemination: Features

		Essential

		Link to a URL for the survey



Section: 5) Dissemination







Dissemination: Link to URL

Section: 5) Dissemination

Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP 







Dissemination: Features

		Really Nice

		Auto reminder

		Built in e-mail program 

with tracking

		Distribution lists









Email Dissemination Options

Section: 5) Dissemination

InSite – Survey Systems 







Dissemination: Features

		Nice

		Auto thank you









6) Survey Response

    Tracking









Survey Response Tracking: Features

		Essential

		Ability to find out when individuals have responded to your survey



Section: 6) Survey Response Tracking



How I got around this by encouraging them to add their name in the free software.









Survey Response Tracking

Section: 6) Survey Response Tracking

NetReflector – Instant Survey 

Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP







Survey Response Tracking: Features

		Really Nice

		Can track anonymously or individually

		Nice

		Ability to track “where” a respondent “bailed” out of your survey



Section: 6) Survey Response Tracking







7) Reporting









Reporting: Features

		Essential

		Export the charts/reports



Section: 7) Reporting







Reports: Exporting Charts/Reports

Section: 7) Reporting

















Perseus – SurveySolutions Pro – Now Vovici

Section: 7) Reporting









Reporting: Features

		Really Nice

		Filtering

		Frequency reports

		Cross-tabbed reports

		Statistical reports

		Charts & graphs



Section: 7) Reporting







Frequency Report

Section: 7) Reporting

InSite – Survey Systems 







Cross-Tab Report

Section: 7) Reporting

Perseus – SurveySolutions Express ~ FREE – No Longer Available 







Statistical Reports*

Perseus – SurveySolutions Express ~ FREE – No Longer Available









InSite – Survey Systems 

NetReflector – Instant Survey

Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP 

Raosoft – EZSurvey 

Perseus – SurveySolutions Express  (Free) – No Longer Available

Section: 7) Reporting



Types of Available Reports















Reporting: Features

		Nice

		Advanced statistical reports

		Share the results



Section: 7) Reporting







Advanced Statistical Reports

Section: 7) Reporting

Raosoft – EZSurvey 









Conclusions









Selecting the Software: The Bottom Line

		Choose the software with the features that best meet your needs

		Download a trial version (30 day)

		Call different companies 

		ask them to give you a demo

		Look at their list of clients

		Check your system requirements

		Consult other survey software users









Excellent Low Cost Solutions

		SurveyMonkey.com/SurveyMethods.com ~ Free

		Major Drawbacks:

		No security

		Some major limitation hidden behind FREE

		Class Apps – SelectSurveyASP ~ $180

		Major Drawbacks:

		Inconvenient storage of certain data types

		Somewhat of a learning curve

		Not a lot of report or analysis options









Questions?













5 minute break & 

DEMO of online FREE survey software



5 minute break and then you are welcome to come back and see one package in action.







UNKNOWN-0.psd



UNKNOWN-1.psd



UNKNOWN-2.psd



UNKNOWN-3.psd



UNKNOWN-4.psd
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UNKNOWN-8.psd
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How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #7

Sharing Your Survey Results Worksheet


1. Desired outcomes from the survey project (what would you like to be able to do with the survey information to improve things in your state?) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. List organizations and people that need to be informed of the survey information to help you achieve your desired outcomes?


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. List any other organizations or people that might be interested in this survey information.


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What are the best ways to reach/communicate with each of the above parties?


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. List who you plan to communicate with, how you will communicate with them, and by when:

		Who

		How/Method

		When



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		
















		Comparison of Sampling Methods



		Probability

		Non-Probability



		The findings are applicable to the target population, and you can say a sample is representative of the target population 

		Findings cannot be generalized to the target population; the sample usually isn’t representative of the target population 



		Each member of the target population has a known, nonzero probability for being selected to be in the sample 

		Some members of the target population have a chance of being selected and others do not 



		 Uses random selection (a “fair” way of choosing a sample) 

		Uses “judgement” about the characteristics of the target population 



		Often difficult to construct a complete list (sampling frame) of the target population

		Does not require a complete list of the target population



		Often inconvenient and expensive

		Much more convenient and relatively inexpensive






Sheet1

		Variable Name / Label		Data Type		Description / Purpose		Possible Values		Checks or Restrictions

		RecordID		Numeric		Survey number (autogenerated ID)		Increments by 1 each new survey

		Time_Submitted		Date/Time		Date and time of survey submission. Autogenerated at time survey completed.		3/6/2006 - 3/15/2006

		Q1_Position		Text (choice)		Position/title		EMSC Coordinator

								EMSC Data Manager / Analyst

								Other (specify)

		Q1Position_Specify		Text (open)		Specify Other position/title

		Q2_WorkLocation		Text (choice)		Location of work		State EMS Bureau

								Other State office

								University/Hospital

								Local EMS agency

								Other (specify)

		Q2WorkLocation_Specify		Text (open)		Specify Other location of work

		Q3_YearsExperience		Numeric		Years experience in EMSC				Whole numbers only

		Q4_StateofEmploy		Text (choice)		U.S. State/Territory employed in		Two-letter state abbreviations

		Q5_PopnSize		Text (choice)		State's population size		< 1 million

								1 to 3 million

								> 3 million

		Q6_LikeSurveys		Text (choice)		Like taking surveys		Love it

								Really like it

								Like it

								Neutral

		Q7_WhyAttend		Text (choice)		Reasons for coming to workshop		Performance measures

								General survey information

								Grant requirement

								Attend as many workshops as I can

								Other (specify)

		Q7WhyAttend_Specify		Text (open)		Describe Other reason for coming to workshop

		Q8_Expertise		Text (choice)		Current level of survey expertise		Beginner

								Some experience

								Intermediate

								Advanced

		Q9_NumSurveys		Text (choice)		Number of surveys in past year		None

								1-2

								3-4

								4 or more

		Q10_PMImplementation		Text (choice)		Personally involved in EMSC performance measure implementation this year		Yes/No

		Q11 (choose up to 3)				EMSC performance measures this year

		Q11_MedicalDirection		Text (choice)		#1a - online and offline medical direction		Yes/No

		Q11_PediatricEquip		Text (choice)		#1b - pediatric equipment and supplies		Yes/No

		Q11_HospRecognition		Text (choice)		#1c - hospital recognition		Yes/No

		Q11_TransferAgreements		Text (choice)		#1d - inter-facility transfer agreeements		Yes/No

		Q11_PediatricEducation		Text (choice)		#2 - pediatric education for recertification		Yes/No

		Q11_EMSCAdvisory		Text (choice)		#3a - EMSC advisory committee		Yes/No

		Q11_EMSBoardRep		Text (choice)		#3b - pediatric rep on EMS Board		Yes/No

		Q11_EMSCCoordinator		Text (choice)		#3c - state-funded FTE EMSC coordinator		Yes/No

		Q11_Integration		Text (choice)		#3d - integration into existing statutes		Yes/No

		Q12 (list up to 3)				Surveys you plan to develop this year.

		Q12_Survey1		Text (open)		Survey #1 you plan to develop this year.

		Q12_Survey2		Text (open)		Survey #2 you plan to develop this year.

		Q12_Survey3		Text (open)		Survey #3 you plan to develop this year.

		Q13_LearningGoal		Text (choice)		Most interested in learning this workshop		Plan/design survey project

								Write survey questions

								Use different survey methods

								Analyze survey results

								Disseminate and/or use survey results

		Q13LearningGoal_Specify		Text (open)		Specify Other interested in learning

		Q16		Text (choice)		Database or spreadsheet program primarily use to store and access data		Microsoft Excel

								Microsoft ACCESS

								Oracle

								Other (specify)

		Q16Specified_4		Text (open)		Specify Other database program

		Q17_LikeSurveys		Text (choice)		How much like taking surveys		Really like it

								Like it

								Neutral

								Dislike it

								Really dislike it






Sheet1

		How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #5B

		Survey Data Dictionary Worksheet

		Variable Name / Label		Data Type		Description / Purpose		Possible Values		Checks or Restrictions






Calculating Sample Size 


This is the formula for an SRS sample size calculation for a proportion. WARNING:  This formula only works for a proportion being estimated from an SRS.  Using this formula for any other sampling design or statistic will not estimate your sample size correctly.
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where p* is a guessed value for the sample proportion, m is your desired margin of error, and z* is 1.64 for 90% confidence level, 1.96 for 95% confidence level, and 2.57 for 99% confidence level.  If you expect p* to be between 0.3 and 0.7, use p* = 0.5.  If the true population proportion (p) is close to 0 or 1, using p* = 0.5 will give you a much larger sample size than you actually need.  Using a pilot study is a great way to get an educated guess of what value to use for p*.


Example:


One of the performance measure requirements is to provide the percent of ambulances with all of the pediatric equipment in your state.  Because your state has several thousand ambulances, it may not be realistic for you to obtain data from every ambulance each year.  Your advisory board recommends you take a sample.  You decide to use a probability sample because you know probability samples tend to reduce bias and give more accurate results than non-probability samples.  You decide an SRS probability sample will work well to estimate the proportion of ambulances in your state with all of the pediatric equipment.  


Now, you wish to calculate the number of ambulances you must get responses from in order to give an accurate percent of ambulances in your state that have pediatric transfer agreements.  You realize you will need to determine a good estimate of the proportion of ambulances you think have all of the pediatric equipment (p*), an acceptable margin of error, and an acceptable level of confidence.  From your baseline data, 75% of ambulances in your state had all of the pediatric equipment, and you decide to use 0.75 as your p*. Your advisory committee discusses an acceptable margin of error and level of confidence and decides on the following:


Margin of error:  ±3%


Level of confidence:  95%.


Because our level of confidence is 95%, we know z* will be 1.96 and because p from our baseline data was 75%, we’ll use p* = 0.75.  Now, we have everything we need to figure out the necessary sample size:
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WARNING:  This calculation assumes you have at least 16,000 ambulances in your population.  Probably, your state has many fewer ambulances than this.  Therefore, an adjustment (called the finite population correction) should be made.  This will probably require advanced help from a statistician or other analyst.
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How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #2

Brainstorming Types of Questions

In your groups, start brainstorming the different types of questions you will need for your survey. Then begin writing a first draft of your questions (feel free to use a computer).

1) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

2) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

3) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.)

____________________________________

4) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

5) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________

Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

6) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

7) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

8) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

9) Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)


____________________________________

10)  Question on: ______________________________________________________________

Purpose of Question: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Type: (e.g., demographic, attitudinal, factual, etc.) ____________________________________


Question Format: (e.g. multiple choice, text box, etc.)

____________________________________

First Draft of Questions:


1)


2)


3)


4)


5)


6)


7)


8)


Second Draft of Questions:


Peer Review Reminders:


1. Are the questions clearly worded?

2. Is the potential for bias introduced in any of the questions?


1)


2)


3)


4)


Second Draft of Questions (cont):

5)


6)


7)


8)
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Response Rate Considerations

Mike Ely







Presentation Overview

		Typical response rates & reasons for lack of survey response



		Strategies for maximizing response rates





		Tracking survey non-responders









What is the Ideal?

		100% return rate!

		So let’s discuss ways to get there

		After all you’ve done, you will get what  you get & you’ll need to understand & accept the limitations









Survey Response Rates

		No definitive acceptable standard

		Customer satisfaction surveys

		10% - 30%

		Employee surveys

		25% - 60%

		Professional survey organizations & official government surveys

		75% or better is target

		NEDARC pre-workshop survey…78%

		Overall, 50% or less is not uncommon









Survey Response Rates

		So why won’t more people just 

participate???









Reasons for Lack of Response

		Time/interest

		Length

		Vague instructions

		Unclear questions

		No assurance of anonymity/confidentiality

		Did it reach them?? Are you sure??

		Language barriers??

		Etc, etc,…..









Maximizing Survey Response Rates

		During Survey Development

		Be as brief as you can

		Clear questions

		Professional looking, user friendly format 

		Consider sending a notification email/post card in advance

		PRE-TEST!!!









During Survey Implementation

		Begin with a personalized letter or request

		Signed by highest official in the organization

		Include contact information 

		Sell them on the importance of the survey

		Purpose (e.g., help children)

		Benefit (how the information might help them)

		Federal requirement

		Incentives!









Assurances of Information Privacy

		Anonymous 

		No one will be able to tell it was you that completed the survey

		Can promote response accuracy, but  there are drawbacks

		Confidentiality

		They may be able to tell it was you that completed the survey

		That information will be kept in confidence 

		Your name and/or institution will not be included in any reports















Maximizing Survey Response Rates

		Be honest about the time required for completion

		Establish clear & reasonable return deadlines

		Not too early or too late

		7-10 days is a general rule

		Build in some “cushion time”

		Be very clear in all the instructions

		But remember…be brief! (they won’t read lots of instructions)

		Try to keep to one or two short paragraphs









Maximizing Survey Response Rates

		Include pre-paid return envelope for mailed surveys

		Be sure to share or make available the results which you promised you would!!

		Specific comparability & benchmarking

		Increase your credibility for the future









Maximizing Survey Response Rates

		Reminders will generate more responses

		Letters, emails, announcements

		The 1st will generate the most

		Develop a schedule based on your deadline

		One at the half-way point

		One the day or two before the deadline

		Restate the purpose of the survey & the importance of the response!









Incentives

		Can be a very useful tool in increasing response rate

		May entice up to 50% of non-respondents to respond

		Can be offered in a variety of forms

		Something gained

		Something withheld

		Doesn’t necessarily need to be large to be effective, just useful or desirable

		Make sure whatever is offered is approved by your funding source









Incentives

		Gift certificates/coupons

		Items (books, T-shirts, CDs, movie tickets)

		Your agency may be unable to offer these kinds of gifts, but…

		Can anything be donated from vendors, professional organizations,

or community groups?









Incentives

		Enhanced EMS bureau services to entice responses?

		Expedited licensing, improved access to reports, first choice of trainings offered, etc…

		Other considerations

		Can incentives be tied to the survey subject (e.g., EMS equipment)?

		Something for everyone (smaller tokens) or a random drawing (bigger prize)?

		Be careful to not encourage sloppy responses!

		Don’t promise the prize to first respondent









Performance Measure Incentives

		Florida – free Broselow tapes for hospitals

		Idaho – Drawing for $250 credit for pediatric equipment 

		Iowa – 3 bike helmets for each hospital

		Kansas – cover letter endorsement from hospital assn. & EMS director









How Significant is Non-Response Bias?

High Non Response Bias

Low					High

Distinctness of Non Respondents

Low Non

Response Bias

Percentage Not Responding



Low			       High

Percentage Not Responding



Low			       High

Low					High

Distinctness of Non Respondents

Percentage Not Responding



Low			       High

Low Non

Response Bias

Low					High

Distinctness of Non Respondents

Percentage Not Responding



Low			       High

High Non Response Bias

Low Non

Response Bias

Low					High

Distinctness of Non Respondents

Percentage Not Responding



Low			       High





































Considering the Non-Respondents

		Track your non-respondents if possible

		Look at key characteristics

		Provider type, location, # of units, paid/volunteer, gender, age, etc.

		Get advice before replacing the non-respondents if sampling

		Non respondents may be different in a very material way

		Can unknowingly bias results even further 









Trying One Last Time

		Personal phone calls/contact

		Middleman?

		Would anyone else have a better chance of convincing them?

		Target them with further incentives & motivation to respond if possible









After All Your Hard Work…

		Ultimately, the non-response rate must simply be reported as a fact/limitation









Questions?


















How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #6

Analysis Plan and Report Outline

Analyses Planned: (These analyses should relate to the objectives of your survey.  List any tables, charts and graphs, or other basic or advanced statistical analyses that you would like to include in the main analysis and reporting of your survey results.  If you are creating a table or chart, describe or sketch how it will look.)


1)                                                                                                                                


                                                                                                                                 


2)                                                                                                                                


                                                                                                                                 

3)                                                                                                                                


                                                                                                                                 

4)                                                                                                                                


                                                                                                                                 

5)                                                                                                                                


                                                                                                                                 

6)                                                                                                                                


                                                                                                                                 

Sketch out tables or charts that are part of your analysis plan in the space provided here:

Report Outline: (Create a summary of one report you intend to create based on the survey results.  Include a description of your intended audience and the purpose of the report.  Use this information to briefly outline important content for the major elements of your report including the title, introduction and methods, results (what analyses you will include), and summary.)

Audience

		





Purpose

		





I. Title

		





II. Introduction & Methods

		





III. Results

		





IV. Summary

		






Formatting Your Survey Instrument in Microsoft Word

Example Layout and Tips

[Survey Cover Sheet]

Center Your Survey Title (big, bold headline)

(Give the survey a clear, descriptive title for the type of survey you are doing)

[Introductory paragraph] Tell the reader the following as appropriate: 1) what the survey is, 2) who you are (your organization), 3) why the survey is important (what the information will be used for), 4) why the reader has been chosen to take the survey, 5) importance of filling out the survey honestly and accurately, 6) confidentiality/anonymity assurance, 7) any incentive information, and 8) how long it will take to fill out the survey. The order of these items may change depending on your survey needs and your target population. Write simply and clearly and in full sentences. 

[Directions paragraph] Now provide directions for taking the survey, including directions on how to obtain survey answers (performance measures), how to submit the survey (e.g. pre-addressed and stamped envelope, fax, e-mail, web link, etc.), and who to contact if there are any questions (name, phone, email). If there are any special directions relevant to your survey, include them here.

[Closing] Thank the reader for taking the survey.

[Insert page break: survey will be begin on the next page]

Survey Title

1. Sample multiple choice question layout


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 First response choice



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Second response choice



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Third response choice



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Fourth response choice



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Fifth response choice


2. Sample open text question layout


____________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________


3. Sample short answer question layout    


      years





[Tip: Feel free to copy and paste the above from your CD into your survey document. This can save you time messing with formatting.]

[At end of survey] Thank the reader again for taking the survey, and include any final submission directions.

Tips on Response Choices in Microsoft Word

If you are doing a self-completion survey (postal or email attachment), you can use the Forms toolbar in Microsoft Word to insert fields in your document that will allow users to view and/or complete the survey electronically or in print. Keep in mind, however, that this may not be the most user-friendly way to display survey question choices; for example, the drop-down list box option (discussed below) will only display the response choices by clicking on the box. So use these tools with caution! And remember these form tools do not store the information in any kind of database for later querying. 


To open up the Forms toolbar in Word, go to your View menu at the top of your screen, choose Tool Bars, and click on Forms. You can add any of the following form fields:


      A text form field, where users can enter text. Double-click the item to set field options. You can set the text to be formatted as text, a number, or a date, and you can set the max length of the field. You can also add an underline to make the field show up more effectively for print.

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  A check box, where users can either select or clear an item. This is best used for either a ‘check all that apply’ question or when you only want the “look” of a check box in your form.

 FORMDROPDOWN 
  A drop-down list box, which restricts available choices to those you specify. The user can scroll through the list to view choices. By double-clicking on this box, you can add all the drop-down items you would like to see. Be sure to make one of you drop-down items be called “Please choose,” “Click for Choices,” or some other neutral default option.

In order to activate these fields or test how the user will see them, click the Protect Form button (looks like a lock) on your Forms toolbar. When you want to go back to writing or modifying the form, click the Protect Form button again to remove protection. For more information of forms, go the Help menu in Word. 

For a professional look, make sure all your responses are aligned. You can move around the left tab guides to get the perfect alignment every time. 





This is an actual drop-down box
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How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC


Analysis Plan and Report Outline

Analyses Planned: (These analyses should relate to the objectives of your survey.  List any tables, charts and graphs, or other basic or advanced statistical analyses that you would like to include in the main analysis and reporting of your survey results.  If you are creating a table or chart, describe or sketch how it will look.)

1) Provide a description of survey respondents:  Total number of respondents and response rate, number of states or territories represented, position/title, average (median) years experience in EMSC by position/title, primary reason for attending workshop, most interested in learning from workshop.

2) Describe survey expertise and enjoyment: (a) Number of surveys created in past year (percent in category - vertical axis) by self-reported level of survey expertise (horizontal axis)  – Bar Chart.  (b) How much like taking surveys – Pie Chart.

3) Performance Measures:  (a) Count (%) of individuals personally involved in performance measure implementation this year. (b) Table of performance measures (row) and the count (%) of respondents working on each (column).

4) Planned surveys: Categorize open text description of surveys that respondents plan to complete in the next year and summarize categories in table (rows = survey type; columns = count (%) of respondents).

5) Spreadsheet or database programs used by participants – Pie Chart    (ETC) . . . 

Original Objectives (NEDARC Pre-Workshop Survey)

		1) To determine attendee’s level of knowledge and experience with surveys.

2) To determine what EMSC performance measures are being focused on in states.


3) To test questions that can be utilized as presentation examples.





Report Outline: (Create a summary of one report you intend to create based on the survey results.  Include a description of your intended audience and the purpose of the report.  Use this information to briefly outline important content for the major elements of your report including the title, introduction and methods, results (what analyses you will include), and summary.)

Audience

		NEDARC Workshop attendees





Purpose

		To summarize the level of experience workshop participants have with surveys and describe future surveys planned by participants.





I. Title

		Survey Says:  What Surveys are NEDARC Workshop Attendees Working On?





II. Introduction & Methods

		Introduction: Summarize purpose for the survey and the target population.  Methods: Administered survey online over a ten-day period.  Survey link was sent to all registered workshop attendees via e-mail. Sent one follow-up e-mail to remind halfway through time period.





III. Results

		Summarize characteristics of respondents (see analysis #1).  Note characteristics of workshop attendees that did not respond.  Include analyses 2a, 3a, and 4.





IV. Summary

		Discuss the major types of surveys workshop attendees will be working on in the next year.  Identify ways that NEDARC can assist in developing these surveys.














Group Activity:  Planning Your Sampling Method


EXAMPLE SCENARIO (relating to PM #1d):

You met with your EMSC advisory committee to discuss possible ways to implement inter-facility agreements between hospitals.  The group was uncertain about what barriers hospital administrators may be facing.  From this meeting, the decision was made to survey hospital administrators to discover barriers and concerns which need to be overcome before they are willing to implement pediatric inter-facility transfer agreements.  

Your state has 29 counties and 365 hospitals.  Most (80%) of the hospitals are concentrated in 3 urban counties.  

Target Population:  365 hospital administrators


Research Questions:


1. What are barriers hospital administrators must overcome before they are able to implement inter-facility transfer agreements?


2. Do rural and urban hospitals face the same barriers?

		SRS = Respondents are randomly selected from the target population.



		Pros:


-Simple to implement.

-Representative sample of the entire hospital administrator population



		Cons:

-Since 80% of the population is in urban areas, we may not have enough samples from the rural hospitals to make conclusions about them.


-Need a complete list of all hospitals in the state.



		Stratified =Target population is divided into subgroups that are similar within the subgroup.  Respondents are randomly selected from each of the subgroups.


For your scenario, list some groupings within your population you might stratify by:

-Urban vs. Rural

		Pros:


-The design implicitly ensures we sample enough urban and rural hospital administrators to make conclusions about both groups.  

-If the two groups we are interested in (urban administrators vs. rural administrators) are different from each other, we won’t have to get as many respondents in order for us to make conclusions (cheaper).



		Cons:

-A little more complicated to implement.  


-We are not certain urban and rural administrators are different (which would make stratified sampling less efficient than an SRS).


-Need a complete list of all hospitals in the state, including information about whether the hospital is in an urban or rural area.





		Cluster = Target population is divided into naturally occurring units (such as schools).  Clusters are randomly selected and all individuals in the selected clusters are included in the sample.


For your scenario, list some natural groups you might cluster by:

-County

		Pros:


-It is easy to get a listing of all the counties in a state


-We won’t need a complete list of all hospital administrators in the state, just from the counties we randomly select to be included in the sample.



		Cons:

-We may not select an urban county for our sample.  If there is a difference between what rural administrators and urban administrators view as barriers, we have the potential to miss one group all together in this sampling scheme.

-Some counties may have too many hospitals to realistically sample all of the hospitals within the county.





		Multi-Stage= Target population is divided into stages of naturally occurring units.  Units are randomly selected at each stage.   


For your scenario, list some groupings you may consider:

-Urban vs. Rural


-County



		Pros:


-Design implicitly ensures selection from our groups of interest

-May significantly decrease our required sample size (cheaper).




		Cons:

-More complex to implement


-If our groups do not face different barriers (no difference between rural vs. urban) then we added a lot of complexity to our sample and analysis (higher cost) than simply doing an SRS.





Which method did you select for your scenario?  Please give a brief description.


We selected stratified sampling, using urban vs. rural as our stratification variable.

-ensures sufficient sample sizes from our comparison groups (urban vs rural)


-we are fairly confident there is a difference between our strata, which will make stratified sampling more efficient than an SRS.  










How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC


Preparing Your Data Capture / Storage Method


Complete the following information for your database / data capture plan.  You would use this information, along with your data dictionary, to create a spreadsheet or database for your survey.


Identify the spreadsheet/database program you will use.


(e.g., Excel, ACCESS, SPSS, SAS)

		Web-based data capture.  Default analyses of each question are generated by survey software. Once survey is closed, the data will be exported from the web database to Excel (viewing and chart creation) and SPSS (analysis) files.





When will the data be entered and who is responsible for this?


		No need for separate data entry.  Data will be exported from web database after all surveys are complete.





Brainstorm ways that errors might occur in the data and how you can prevent them.  This depends on the software you use, your data elements, and the database structure.

		· Export to Excel (default formats) – need to export to text file first?


· Does web-based software correctly capture ‘Check all that apply’ questions?


· 





Use Data Dictionary to define each data element in detail and to describe checks that you will use to ensure data quality.
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Every year, Gallup asks Americans to estimate how much time they spend using the Internet. The most recent results find that a 
majority of Americans report that they use the Internet daily, the highest level that Gallup has recorded. A majority of Americans 
under age 50 use the Internet daily, but younger adults, those in their late teens and early 20s, are no more likely than adults in 
their 30s or 40s to use the Internet that much. Men also are more inclined than women to say they use the Internet daily. 


The poll, conducted Dec. 5-8, 2005*, finds that slightly more than half of Americans use the Internet for at least up to an hour 
each day, including a third who use it for more than an hour. About one in five Americans use the Internet a few times a week 
(13%) or a few times a month (9%), and 27% never use it at all. 


 


Gallup has asked this question about Internet use since December 2002. Since then, the percentage of Americans who use the 
Internet daily has gradually increased. Over the same period, the percentage of Americans who say they never use the Internet has 
held fairly steady, ranging from 25% to 28%. 
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Internet Catches More of Americans' Time
Amount varies by age and gender 
 
 
by Joseph Carroll, Gallup Poll Assistant Editor 
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In 2002, Gallup found that 42% of Americans said they use the Internet daily (26% said they use it for more than an hour per day 
and 16% said up to an hour a day). This percentage edged up to 47% in 2003, and remained at that level in 2004. Now, a slight 
majority of Americans report using the Internet daily.  


Younger vs. Older Americans, Men vs. Women 


The amount of time people spend on the Internet varies by gender and age. Looking at data collected since 2002, men are more 
likely than women to say they use the Internet daily. More than half of men say they spend time on the Internet daily, including 
33% who spend more than an hour per day and 18% who spend up to an hour per day. Among women, slightly more than 4 in 10 
say they use the Internet every day, with 26% saying they spend more than an hour a day and 17% saying they spend up to an hour 
a day. Women are also slightly more likely than men to say they never use the Internet.  


 


  


Americans under age 50 are much more likely than those 50 and older to use the Internet on a daily basis. A majority of adults 
under age 50 say they use the Internet daily, and there are only modest fluctuations in Internet use among the various age 
categories between 18 and 49. Nearly half of adults aged 50 to 59 say they use the Internet daily. Internet use drops off 
substantially among adults aged 60 and older, at 36% among those aged 60 to 69, 18% among those aged 70 to 79, and only 8% 
among those aged 80 and older. The vast majority of adults aged 70 and older never use the Internet. 
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The data also show some interesting differences when looking at Internet use by gender and age together.  


 


There are essentially no differences in Internet use between men and women in the 18 to 29 age group, with 53% of men in 
this age category and 55% of women saying they use the Internet daily.   


In the 30 to 49 age category, men are more likely than women to use the Internet on a daily basis, by a 60% to 52% 
margin.   


Among those aged 50 and older, 39% of men report using the Internet daily, compared with 31% of women.  


*Results are based on telephone interviews with 1,013 national adults, aged 18 and older, conducted Dec. 5-8, 2005. For results 
based on the total sample of national adults, one can say with 95% confidence that the margin of sampling error is ±3 percentage 
points.  


Results are based on telephone interviews with 4,028 national adults, aged 18 and older, conducted across four surveys from 
December 2002 through December 2005. For results based on the total sample of national adults, one can say with 95% 
confidence that the margin of sampling error is ±2 percentage points.  


In addition to sampling error, question wording and practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into 
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the findings of public opinion polls. 
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Sample Size Calculation

Heather Van Duker









A wise (wo)man once said…



A wise man once said, “NEVER begin a survey without calculating the necessary sample size!”











“NEVER begin a survey without calculating the necessary sample size!”







Calculating your Sample Size







Goals for this section









What’s the big deal about how many respondents I get? (sample size)

		Even if you have an unbiased sample, unless you get enough respondents, your results won’t really tell you the answers you are looking for (just tells you that you need to get more respondents!)





M&M example again, have different size samples of m&ms to demonstrate. Small packets vs. big bag.









What’s the big deal?

		We can’t depend on our sample to tell us accurate information about the total population unless we have enough respondents











		Million Dollar Question:  Well, how do I know how many is enough respondents?









Million Dollar Answer:

It DEPENDS!













Factors Influencing Sample Size	

		There are many factors that influence your required sample size:	

		Conclusions you want to make 

		Are you making inference about a mean, a proportion, comparing 2 means, comparing 2 proportions, many means, many proportions, or others?

		Sample design

		SRS, stratified, cluster, multistage





Each of these have different sample size calculation formulas!









Factors Influencing Sample Size

		Variability in the population

		How different are your respondents?

		How frequently does an outcome occur? 

		What is your acceptable level of confidence in the results (“Almost absolutely sure”=99% vs. “Pretty sure”=90%)?

		What is your acceptable size of margin of error (±1, ±3, ±10)?









Important Considerations	

		Level of confidence

		The higher the confidence level, the larger the sample size

		Margin of error

		The smaller the margin of error, the larger the sample size





This is an important key concept.  Margin of Error and Level of Confidence directly affect your sample size.  









The Checklist		

Be realistic & determine if there is already an absolute limit on how many respondents you can afford to survey

Decide on your acceptable level of confidence (“Practically absolutely sure” vs. “kinda sure”)

Decide on your acceptable margin of error ( “super-duper close” vs. “kinda close”)

AKA: “How to make a statistician fall in love with you!”



Actually calculating sample sizes is beyond the scope of this workshop, but you will be better prepared with what you need when you consult with a statistician, epidemiologist, or other researcher familiar with sample size calculations if you think through a few things first.  









The Checklist

If the data you are going to collect is continuous (income, age, minutes…), then research the largest & smallest possible values (population variability)

If your data is categorical (male/female, Yes/No), research the likely proportions of each (is one of them a rare outcome?)





I already love you, you are really great!



Did I mention I’m a statistician?









The Checklist

Clearly define your target population & obtain a sampling frame (list of your target population)

Ask yourself, “Is the sampling frame really a complete list of the target population?”  (remember the phone book example)  If not, you may need to redefine your target population or create or search for a better sampling frame







The Checklist

Clearly define your goals & specific research questions 

Think through sampling designs that are appropriate for your study

Natural population dividers (school, county, city)

Variables for comparison that divide your population (male/female, urban/rural, pediatric/adult) 

Describe any comparisons you’d like to make

Mock-ups of tables or graphs you’d want to be able to present



(this will guide your analysis, which in turn affects which sample size calculation formulas you need to use).









Example

		Let’s do a SRS sample size calculation for a proportion









Questions?












Determine Target Population & Survey Methods



Determining Who & What Method

Patty Schmuhl



Review something from Mike’s talk – bridge the gap.  Importance of goal & objective – reaffirm.









BEFORE You Write the Questions!

You must understand:

		The survey purpose (goals & objectives)

		The nature of the respondents (your population)















Target Population

		Who you want to talk to

		The population that you would like to make generalizations about for your study

		Can you make conclusions about everyone based on the individuals you are going to survey?





Who – in order to get the right information. Example you survey only pregnant women and hope to answer a general question about the father’s attitude towards pregnancy.









Using Your Objectives

Your objective should help you

identify & describe

the population 



Your Objective Should Help You:

If not, go back and re-write your objectives; they should be clear and specific









For Example:

		Objective: Find out what pediatric equipment is on board an ambulance

















		Who is involved in identifying the equipment on an ambulance??

		State Agencies

		Local Agencies

		Agency Manager

		Agency Ambulance Inspector

		The Ambulance Itself



All or some of these could

be your target population...













If it still seems vague…





Describe

the population and

you will be able to more

closely identify it



Identify – who (to establish the identity of)

Describe – characteristics about the who (tell the facts, details, or particulars of something verbally or in writing)









Example 2:





		Describe EMS Personnel:

		Individuals with EMS Training

		ED Doctors

		ED Nurses

		EMTs & EMT-Ps

		EMS Volunteers



Objective: Determine whether or not EMS personnel feel that they are adequately trained in pediatric emergency education







Now Identify It:

Target Population:

		ED doctors & nurses, EMTs, EMT-Ps or trained volunteers involved in the care & treatment of pediatric patients









Review

		Review your anticipated conclusions & generalizations in relation to the target population

		You are really only interested in:

		How to improve pediatric

education for EMT-Ps

		Narrow the population

further to match the

conclusions you want

to be able to make





I’m really only interested in making generalizations about EMT-Ps (is their education sufficient) – improving education for EMT-Ps; so we decide to narrow the population even further because of the conclusions we want to be able to make.









More Specific…





EMT-Ps involved in the care & treatment of pediatric patients – your generalizations only need to be about EMT-Ps



Look at the Performance Measures Manual – pretty handy manual
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Inclusion/Exclusion

Getting to the Nitty Gritty (More Detail)



ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS…. ???









Disclaimer:

		Different definitions of how to use Inclusion/Exclusion criteria exist…

		I’m focusing on using Inclusion/Exclusion to help you further define your population & your generalizations









What is Inclusion/Exclusion?

		Inclusion 

		Eligible to take the survey

		Exclusion 

		Criteria to rule out certain people from the inclusion group









Why Inclusion/Exclusion?

Helps to Establish Clear & Definite

Eligibility Criteria

		Characteristics a person must have in order to be eligible for participation in the survey





Eligibility Criteria - Characteristics a person must have in order to be eligible for participation in the survey



Radio Station Example (Worked for a Station)









Some Inclusion/Exclusion Ideas

		Age?

		Gender? 

		Ethnicity?

		Geography

		Rural OR Urban? 

		County? City?

		Education Level? 

		Agency Type?

		Other relevant characteristics of your respondents









Specific Example of Inclusions

		Sample Inclusion:

		African American

		Single

		24-58 Years Old

		Live in Washington DC metro area (certain zip code)

		College Graduate



		Sample Exclusion:

		Divorced



Population is… Educated, middle aged females living in Washington D.C.



Sample inclusion for a different survey.  









Back to Our Example:

Objective: 

	Determine whether or not EMS personnel feel that they are adequately trained in pediatric emergency education



Target Population: 

	EMT-Ps involved in the care & treatment of pediatric patients



		Inclusions:

		Currently licensed/certified

		Licensed for a least one year

		Work in my state



		Exclusions:

		EMT-Ps not trained in my state



The Revised “Target Population”











Don’t get caught up on whether something is an inclusion or an exclusion…



USE it as a TOOL for further

definition of your target population
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Sampling Frame









“Sampling Frame”

		A physical representation of your population

		A list of all the agencies in your state that you need to survey

		The list is the “Sampling Frame”

		Accurate information that can be used to contact selected individuals





Every member of the target population can be identified unambiguously 

Includes accurate information that can be used to contact selected individuals









“Sampling Frame” Example:

		The target population for your

survey is everyone in your CITY

		The sampling frame

could be:

		The phone book 

		A physical listing

of individuals in

your city









Note:

		Not everyone in

your population is

going to be listed in

your “sampling frame”

		May exclude people

you did not want to

		May be the best you can do…

		Every research project has limitations





No perfect research project; Document the limitations









Final Addition to Our Example:

Objective: 

	Determine whether or not EMS personnel feel that they are adequately trained in pediatric emergency education



Target Population: 

	EMT-Ps involved in the care & treatment of pediatric patients



		Inclusions:

		Currently licensed

		Licensed for a least one year

		Work in my state

		Exclusions:

		EMT-Ps not trained in my state







		Sampling Frame:

		List of certified EMT-Ps located on the computer at the Bureau of Emergency Medical Systems

of our state









Individual Exercise (10 min)



Handout – define target population







Final Thoughts on Target Population



		What is a Sample?



Once your target population is defined… 

			How many will I survey? 



		The Numbers



→ Heather Van Duker will discuss this topic







Survey Methods

What method to use?







Keep in Mind…

A Survey is One Method of Conducting Research







Survey Methods for Research

		Self-Completion Questionnaires

		Face-to-Face Interviews

		Telephone Interviews









Self-Completion Questionnaires

The most common







Self-Completion Questionnaires

		Postal / E-Mail 

Questionnaire

		On-the-Spot

		Internet / 

Web Based





On the Spot - Classroom, Doctor’s Office, After an Event, In the Mall



E-Mail – An Attachment









Self-Completion Method Considerations…

		Bias

		“Higher” education level

		Easy mobility (accessibility)

		Questionnaire length - short 

		Clean & easy to read formatting

		Simple questions 

		No explanation needed

		Sensitive Issues





BIAS – new word, introducing bias

Longer the questionnaire the more unlikely a respondent is to respond

Simple questions – don’t need a verbal explanation – like what is level of confidence









Pros & Cons: Postal/E-Mail Questionnaire



General Description: 

Paper & pencil survey, sent in the mail; e-mail attachment; completed individually

Up-to-date address list

Visual cues

COSTS:

Follow-up mailings

Printing, paper, envelopes

Stamps

Incentives

No clarification 

Need a motivated population

Respondents must be able to read, see, & write

Large geographical area

Common Method

Complete it anywhere / anytime

Sensitivity

Pediatric equipment on an ambulance – i.e., someone needs to physically stand in front of the ambulance…

Considerations

Cons

Pros

Example Uses

Source, Arlene Fink, “How to Conduct Surveys”, 3rd Edition



In handout









E-Mail Considerations…

		Same pros & cons

		If population can be reached via e-mail

		Include it as an ATTACHMENT

		Word Document, PDF

		Could fill-out electronically

		Could fax back

		Some technical expertise

		Creating electronic field entry

		Easy & quick return









What about??	

		A survey that is contained inside an

E-Mail message (not as an attachment)

		Formatting Issues 

		Re-Write the Questions

		Security Issues

		Bottom Line: 

Use Only for

Your Office Party









Pros & Cons: On-the-Spot Questionnaire



General Description: 

Paper & pencil survey, administered in person but completed individually

Visual cues

Fill-out & return on site or take home

COSTS:

- On-site staff

Space & privacy

Printing & paper

Incentives

Limited to on site responses – possible bias

Respondents must be able to read, see, & write

Possible administrator bias

Annoyance Factor

Captive Population

Can ask questions

Gauge immediate reactions

After an advisory committee meeting,  you survey the attendees about the current meeting compared to past meetings

Considerations

Cons

Pros

Example Uses

Source, Arlene Fink, “How to Conduct Surveys”, 3rd Edition







Pros & Cons: Internet/Web Based



General Description: 

Online survey; email or distribute a link (URL) to a survey which is designed & completed online

Worldwide Population

Negligible distribution costs

Preprogram question order / context

Validation of “acceptable” answers & required questions

Link to additional explanation

Data automatically entered in database 

Automatic programming - branching, piping, & skipping 

Track user response rate 

Automatic Reminder, Thank You, Spell Check, & Math

Easy Pilot Testing 

Determine the percentage of hospitals in the State/Territory that have written pediatric inter-facility transfer agreements

Pros

Examples







Pros & Cons: Internet/Web Based



General Description: 

Online survey; email or distribute a link (URL) to a survey which is designed & completed online

Technical knowledge in-house vs. respondent

Use different media types

Security & Confidentiality

Export or back-up data

COSTS:

Hosting & Software 

Programmer

Reliable Internet Access / Reliable system

Technical Expertise

Limiting the Population

Must be able to use a computer, a mouse, and/or keyboard

Considerations

Cons







Wireless/Internet-Ready Devices

		Other devices for surveys…



NEDARC does not endorse specific products… 







Face-to-Face Interviews

Confession is good for the soul







Face-to-Face Interviews

“Give you a sense of 

what makes people tick 

& a sense of 

what is going on with

people’s minds & lives

that you simply can’t get

with survey data.”

— Lee Atwater, Political strategist 



Audience Member Read It









Face-to-Face Interview Types

		Structured

		Questionnaire read out loud

		Unstructured

		Exploratory

		Facilitated conversation

		No pre-determined set of 

questions

		Semi-Structured

		Combination





Semi –Structured – questions and conversation (like visiting your therapist)









Pros & Cons: Face-to-Face Interviews

General Description: 

Conduct interviews in person with a written script and/or prompts (structured)

Longer 

Need space & privacy

Dangerous to go to person’s home

Visual Cue Cards

COSTS:

Training

Space & travel

Transcription

Incentives

Expensive & time consuming 

Reluctance to share personal info

Trained interviewers

Suitable place to conduct interview

Interviewer bias

Difficulty reaching population

Higher rate of survey completion

Can explore answers

Assist with unfamiliar words or questions

More qualitative data

Determine the qualifications & interest level of an individual to serve on the State/Territory EMSC Advisory Committee

Considerations

Cons

Pros

Example Uses



Qualitative research involves analysis of data such as words (e.g., from interviews), pictures (e.g., video), or objects (e.g., an artifact). 

Quantitative research involves analysis of numerical data









Face-to-Face: Focus Groups

		Qualitative interviews

		Trained Moderator / Topic Expert

		Small number of carefully selected people

		Give & take of group discussion

		Opportunity to listen

		Not just “what they think but why they think the way they do”

		Group of similar or common interests will spark discussion



Source: Fritz Scheuren, “What is a Survey”



Not polls in-depth but qualitative interviews

Trained Moderator, Topic Expert

Small number of carefully selected people

Give and take of group discussion

Opportunity to listen

Not just “what they think but why they think the way they do”

Construct a group of similar or common interests as it will spark discussion









Pros & Cons: Focus Groups

General Description: 

A qualitative study; small group from target sample brought together to discuss the survey topic (semi-structured or unstructured)

Great for pre-testing

Generate, explore, & identify key ideas/concepts

Understand your population

Read non-verbal feedback

Helps with formal survey development

Questions can be asked as they arise

Explore related & unanticipated topics as they arise

Early on in the survey project, 

a group of 6-12 EMT-Ps are brought in to discuss their current comfort level in treating children; from this discussion initial survey questions can be

developed

& tested.

Pros

Example Uses

Source, Arlene Fink, “How to Conduct Surveys”, 3rd Edition



Example Use: In the focus group identify areas of weakness in caring for children, generate some questions, pilot the questions, use the questions to survey a broader population



Generates ideas and identifies key concepts.











Avoid jumping to conclusions

Very broad questions, open-ended answers, limited prompting

Avoid Yes, No

Not a form of group interviewing

6 to 12 people ideal

COSTS:

Training & travel

Space

Incentives

Video or audio recording & transcription

Bias / Small Group

Moderator influence

Experienced/trained moderator

Some may feel reluctant to share personal information or beliefs

Unable to make major decisions based on the information

Can’t necessarily generalize the findings to the population

Must find a suitable place to conduct interview

Considerations

Cons

Pros & Cons: Focus Groups



6 – 12 = Small Group, Someone tends to Dominate

	    Large Group, Not everyone gets a chance to talk









A Future Method (?): Videophone (Face-to-Face ?)

General Description: 

Individuals or groups administering surveys long distance thru video/internet/phone technology

NEDARC does not endorse specific products… 



Videophone $374.99

Video Conference on TV $200 - $250

Software and Camera – Free to $$$, Camera $50 - $200









Future Method (?) - CAPI

		Computer-Assisted Personal Interviews

		Portable computer (laptop) with CAPI software

		Interviewer enters

responses directly in 

the computer while

interviewing someone

face-to-face









Telephone Interview

I’m not interested, thank you







Pros & Cons: Telephone Interview

General Description: 

Conduct interviews over the telephone with scripted questions & prompts or computer assisted

Current phone #s

Need a schedule

COSTS:

Training

Telephone Charges

Computer & Technical Expertise

Incentives

Non-response may be high

Sales calls masquerade as "research" calls 

Need trained interviewers

Is the respondent reachable by phone?

Computer-assisted interview

Explore options with respondents

Assist with words or questions

Calling different organizations to assess the inter-facility communication between various care sites

Considerations

Cons

Pros

Example Uses

Source, Arlene Fink, “How to Conduct Surveys”, 3rd Edition



		Business to business contact better response (FOCUS)

		Non-Response: if there is no obvious benefit to participation

		Sales calls masquerade as “research” calls

		(caller-id)

		Schedule for reaching respondents

		May need a sampling expert for random digit dialing











What does Computer Assisted Mean??

Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI)

		Software application for telephone interviews

		The computer controls the questionnaire

		Data entry happens at the same time as the survey 





Like CAPI – but CATI with a T or Telephone

Interviewer uses a computer terminal, questions appear on the screen, the interviewer directly enters the answers

Computer controls: skip patterns, scheduling callbacks, tracking quotas, monitoring of the interview, voice capture, time keeping









Choosing a Method









How do I know what method??

		Choose the survey method that is most precise & accurate for your specific purposes, for example:

		Someone cannot read well

		Sensitivity of the issues

		Target population accessibility

		Need to survey a large population

		Length of the survey

		Complexity of the questions





Example of accurate: i.e. Someone cannot read well, sensitivity of the issue, access to the target population, type of research, length of the survey, complexity of questions









How do I know what method??

		Pros & cons on handout

		Use focus groups or pilot testing

		What resources are available to you

		What you’d like to do versus what you

have time to do

		How will the data be analyzed?

		Consider costs

		A good survey does not come “cheap”





Focus Group example with like to do versus time to do









What about American Idol??





Does it really represent the views of “Americans?”



- Who is the target population?

- Is this the best method to determine a “world-class” vocalist?

- Does it really represent the views of “Americans?”

- Biased survey?



KEY POINTS tie-in…



Non-random "votes" may have entertainment value, but they cannot accurately estimate the views of some larger population

Access to many different phones

The individuals choose themselves to take part in the poll – there is no pollster choosing the respondents to be interviewed (“not scientific”) 

Also dangerous with “online” polls on a website











So should it be called…









Some Resources

		NEDARC or the NRC

		Books

		Arlene Fink, “How to Conduct Surveys”, 3rd Edition

		Arlene Fink, “The Survey Kit”

		Alan Aldridge; Kevin Levine, “Surveying the Social World: Principles and practice in survey research”

		Gallop Poll Examples… (http://brain.gallup.com/)

		Twenty things a journalist should know about online polls (http://www.ncpp.org/qajsa.htm)

		www.whatisasurvey.info (American Statistical Association)









Questions?
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[State] Pediatric Inter-facility Transfer Agreements and Guidelines Survey Questions: 


Background Information: 


1. Name of your hospital: enter hospital name here

2. Hospital ID# (if applicable) enter ID # here

Person Completing Survey: 


3. Name (First & last): enter your name here

4. Job title: enter your job title here

5. Department of: enter your department here

Phone Number (xxx) xxx-xxxx and extension if applicable: enter your phone number here

6. E Mail: enter your email adress here

7. Date of survey completion (mm/dd/yy): 4/24/07

Inter-facility Transfer Agreements/Protocols:


Definitions:


· Inter-facility agreements: Written accords or compacts between a referring facility (e.g., community hospital) and a specialized pediatric center that formalize arrangements for consultation and transport of a child to the higher-level facility.  


· Inter-facility guidelines: Guidelines that outline procedural and administrative policies for transferring pediatric patients to facilities that provide specialized pediatric care. 

8. Please list the age range your hospital uses to define a pediatric patient 

(Use numeric e.g., “18” not “eighteen”)
from youngest age (in years)   

to oldest age (in years)   

9. Does your hospital or medical facility have a written protocol and agreement(s) in place for critically ill or injured pediatric patients that specify a decision-making process regarding patient transfer to another facility? (check only one)
 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes (skip to question 4) 
 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No, but currently being developed (go to question 3)
 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No (If not, please describe any efforts you have made in developing pediatric transfer agreements) enter efforts here

10. If you answered “No, but currently being developed” to the previous question, please describe when you anticipate the agreement/guidelines to be ready: enter ETA here

11. If you answered “Yes” to question #1, do the agreement and guidelines include information regarding: (select yes or no for each question) 

		

		Yes/No



		a. The process to arrange transport of the pediatric patient, including necessary staff and equipment, to an alternate care site capable of meeting the patient’s clinical needs. 

		 FORMDROPDOWN 




		b. The transport of any other necessities (e.g., medications or medical records) to the alternate site. *

		 FORMDROPDOWN 






		c. The tracking of the pediatric patient to and from the alternate care site (knowing where the patient is located at any given point). 

		 FORMDROPDOWN 




		d. A method of inter-facility communication between the referral site and the alternate care site. 

		 FORMDROPDOWN 






12. If you answered yes to transporting other necessities, please list them: enter other necessities here

13. If your hospital or medical facility does have a written protocol and agreement(s), what service(s) actually transports the patients (e.g., hospital based service, private EMS service, etc.) 

(List the top five services in order of most often to least often used):  


13.1  enter service here

13.2  enter service here

13.3  enter service here

13.4  enter service here

13.5  enter service here

14. If your hospital or medical facility does have a written protocol and agreement(s), which facilities do you have agreements with 

(List the top 10 hospitals in order of most often to least often used):

14.1  enter hospital here

14.2  enter hospital here

14.3  enter hospital here

14.4  enter hospital here

14.5  enter hospital here

14.6  enter hospital here

14.7  enter hospital here

14.8  enter hospital here

14.9  enter hospital here

14.10  enter hospital here

15. When was your inter-facility transfer agreement(s) last revised?


(check only one)


Within past 3 months

Within past 12 months

More than one year ago


Have never been revised to my knowledge


16. How often do you revise your inter-facility transfer agreements? enter revision frequency here

*** Remember to email or fax a copy of your inter-facility transfer agreement to [NAME] name@place.gov, (xxx) xxx-xxxx.***


Supplemental Questions for Hospitals

The information from the following questions may be helpful for EMSC grantees in understanding which types of hospitals most often have inter-facility transfer agreements and guidelines and which do not. This can be useful in targeting interventions to increase the percentage of hospitals with ambulances with inter-facility transfer agreements and guidelines.


17. Indicate your hospital level/type: enter level here 

18. Indicate your hospital location:


  Urban

  Rural1

19. Indicate the number of patients seen annually in your emergency department:       

20. Indicate the number of patients 18 years of age or younger seen annually in your emergency department:       

1 – If unsure, the US Census Bureau defines rural areas as settlements with fewer than 2,500 people. Further information about rural classifications by county level can be found at http://ruralhealth.hrsa.gov/funding/eligibilitytestv2.asp
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Utilizing & Sharing Survey Results



Mike Ely













Internal Utilization

		What would you like to see happen from your survey project?

		Reporting to feds

		Improvement of performance measures 

		New policies, procedures, etc.

		Improved awareness, acceptance of future actions by Advisory Committee, etc.















Sharing Survey Results

		Getting the outcomes into the hands (and minds) of target audiences

		Printed publications or fact sheets

		Electronic publications

		Short articles or newsletters

		Presentations















External Audiences

		Funding or grant organization

		Family representatives 

		Families with CSHCN

		Consumer groups & advocacy organizations 

		Healthcare professionals 

		Survey respondents

		Journalists 

		Mayor’s & Governor’s committees on health 

		Researchers, including EMSC grantees 

		State & Federal legislators & aides 

		State EMS directors, EMS agencies















Utilization is the Goal

		The results you share should be 

		Timely

		Easily understood

		Encourage action















Ways to Encourage Utilization

		Tailor the results to the audience

		Involve users in the planning & implementation process

		Personal contact, suggestions, & encouragement





























Discussion

		How will you use your results internally?

		What groups should you share your information with?

		What ways would be best for sharing the information? Approaching new audiences?

		How can you personally encourage utilization?















Questions?












Creating the Data Capture / Storage Method

Andrea Genovesi









Introduction To Databases





Tally Sticks-early form of a database

England ~1100AD

Tax assessment purposes

Slicks w/ notches and split in half – double record

Sheriff collected taxes on behalf of king bases on notches

Used for 726 years: long lasting, easy to store and transport, understood by those who couldn’t read









Introduction to Databases

		Definition (www.wikipedia.org)

		A database is a collection of records stored in the computer in a systematic way, so that a computer program can consult it to answer questions

		For better retrieval and sorting, each record is usually organized as a set of data elements [variables]









Introduction to Databases

		For our purposes

		A database is an electronic representation of survey responses used for data storage and analysis

		Each database record corresponds to an individual survey response

		The data elements [variables] correspond to the survey questions









Introduction to Databases





Columns identify the data elements or variable names

Each row is a record (survey response)







Linking the Survey

& Database









Survey-Question Organization & Labels

		It should be easy to link each survey question to its corresponding data element(s)

		Design your survey so that each question or sub-question has a unique label

		E.g., 1, 2, 2a, 2b, . . . 15

		Variable names in your database should

		Identify the question label (e.g., Q2a)

		Include a brief description of the data element (e.g., Q2a_Internet)









Survey-Question Organization & Labels 

Web-based surveys

		For web-based surveys, your database is automatically generated from your survey design rather than created separately

		Usually there is a question label that you create when you design each question

		Look at the variable names created by your survey to make sure that each is unique and informative









Question Label - Example

Will display in database as Q1_title.









Assigning a Unique Survey ID

		Each survey respondent should have a unique survey ID that is present on both the survey and in the database





If you have demographic information for your sampling frame, you can link to that information

Have database with unique ID (survey number) and  demographic information for that ID

Put the unique ID on the survey before you send it out or use in an interview

The result is fewer questions and a shorter survey

Can also help you track and analyze non-respondents









Unique Survey ID - Example

		‘John Smith’ is the EMSC coordinator in Kansas and needs to gather data of how many of the hospitals in his state have written inter-facility transfer agreements

		By putting an identifier on the survey before it is distributed or after it is returned, we can link this information to the survey responses given

		This can be done without compromising the confidentiality of responses





How might you use this for performance measures?









Database Structure & Design: Software









Types of Software

		Database programs (e.g., Microsoft Access, Oracle, SQL Server)

		Spreadsheet programs (e.g., Microsoft Excel)

		Statistical programs with database options (e.g., SPSS, SAS)

		Web-based surveys and databases









Software: Database Programs

		Advantages

		Information for a survey respondent is stored as a complete record

		You can easily query the data and create new variables or data subsets

		In many applications, you can create a user interface for entering the data

		Disadvantages

		Requires time and technical skill to design database initially and to set up variables correctly





Record = all of information for that individual stored as a complete set.  If code is used rather than direct edits then you can easily see what changes were made to data









Database Programs: Example







Database Programs: Example







Software: Spreadsheet Programs

		Advantages

		Easy to structure spreadsheet for input

		Simple view of the data

		Disadvantages

		Data types are not explicitly defined

		Data are not stored as a record (this is key!)

		Manipulation of data (for analyses, etc.) can be error-prone and time consuming with no record of changes









Spreadsheet Programs: Example







Software: Statistical Programs

		Advantages

		Data entry and analysis are completed in the same software

		Similar to database programs, you can easily query the data and create new variables or data subsets

		Disadvantages

		Spreadsheet/database options for statistical applications vary widely (know your software!) 

		The most powerful tools can be very time consuming to learn and require advanced knowledge









Statistical Programs: Example







Software: Web-Based Database

		Advantages

		Minimizes data entry needed (database is created as the survey is completed)

		May allow for real-time check of survey responses

		Disadvantages

		May have limited control over variable names and database structure

		May need to export data to other spreadsheet or database applications for full analysis capabilities

		Careful planning and testing of database is needed









Helpful Tips: Choosing Your Software

		Trade off between features available and the time investment to learn the software

		Things to consider

		Who is designing the database?

		Who is entering the data?

		Who is analyzing the data?

		How much data will you have?

		How often will you need to use these tools?

		I recommend that data be stored in a database by someone familiar with that program





Performance measures









Web-Based Programs: Example









Database Structure & Design: Data Elements









Data Elements

		How many data elements will you need for each survey question?

		Check all that apply questions require a separate data element for each response option

		E.g., Q2_BLS, Q2_ILS, Q2_ALS, Q2_Fire

		E.g., Performance Measures – Equipment Checklist

		Ranked responses require a separate data element for each rank OR for each response option

		E.g., Q7_Service1st, Q7_Service2nd, Q7_Service3rd

		E.g., Q7_Hospital#1, Q7_Hospital#2, Q7_Hospital#3





Also related to database design are how your data elements are defined and organized.  Why would you ever need more than one data element for a survey question?









Data Elements

		How many data elements will you need for each survey question?

		Multiple choice questions with Other option

		Q2_ED physician, Q2_Pediatric physician, Q2_Nurse, Q2_MedDirOther (open text)

		Other questions (example)

		Provide the approximate weight used to determine a pediatric patient and indicate if this is measured in pounds or kilograms.



	Weight  _______  	      pounds

				      kilograms



Also related to database design are how your data elements are defined and organized.  Why would you ever need more than one data element for a survey question?









Data Elements

		How will you represent the response options for a survey question?

		Data Types

		Text

		Open (length restriction only)

		Choice (specific set of responses)

		Numeric

		Format (length, decimal)

		Range (valid min and max)

		Choice (specific set of numeric responses)

		Coded value (represent specific set of text responses)

		E.g., 1 = Yes and 2 = No





Also related to database design are how your data elements are defined and organized.  Why would you ever need more than one data element for a survey question?









Helpful Tips: Naming Conventions

		Keep variable name as one word (no spaces)

		Limit length (know your software)

		Use names that are easy to use (type), and easy to remember!

		Q2_Prfmc_Msr_1a

		Q2_PerformanceMeasure1a

		Q2_PerfMeasure1a

		Q2_Measure1a

		Q2_PM1a









Data Quality & Confidentiality









Data Quality

		Check data as survey is completed (called real-time data checks)

		Web-based surveys

		Personal interviews (telephone or face to face) where data are entered as responses are given

		Allows for additional prompts to respondent if information is invalid, incomplete, or contradicts an earlier response

		More in Web Survey Demonstration









Data Quality

		Check data as they are entered from paper form into the database

		No ability to change responses or ask for more information, but can prevent invalid responses and reduce typos

		E.g., Age = 52 for a survey for preschool children

		Check data after they are entered

		We will cover this in Preparing To Analyze Your Survey Data









Data Confidentiality

		Use personal or identifying information responsibly

		Restrict access to confidential information

		Separate database that links personal information to survey ID

		Database with personal information and survey ID

		Separate database with survey responses and ID

		For highly confidential information (e.g., health data), destroy identifying information if it is no longer needed





For most surveys, you have to identify a person’s name and contact information in order to administer the survey.  Lisa discussed keeping this personal information confidential.  In some cases, you may need to remove any identifying information (anonymous surveys).  Use personal or identifying information responsibly and according to the expectations of survey respondents.  









Pre-Test Database









Pre-Test Database 

		Plan your database as you design your survey

		Just as you pre-test your survey, you can pre-test your database

		Are all of the needed data elements there in the correct format?

		Can you identify which data element corresponds to which question?

		Is there anything that does not translate easily from your survey to the database?





Why is this important?









Entering Data









Entering Data

		Self completion surveys

		Pencil and paper

		E-mail

		Personal interviews

		Telephone

		Face to face

		Web-based surveys





Ø      Surveys completed by respondent on paper – data must be entered into a database after they are returned by respondents.

Ø      Surveys completed over the telephone or in person (interviews) – can enter data at the time of interview or take transcript/recording/notes and then enter into database

Ø      Online surveys – can generate database directly from entry, but the default database may not be ideal.









Helpful Tips: Data Entry

		Restrictions on data entry

		E.g., Years of experience = ‘5 yrs’  ‘5 years’  ‘5’  ‘5.4’

		Coded values or electronic data entry form

		E.g., 1 = ‘No preference’; 2 = ‘Option 1’ 3 = ‘Option 2’

		Training

		Consistency

		Orientation to database definitions and values

		Limit number of individuals entering data

		Create a data dictionary and use standard definitions and values for all data elements









Common Pitfalls









Common Pitfalls

		Problems can occur when

		No format or restrictions placed on response (years of experience example)

		Cannot link survey to its database record

		Wrong number of variables used to represent a survey question

		Example – “Check all that apply” response

		How does your hospital define a ‘pediatric’ patient? (check all that apply)





 From youngest age _____ to oldest age _____

 Size range is within the Broselow tape system

 Up to ______ pounds in weight

 Other (please specify) _____________________









		Software-specific issues (examples)

		Microsoft ACCESS uses 0 to represent a missing value for numeric fields

		Microsoft Excel changes formatting of text (e.g., ‘007’ => 7 or ‘3-4’ => March 4, 2006)









Summary

		Plan your database early and test

		Be sure that you can link each survey to its electronic (database) record

		Organize your database so that survey responses are captured in a format you can easily analyze

		Use checks to make sure that survey responses are valid









Worksheet: Data Dictionary

		Variable name / label

		Data type

		Description / purpose

		Possible values (and description)

		Data checks or restrictions









Questions?


















How to Survey Effectively in EMS & EMSC – Worksheet #1

Initial Survey Design Worksheet

Group Information


List the members of your group:


List the project manager’s name: _______________________________________


List the survey scenario number your group chose or describe your own survey: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Overall Survey Goal: (What is your main purpose in conducting the survey, or the main thing you want to accomplish? You could have more than one main purpose in your goal, but think global at this point.)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Survey Objectives: (Objectives should be more focused and concrete than goals, and are driven by the specific questions you want to answer. In developing your objectives, think about what specific things you want to know about the survey topic, and what analyses you would like to run with the survey data.)

1) _________________________________________________________________


2) _________________________________________________________________


3) _________________________________________________________________


4) _________________________________________________________________

5) _________________________________________________________________


6) _________________________________________________________________

7) _________________________________________________________________


8) _________________________________________________________________


9) _________________________________________________________________


10) _________________________________________________________________


Target Population: (The institutions, persons, problems, and systems related to the survey’s findings)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Inclusions (the members of my target population who are eligible to take the survey):


· __________________________________________________________________

· __________________________________________________________________

· __________________________________________________________________

· __________________________________________________________________

· __________________________________________________________________


Exclusions (the criteria to rule out certain people from the inclusions):

· __________________________________________________________________

· __________________________________________________________________

· __________________________________________________________________


Sample Frame (how are the individuals in my target population identified – physically represented, e.g. in a database, in the phone book, etc.?):


______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Administration Method:

· Self-Completion Questionnaire

· Postal/E-mail Questionnaire


· On-the-Sport


· Internet/Web Based


· Face-to-Face Interview

· Face-to-Face Interview


· Focus Group


· Telephone Interview

Chosen Method (choose from above): __________________________________________________________________


Why Method Was Chosen (describe why you chose that method): ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Preliminary Plan for this Method (what do I need to purchase/consider when using this method?): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Timeline Worksheet

Desired Completion Date for Survey Project (when you would like to have results from the survey compiled):   ____________________________________

Define goals and objectives: ________________________________________

Define target audience and survey method: ___________________________

Create draft questions: _____________________________________________

Create draft survey instrument: _____________________________________

Pretest survey instrument: _________________________________________

Finalize survey instrument: _________________________________________

Plan sampling techniques: __________________________________________

Plan follow-up techniques (to increase response rates): _________________


Prepare data capture and storage method: ____________________________


Plan analyses: ____________________________________________________

Create plan for sharing survey results: ________________________________


Administer survey: _________________________________________________

Collect data: _____________________________________________________

Clean and prepare data for analysis: _________________________________

Conduct analyses: _________________________________________________

Create reports: ___________________________________________________

Project completion: ___________________________________________

Additional Notes on Analysis or Research Questions:

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Microsoft Word: Instructions for Creating a Printed Form and Exporting the Data.




		Create a printed form 

		



		
Show All


1. Design the form (form: A document that contains fill-in blanks, or form fields, in which you enter information. For example, you can create an online registration form in Microsoft Word that uses drop-down lists from which users can select entries.) by sketching a layout first, or use an existing form template (template: A file or files that contain the structure and tools for shaping such elements as the style and page layout of finished files. For example, Word templates can shape a single document, and FrontPage templates can shape an entire Web site.) as a guide. 


Tables (table: One or more rows of cells commonly used to display numbers and other items for quick reference and analysis. Items in a table are organized into rows and columns.), text boxes (text box: A movable, resizable container for text or graphics. Use text boxes to position several blocks of text on a page or to give text a different orientation from other text in the document.), borders, and shading are all design elements that can help you create a well-designed form that's easy to use.


2. On the Standard toolbar (toolbar: A bar with buttons and options that you use to carry out commands. To display a toolbar, press ALT and then SHIFT+F10.), click New Blank Document . 


3. Add the text or graphics you want. For example, enter the questions you want answered, and list the available choices. 


4. To insert a text box where users can enter their responses, click the document, and then click Text Form Field on the Forms toolbar. If you need more space, you can insert multiple text boxes side by side. 


To insert check boxes that list choices, such as Yes and No, click the document, and then click Check Box Form Field on the Forms toolbar.


5. Save the form. 

6. Print and distribute the form. 





		

		Fields for use with forms 

		



		
Show All


{ FORMCHECKBOX }
{ FORMDROPDOWN }
{ FORMTEXT }

These fields insert a check box, a drop-down list, or a text box in a form (form: A document that contains fill-in blanks, or form fields, in which you enter information. For example, you can create an online registration form in Microsoft Word that uses drop-down lists from which users can select entries.). You cannot insert or modify these fields directly. They're inserted by the Check Box Form Field , Text Form Field , and Drop-Down Form Field buttons on the Forms toolbar (toolbar: A bar with buttons and options that you use to carry out commands. To display a toolbar, press ALT and then SHIFT+F10.). To edit these fields, you must use the Form Field Options button on the Forms toolbar.





		Set or edit form field properties 

		



		
Show All


If you've used the Forms toolbar (toolbar: A bar with buttons and options that you use to carry out commands. To display a toolbar, press ALT and then SHIFT+F10.) to insert form fields (form field: In a form, a location where a particular type of data, such as a name or address, is stored.) in a form (form: A document that contains fill-in blanks, or form fields, in which you enter information. For example, you can create an online registration form in Microsoft Word that uses drop-down lists from which users can select entries.), you can use this procedure to change the behavior of the fields.


1. Open the template (template: A file or files that contain the structure and tools for shaping such elements as the style and page layout of finished files. For example, Word templates can shape a single document, and FrontPage templates can shape an entire Web site.) that contains the form you want to change. 


2. Remove protection from the form by clicking Protect Form on the Forms toolbar (toolbar: A bar with buttons and options that you use to carry out commands. To display a toolbar, press ALT and then SHIFT+F10.). 


3. Double-click the form field you want to change. 


4. Change the options you want, and then click OK. 


5. Protect the form by clicking Protect Form on the Forms toolbar. 





		

		Save form data for use in a database or spreadsheet 

		



		1. Open the document that was filled in as a form (form: A document that contains fill-in blanks, or form fields, in which you enter information. For example, you can create an online registration form in Microsoft Word that uses drop-down lists from which users can select entries.) in Microsoft Word. 


2. On the Tools menu, click Options, and then click the Save tab. 


3. Select the Save data only for forms check box. 


4. Click OK. 


5. On the File menu, click Save Copy As. 


6. Type a file name in the File name box. 


7. In the Save as type box, select Plain Text, and then click Save. 


8. Select a text encoding option, and then click OK. 


Word saves the form field (form field: In a form, a location where a particular type of data, such as a name or address, is stored.) data in a comma-delimited text file.
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Unlocking Form Documents:


If you have saved the form document and you need to get back into it to make changes, you will not be able to click on the pad-lock icon to get it to unlock. 


If this occurs, you will have to go to the “Tools” on the tool bar and then select “Unprotect Document”. See image below.


Once you have done this, you will be able to edit the form, but remember to lock it once you are done.







Survey Research: When is the Right Time to Use It?

Lenora Olson







Surveys







Surveys

Everywhere







Why Conduct a Survey?

Systematically collect information from or about people to describe, compare or explain attitudes, knowledge, or behavior







But Remember

A survey is only one research tool.

What tool you use will depend on your purpose and stage of exploration







Surveys are Valuable When….

You need a fairly exact factual description of behaviors or perceptions







Surveys are Valuable When….

		You need a fairly exact factual description of behaviors or perceptions ** 



Evaluate outcomes - from bicycle helmet usage to customer satisfaction

Evaluate or prioritize options -help you to make choices and allocate resources

Comparisons over time-are bicycle helmets being used one year after the cessation of the bicycle helmet campaign?

**  and no other data is available to answer your question







Surveys are Not as Valuable When…..

You need rich descriptive data or insight into a problem







Surveys are Not as Valuable When….

		You need rich descriptive data or insight into a problem or are in the early stages



Scanning the environment- what problems are EMS services facing when trying to obtain pediatric equipment

Generating options- which performance measures should our state focus on next?

Exploring new ideas- 







Effective Application

Non-survey research

		Explore

		Define

		Generate

		Identify

		Supplement



Survey Research

		Limit 

		Narrow

		Specify

		Test

		Evaluate



There are trade offs between each type of application







Non-Survey Research Tools

		Focus groups

		Stakeholder interviews

		Medical chart review

		Surveillance systems

		Randomized clinical trials

		Review of minutes and other administrative databases









Survey Research Tools



		Self-administered questionnaire sent to your home

		In-person interview in your home or other location 

		Telephone interview

		Computer assisted questionnaire









When is a Survey Your Best Bet?

Plan a program or set a policy

Training Program for paramedics

Evaluate a program

Smoke detector program 

You are an EMSC program coordinator and a survey is used to assist you in making a decision

Which way do EMTs learn best? Web based vs. traditional teaching















All Surveys Consist of 

		Questions 



		Instructions









Include the Following Features

		Specific objectives

		Straightforward questions

		Strong research design

		Sound choice of population or sample

		Reliable and valid survey instruments

		Appropriate management and analysis

		Accurate reporting of survey results

		Reasonable resources









EMSC Example

Research Education Needs of Pediatric Emergency Nurses



Journal of Emergency Nursing February 2006







Research Education Needs……

		Problem Statement

		PECARN was established to increase pediatric research however participation by emergency nurses has been limited

		What can be done to find out why?

		Identify research needs in order to increase research involvement by conducting a needs assessment with nurses in PECARN hospitals



Journal of Emergency Nursing February 2006







Research Education Needs- Methods

		Site visits at 2 hospitals

		Developed and piloted instrument



Knowledge and experience related to

design, conduct, analyze, and use research

Involvement and role in PECARN projects

Education needs, barriers to research, and availability of collaborative efforts

Journal of Emergency Nursing February 2006







Research Education Needs- Results

		Participants reported

		Little or no research experience (76% indicated none to minimal experience in using research results to change nursing practice)

		Little or no knowledge regarding current PECARN projects (74% reported no involvement)

		Half reported a desire to be moderately to extensively involved in research (51%)



Journal of Emergency Nursing February 2006







Research Education Needs- Outcome

		Development and pilot implementation of a research continuing education program based on the identified needs that will aid in reducing barriers and increasing opportunities for emergency nurses to become active participants in research



Journal of Emergency Nursing February 2006







How to Get Started?

Examine your Resources Personnel, Time, and Money







How to Get Started?

Need one or two people dedicated and willing take responsibility for getting the tasks done







Tasks, Skills, and Resources

Identify survey objectives

Design the survey

Instrument preparation

Institutional approval

Pretest and pilot

Administer the survey

Manage the data

Analyze the data

Report your findings







Task 1. Identify Survey Objectives

		Skills/Tasks

		Focus group,  literature review, advisory committee, obtain official approval

		Resources

		Honoraria, mileage reimbursement, room rental, FOOD, facilitator, information specialist, abstraction forms, training, tape recorders, transcription services

		Cost??? 









Task 2. Design the Survey

		Skills/Tasks

		Technical expertise in research design, selecting sample methods, determining sample size, choose the design

		Resources

		Statistician, analytical software

		Cost???









Task 3. Instrument Preparation

		Skills/Tasks

		Knowledge of questionnaire construction, identification of existing instruments, understanding of target population, adapt some or all questions, prepare the instrument

		Resources

		Consultant, software 

		Cost???









Task 4. Institutional Approval

		Skills/Tasks

		Knowledge of ethical and legal issues, develop an informed consent, justify survey and describe purpose and procedures for confidentiality and privacy

		Resources

		Consultant

		Costs??









Task 5. Pretest and Pilot

		Skills/Tasks

		Ability to communicate w/participants, record and interpret notes, analyze and interpret data, conduct the pilot, identify the sample, obtain permission

		Resources

		Space, refreshments, honoraria, analytic software, data analyst

		Costs???









Task 6. Administer the Survey



		Skills/Tasks

		Ask questions in standardized way, understand logistics and participants, hire and train staff, monitor quality, mail survey, supervise, conduct interviews

		Resources

		Training materials, postage/envelopes, computers, telephone, web design, programmer, incentives

		Costs??









Task 7. Manage the data



		Skills/Tasks

		Develop codebook: code, enter, clean data; decisions including missing data and non response

		Resources

		Programmer, database manager, statistician

		Costs??









Task 8. Analyze the Data

		Skills/Tasks

		Prepare analysis plan (select appropriate data analysis), conduct appropriate analyses

		Resources

		Software, programmer, statistician

		Costs??









Task 9. Report Your Findings

		Skills/Tasks

		Write report, review and modify, prepare presentation, present results to appropriate groups

		Resources

		Reproduction, postage for dissemination, web programmer, travel to present

		Costs??









Final Costs?

T1+T2+T3+T4+T5+T6+T7+T8=T9=

The total cost of the survey







Final Costs?

Bottom line: a survey costs exactly the amount of money that has been allocated for it







Cost Considerations

		Can you conduct a survey that will give you valid findings considering the amount of money you have?

		Start with the ideal or amount of money and time needed to do a first rate job by specifying all survey’s activities and tasks, when and who is responsible and the time needed to complete each task and then trim









Reducing Costs

		Shorten duration of data collection

		Reduce the number of follow-ups

		Limit pilot testing to fewer respondents

		Shorten instrument

		Use non-financial incentives

		Shorten amount of time for each activity

		Shorten consultant time









EMSC Example

Seattle Workshop Needs Assessment







Demographic Information (n=14)

Seattle Workshop Assessment





Demographic 01


			EMSC coordinator / manager


			EMS data manager / analyst


			If other, please specify
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SurveyData_4690


			Response			Source			Email Address			IP Address			Date Started			Time Started			Duration			Status			posTitle									whereWork															experience			state																																																																																																																																																																																	population												likeSurveys												reasonAttending															surveyExpertise												numSurveys												involvedPMeasures						pMeasures																														typesOfSurveys												learning																		learningMethods									levelConfidence												database												likeSurveys2															nedarcWebsite												preferSurveys															name


																											EMSC coordinator / manager			EMS data manager / analyst			If other, please specify			State EMS Bureau			Other State office			University/Hospital			Local EMS agency			If other, please specify						ALABAMA			ALASKA			AMERICAN SAMOA			ARIZONA			ARKANSAS			CALIFORNIA			COLORADO			CONNECTICUT			DELAWARE			DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA			FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA			FLORIDA			GEORGIA			GUAM			HAWAII			IDAHO			ILLINOIS			INDIANA			IOWA			KANSAS			KENTUCKY			LOUISIANA			MAINE			MARSHALL ISLANDS			MARYLAND			MASSACHUSETTS			MICHIGAN			MINNESOTA			MISSISSIPPI			MISSOURI			MONTANA			NEBRASKA			NEVADA			NEW HAMPSHIRE			NEW JERSEY			NEW MEXICO			NEW YORK			NORTH CAROLINA			NORTH DAKOTA			NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS			OHIO			OKLAHOMA			OREGON			PALAU			PENNSYLVANIA			PUERTO RICO			RHODE ISLAND			SOUTH CAROLINA			SOUTH DAKOTA			TENNESSEE			TEXAS			UTAH			VERMONT			VIRGIN ISLANDS			VIRGINIA			WASHINGTON			WEST VIRGINIA			WISCONSIN			WYOMING			Less than 1 million people			1 to 3 million people			More than 3 million people			Not sure			Love it			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			I wanted to learn more about surveys to help me with performance measures			I wanted to learn more about surveys in general			It was a requirement in my grant to attend a workshop			I want to attend as many NEDARC workshops as I can			If other, please specify			Beginner			Some experience			Intermediate			Advanced			None			2-Jan			4-Mar			4 or more			Yes			No			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			Not applicable			Survey 1:			Survey 2:			Survey 3:			Survey 4:			How to plan/design a survey project			How to write survey questions			How to use different survey methods			How to analyze survey results			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			If other, please specify			An overview of key concepts and ideas			Some technical detail along with key concepts and ideas			A hands-on treatment with practice doing calculations using statistical formulas			I have not heard of this before			I think I know what it is, but I don’t know for sure			I know what it is, but I have never done anything involving level of confidence			I know what it is and have done at least one project involving level of confidence			Microsoft Excel			Microsoft Access			Oracle			If other, please specify			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			Dislike it			Really dislike it			Weekly			Bi-Monthly			Monthly			Yearly			web based			mailed with a return envelope			telephone			in person			If other, please specify


			1			Email Invitation			gfde911@islanders.guam.net			202.151.67.238			4/3/07			7:14:49 PM			0:04:35			Completed						1															1						6																																										1																																																																																																																																										1																					1			1																		1									1															1																														1																								1															1												1						1															1																		1			1															Angel B Llagas Jr


			2			Email Invitation			dcemsa1@aol.com			64.12.116.74			4/3/07			5:34:39 PM			0:06:30			Completed			1															1									2																														1																																																																																																																																																						1												1												1															1															1									1						1												1			1																											1																					1						1												1												1															1												1															Cynthiana Lightfoot


			3			Email Invitation			Dave.Boer@usd.edu			208.107.90.34			4/3/07			7:37:23 PM			0:05:33			Completed			1															1									13																																																																																																																																																			1																																	1																					1						1																		1									1									1						1						1			1																																	1																					1															1						1															1																		1			1															David A. Boer


			4			Email Invitation			donald.k.au@state.or.us			170.104.111.217			4/3/07			5:43:37 PM			0:04:15			Completed						1						1															5																																																																																																																																	1																																																						1																		1			1																					1									1									1									1																																										1																		1															1						1															1																		1			1															Donald Au


			5			Email Invitation			doreen_risley@health.state.ak.us			146.63.39.221			4/4/07			11:10:02 AM			0:09:07			Completed			1									1															7						1																																																																																																																																																																														1																					1			1																		1															1						1						1			1			1																								pediatric equipment and supplies																											How to get results						1						1												1																					1												1									1												Doreen Risley


			6			Email Invitation			jhouston@dartmouth.edu			130.189.15.61			4/4/07			9:40:50 AM			0:06:18			Completed			1															1									16																																																																																																						1																																																																																	1																		1									1												1												1									1												1			1			1																		transfer guidelines																		1															1															1			1																		1																		1			1															Janet Houston- the prize better be REALLY good!


			7			Email Invitation			jenny.gong@doh.hawaii.gov			132.160.192.10			4/4/07			7:33:53 PM			0:12:00			Completed						1						1															0																																													1																																																																																																																																										1																		1												1						1												1															1																		1						1			1						Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			1																					1															1						1												1															1									1															Jenny Gong


			8			Email Invitation			jestack@dps.state.oh.us			66.144.132.50			4/16/07			7:23:02 AM			0:05:11			Completed			1									1															3																																																																																																																											1																																																															1															1			1																		1												1									1												1																								ED Categorization: gauge both preparedness and receptivity to categorization																								1									1									1									1																		1															1						1															Joe Stack


			9			Email Invitation			krice@nd.gov			165.234.90.1			4/4/07			11:58:29 AM			0:08:09			Completed			1									1															1																																																																																																																					1																																																															1																		1						1																		1												1									1						1									1						1															online and offline medical direction			written inter-facility transfer agreements			EMT Attribution Survey			Survey of what my Advisory Committee members are expecting from the meetings												1															1						1									1															1															1									1															Kelli Rice


			10			Email Invitation			marie.renzi@state.de.us			72.78.60.123			4/14/07			11:00:10 AM			0:04:58			Completed			1									1															9																											1																																																																																																																																																									1																					1			1																		1												1									1												1			1						1															Interfacility agreement information			pediatric education assessment to prehospital personnel																		1															1												1			1																		1															1						1															Marie Renzi


			11			Email Invitation			sam.delp@state.co.us			165.127.8.254			4/3/07			5:18:37 PM			0:05:49			Completed									I hold both EMSC and EMS Data Manager positions.			1															1																					1																																																																																																																																																																					1															1			1															1												1												1						1			1																											Survey to determine if protocols are available to EMS personnel at agencies			Survey to determine if required equipment is maintain on EMS vehicles									1																								1						1									1																		1												1									1															Sam Delp


			12			Email Invitation			tsanddal@citmt.org			204.250.83.2			4/4/07			11:33:26 AM			0:05:18			Partial									Researcher															Medical Research Found			10																																																																																													1																																																																																							1																		1						1																					1									1												1																														1			at this time None																											All of the above						1															1												Both Excel and Access						1																		1						1															Teri L Sanddal


			13			Email Invitation			tmquinata@emscnrc.com			65.242.89.37			4/10/07			6:41:56 AM			0:04:43			Completed									Outreach Coordinator									1									7																																																																											1																																																																																																																		1												1			1																		1									1															1																														1			Need to understand survey tools. Not developing																								1												1			1												1																					1												1						1															Theresa Quinata


			14			Email Invitation			verlathomas@adph.state.al.us			216.226.176.142			4/4/07			9:04:24 AM			0:20:29			Completed			1									1															0			1																																																																																																																																																																																							1															1			1															1															1									1						1			1			1																								66b - survey to address avail. of ped equip on ambulances			66d - survey on potential for or barriers to developing inter-facility transfer agreements			66a - survey to pre hosp. provider on avail of dedicated Ped online/offline med direction			66c - survey to address this performance measure																		all of above						1									1									1																		1									1												1															Verla Thomas


												TOTALS															8			3			3










Demographic 01


			EMSC coordinator / manager


			EMS data manager / analyst


			If other, please specify
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3





Demographic 02


			State EMS Bureau


			Other State office


			University / Hospital


			Local EMS agency


			If other, please specify
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0


4


1


1





SurveyData_4690


			Response			Source			Email Address			IP Address			Date Started			Time Started			Duration			Status			posTitle									whereWork															experience			state																																																																																																																																																																																	population												likeSurveys												reasonAttending															surveyExpertise												numSurveys												involvedPMeasures						pMeasures																														typesOfSurveys												learning																		learningMethods									levelConfidence												database												likeSurveys2															nedarcWebsite												preferSurveys															name


																											EMSC coordinator / manager			EMS data manager / analyst			If other, please specify			State EMS Bureau			Other State office			University / Hospital			Local EMS agency			If other, please specify						ALABAMA			ALASKA			AMERICAN SAMOA			ARIZONA			ARKANSAS			CALIFORNIA			COLORADO			CONNECTICUT			DELAWARE			DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA			FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA			FLORIDA			GEORGIA			GUAM			HAWAII			IDAHO			ILLINOIS			INDIANA			IOWA			KANSAS			KENTUCKY			LOUISIANA			MAINE			MARSHALL ISLANDS			MARYLAND			MASSACHUSETTS			MICHIGAN			MINNESOTA			MISSISSIPPI			MISSOURI			MONTANA			NEBRASKA			NEVADA			NEW HAMPSHIRE			NEW JERSEY			NEW MEXICO			NEW YORK			NORTH CAROLINA			NORTH DAKOTA			NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS			OHIO			OKLAHOMA			OREGON			PALAU			PENNSYLVANIA			PUERTO RICO			RHODE ISLAND			SOUTH CAROLINA			SOUTH DAKOTA			TENNESSEE			TEXAS			UTAH			VERMONT			VIRGIN ISLANDS			VIRGINIA			WASHINGTON			WEST VIRGINIA			WISCONSIN			WYOMING			Less than 1 million people			1 to 3 million people			More than 3 million people			Not sure			Love it			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			I wanted to learn more about surveys to help me with performance measures			I wanted to learn more about surveys in general			It was a requirement in my grant to attend a workshop			I want to attend as many NEDARC workshops as I can			If other, please specify			Beginner			Some experience			Intermediate			Advanced			None			2-Jan			4-Mar			4 or more			Yes			No			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			Not applicable			Survey 1:			Survey 2:			Survey 3:			Survey 4:			How to plan/design a survey project			How to write survey questions			How to use different survey methods			How to analyze survey results			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			If other, please specify			An overview of key concepts and ideas			Some technical detail along with key concepts and ideas			A hands-on treatment with practice doing calculations using statistical formulas			I have not heard of this before			I think I know what it is, but I don’t know for sure			I know what it is, but I have never done anything involving level of confidence			I know what it is and have done at least one project involving level of confidence			Microsoft Excel			Microsoft Access			Oracle			If other, please specify			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			Dislike it			Really dislike it			Weekly			Bi-Monthly			Monthly			Yearly			web based			mailed with a return envelope			telephone			in person			If other, please specify


			1			Email Invitation			gfde911@islanders.guam.net			202.151.67.238			4/3/07			7:14:49 PM			0:04:35			Completed						1															1						6																																										1																																																																																																																																										1																					1			1																		1									1															1																														1																								1															1												1						1															1																		1			1															Angel B Llagas Jr


			2			Email Invitation			dcemsa1@aol.com			64.12.116.74			4/3/07			5:34:39 PM			0:06:30			Completed			1															1									2																														1																																																																																																																																																						1												1												1															1															1									1						1												1			1																											1																					1						1												1												1															1												1															Cynthiana Lightfoot


			3			Email Invitation			Dave.Boer@usd.edu			208.107.90.34			4/3/07			7:37:23 PM			0:05:33			Completed			1															1									13																																																																																																																																																			1																																	1																					1						1																		1									1									1						1						1			1																																	1																					1															1						1															1																		1			1															David A. Boer


			4			Email Invitation			donald.k.au@state.or.us			170.104.111.217			4/3/07			5:43:37 PM			0:04:15			Completed						1						1															5																																																																																																																																	1																																																						1																		1			1																					1									1									1									1																																										1																		1															1						1															1																		1			1															Donald Au


			5			Email Invitation			doreen_risley@health.state.ak.us			146.63.39.221			4/4/07			11:10:02 AM			0:09:07			Completed			1									1															7						1																																																																																																																																																																														1																					1			1																		1															1						1						1			1			1																								pediatric equipment and supplies																											How to get results						1						1												1																					1												1									1												Doreen Risley


			6			Email Invitation			jhouston@dartmouth.edu			130.189.15.61			4/4/07			9:40:50 AM			0:06:18			Completed			1															1									16																																																																																																						1																																																																																	1																		1									1												1												1									1												1			1			1																		transfer guidelines																		1															1															1			1																		1																		1			1															Janet Houston- the prize better be REALLY good!


			7			Email Invitation			jenny.gong@doh.hawaii.gov			132.160.192.10			4/4/07			7:33:53 PM			0:12:00			Completed						1						1															0																																													1																																																																																																																																										1																		1												1						1												1															1																		1						1			1						Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			1																					1															1						1												1															1									1															Jenny Gong


			8			Email Invitation			jestack@dps.state.oh.us			66.144.132.50			4/16/07			7:23:02 AM			0:05:11			Completed			1									1															3																																																																																																																											1																																																															1															1			1																		1												1									1												1																								ED Categorization: gauge both preparedness and receptivity to categorization																								1									1									1									1																		1															1						1															Joe Stack


			9			Email Invitation			krice@nd.gov			165.234.90.1			4/4/07			11:58:29 AM			0:08:09			Completed			1									1															1																																																																																																																					1																																																															1																		1						1																		1												1									1						1									1						1															online and offline medical direction			written inter-facility transfer agreements			EMT Attribution Survey			Survey of what my Advisory Committee members are expecting from the meetings												1															1						1									1															1															1									1															Kelli Rice


			10			Email Invitation			marie.renzi@state.de.us			72.78.60.123			4/14/07			11:00:10 AM			0:04:58			Completed			1									1															9																											1																																																																																																																																																									1																					1			1																		1												1									1												1			1						1															Interfacility agreement information			pediatric education assessment to prehospital personnel																		1															1												1			1																		1															1						1															Marie Renzi


			11			Email Invitation			sam.delp@state.co.us			165.127.8.254			4/3/07			5:18:37 PM			0:05:49			Completed									I hold both EMSC and EMS Data Manager positions.			1															1																					1																																																																																																																																																																					1															1			1															1												1												1						1			1																											Survey to determine if protocols are available to EMS personnel at agencies			Survey to determine if required equipment is maintain on EMS vehicles									1																								1						1									1																		1												1									1															Sam Delp


			12			Email Invitation			tsanddal@citmt.org			204.250.83.2			4/4/07			11:33:26 AM			0:05:18			Partial									Researcher															Medical Research Found			10																																																																																													1																																																																																							1																		1						1																					1									1												1																														1			at this time None																											All of the above						1															1												Both Excel and Access						1																		1						1															Teri L Sanddal


			13			Email Invitation			tmquinata@emscnrc.com			65.242.89.37			4/10/07			6:41:56 AM			0:04:43			Completed									Outreach Coordinator									1									7																																																																											1																																																																																																																		1												1			1																		1									1															1																														1			Need to understand survey tools. Not developing																								1												1			1												1																					1												1						1															Theresa Quinata


			14			Email Invitation			verlathomas@adph.state.al.us			216.226.176.142			4/4/07			9:04:24 AM			0:20:29			Completed			1									1															0			1																																																																																																																																																																																							1															1			1															1															1									1						1			1			1																								66b - survey to address avail. of ped equip on ambulances			66d - survey on potential for or barriers to developing inter-facility transfer agreements			66a - survey to pre hosp. provider on avail of dedicated Ped online/offline med direction			66c - survey to address this performance measure																		all of above						1									1									1																		1									1												1															Verla Thomas


												TOTALS															8			3			3			8			0			4			1			1












Other Information Regarding Respondents

		One individual has approximately 16 years experience in EMSC

		Most (78.57%) want to learn more about surveys for help with performance measures

		Approximately three quarters (71.43%)  have some experience with surveys

		The majority (71.43%) are involved in implementing performance measures





Seattle Workshop Assessment











Pre-Assessment Information





Chart3


			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board


			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager


			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations


			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education


			Not applicable


			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies


			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements


			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee


			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction


			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients
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Demographic 01


			EMSC coordinator / manager


			EMS data manager / analyst


			If other, please specify
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3


3





Demographic 02


			State EMS Bureau


			Other State office


			University / Hospital


			Local EMS agency


			Other





57%


8


0


4


1


1





Population Chart


			Less than 1 million people


			1 to 3 million people


			More than 3 million people


			Not sure





51%


7


3


3


1





PMeasures Data & Chart


			Measure			Response


			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			0


			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			1


			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			1


			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			2


			Not applicable			3


			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			4


			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			4


			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			4


			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			6


			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			6








PMeasures Data & Chart


			








SurveyData_4690


			Response			Source			Email Address			IP Address			Date Started			Time Started			Duration			Status			posTitle									whereWork															experience			state																																																																																																																																																																																	population												likeSurveys												reasonAttending															surveyExpertise												numSurveys												involvedPMeasures						pMeasures																														typesOfSurveys												learning																		learningMethods									levelConfidence												database												likeSurveys2															nedarcWebsite												preferSurveys															name


																											EMSC coordinator / manager			EMS data manager / analyst			If other, please specify			State EMS Bureau			Other State office			University / Hospital			Local EMS agency			Other						ALABAMA			ALASKA			AMERICAN SAMOA			ARIZONA			ARKANSAS			CALIFORNIA			COLORADO			CONNECTICUT			DELAWARE			DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA			FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA			FLORIDA			GEORGIA			GUAM			HAWAII			IDAHO			ILLINOIS			INDIANA			IOWA			KANSAS			KENTUCKY			LOUISIANA			MAINE			MARSHALL ISLANDS			MARYLAND			MASSACHUSETTS			MICHIGAN			MINNESOTA			MISSISSIPPI			MISSOURI			MONTANA			NEBRASKA			NEVADA			NEW HAMPSHIRE			NEW JERSEY			NEW MEXICO			NEW YORK			NORTH CAROLINA			NORTH DAKOTA			NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS			OHIO			OKLAHOMA			OREGON			PALAU			PENNSYLVANIA			PUERTO RICO			RHODE ISLAND			SOUTH CAROLINA			SOUTH DAKOTA			TENNESSEE			TEXAS			UTAH			VERMONT			VIRGIN ISLANDS			VIRGINIA			WASHINGTON			WEST VIRGINIA			WISCONSIN			WYOMING			Less than 1 million people			1 to 3 million people			More than 3 million people			Not sure			Love it			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			I wanted to learn more about surveys to help me with performance measures			I wanted to learn more about surveys in general			It was a requirement in my grant to attend a workshop			I want to attend as many NEDARC workshops as I can			If other, please specify			Beginner			Some experience			Intermediate			Advanced			None			1-2			3-4			4 or more			Yes			No			Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical direction			Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric equipment and supplies			Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes hospitals able to manage pediatric patients			Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer agreements			Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for pediatric emergency education			Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC Advisory Committee			Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board			Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager			Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC priorities into existing statutes/regulations			Not applicable			Survey 1:			Survey 2:			Survey 3:			Survey 4:			How to plan/design a survey project			How to write survey questions			How to use different survey methods			How to analyze survey results			How to disseminate and/or use survey results			If other, please specify			An overview of key concepts and ideas			Some technical detail along with key concepts and ideas			A hands-on treatment with practice doing calculations using statistical formulas			I have not heard of this before			I think I know what it is, but I don’t know for sure			I know what it is, but I have never done anything involving level of confidence			I know what it is and have done at least one project involving level of confidence			Microsoft Excel			Microsoft Access			Oracle			If other, please specify			Really like it			Like it			Neutral			Dislike it			Really dislike it			Weekly			Bi-Monthly			Monthly			Yearly			web based			mailed with a return envelope			telephone			in person			If other, please specify


			1			Email Invitation			gfde911@islanders.guam.net			202.151.67.238			4/3/07			7:14:49 PM			0:04:35			Completed						1															1						6																																										1																																																																																																																																										1																					1			1																		1									1															1																														1																								1															1												1						1															1																		1			1															Angel B Llagas Jr


			2			Email Invitation			dcemsa1@aol.com			64.12.116.74			4/3/07			5:34:39 PM			0:06:30			Completed			1															1									2																														1																																																																																																																																																						1												1												1															1															1									1						1												1			1																											1																					1						1												1												1															1												1															Cynthiana Lightfoot


			3			Email Invitation			Dave.Boer@usd.edu			208.107.90.34			4/3/07			7:37:23 PM			0:05:33			Completed			1															1									13																																																																																																																																																			1																																	1																					1						1																		1									1									1						1						1			1																																	1																					1															1						1															1																		1			1															David A. Boer


			4			Email Invitation			donald.k.au@state.or.us			170.104.111.217			4/3/07			5:43:37 PM			0:04:15			Completed						1						1															5																																																																																																																																	1																																																						1																		1			1																					1									1									1									1																																										1																		1															1						1															1																		1			1															Donald Au


			5			Email Invitation			doreen_risley@health.state.ak.us			146.63.39.221			4/4/07			11:10:02 AM			0:09:07			Completed			1									1															7						1																																																																																																																																																																														1																					1			1																		1															1						1						1			1			1																								pediatric equipment and supplies																											How to get results						1						1												1																					1												1									1												Doreen Risley


			6			Email Invitation			jhouston@dartmouth.edu			130.189.15.61			4/4/07			9:40:50 AM			0:06:18			Completed			1															1									16																																																																																																						1																																																																																	1																		1									1												1												1									1												1			1			1																		transfer guidelines																		1															1															1			1																		1																		1			1															Janet Houston- the prize better be REALLY good!


			7			Email Invitation			jenny.gong@doh.hawaii.gov			132.160.192.10			4/4/07			7:33:53 PM			0:12:00			Completed						1						1															0																																													1																																																																																																																																										1																		1												1						1												1															1																		1						1			1						Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			Don't know			1																					1															1						1												1															1									1															Jenny Gong


			8			Email Invitation			jestack@dps.state.oh.us			66.144.132.50			4/16/07			7:23:02 AM			0:05:11			Completed			1									1															3																																																																																																																											1																																																															1															1			1																		1												1									1												1																								ED Categorization: gauge both preparedness and receptivity to categorization																								1									1									1									1																		1															1						1															Joe Stack


			9			Email Invitation			krice@nd.gov			165.234.90.1			4/4/07			11:58:29 AM			0:08:09			Completed			1									1															1																																																																																																																					1																																																															1																		1						1																		1												1									1						1									1						1															online and offline medical direction			written inter-facility transfer agreements			EMT Attribution Survey			Survey of what my Advisory Committee members are expecting from the meetings												1															1						1									1															1															1									1															Kelli Rice


			10			Email Invitation			marie.renzi@state.de.us			72.78.60.123			4/14/07			11:00:10 AM			0:04:58			Completed			1									1															9																											1																																																																																																																																																									1																					1			1																		1												1									1												1			1						1															Interfacility agreement information			pediatric education assessment to prehospital personnel																		1															1												1			1																		1															1						1															Marie Renzi


			11			Email Invitation			sam.delp@state.co.us			165.127.8.254			4/3/07			5:18:37 PM			0:05:49			Completed									I hold both EMSC and EMS Data Manager positions.			1															1																					1																																																																																																																																																																					1															1			1															1												1												1						1			1																											Survey to determine if protocols are available to EMS personnel at agencies			Survey to determine if required equipment is maintain on EMS vehicles									1																								1						1									1																		1												1									1															Sam Delp


			12			Email Invitation			tsanddal@citmt.org			204.250.83.2			4/4/07			11:33:26 AM			0:05:18			Partial									Researcher															Medical Research Found			10																																																																																													1																																																																																							1																		1						1																					1									1												1																														1			at this time None																											All of the above						1															1												Both Excel and Access						1																		1						1															Teri L Sanddal


			13			Email Invitation			tmquinata@emscnrc.com			65.242.89.37			4/10/07			6:41:56 AM			0:04:43			Completed									Outreach Coordinator									1									7																																																																											1																																																																																																																		1												1			1																		1									1															1																														1			Need to understand survey tools. Not developing																								1												1			1												1																					1												1						1															Theresa Quinata


			14			Email Invitation			verlathomas@adph.state.al.us			216.226.176.142			4/4/07			9:04:24 AM			0:20:29			Completed			1									1															0			1																																																																																																																																																																																							1															1			1															1															1									1						1			1			1																								66b - survey to address avail. of ped equip on ambulances			66d - survey on potential for or barriers to developing inter-facility transfer agreements			66a - survey to pre hosp. provider on avail of dedicated Ped online/offline med direction			66c - survey to address this performance measure																		all of above						1									1									1																		1									1												1															Verla Thomas


												TOTALS															8			3			3			8			0			4			1			1						1			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			1			0			0			0			1			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			1			0			1			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			7			3			3			1																																										4			9			1			0			10			4			6			4			6			4			2			4			0			1			1			3












What else do we know?

		Half (50.0%) have some experience with surveys

		Less than a third (28.57%) have not created or disseminated a survey in the last year

		Almost two-thirds (64.29%) primarily use Excel to store data

		Almost everyone (92.86%) prefers taking web-based surveys

		100% entered their name into the drawing



Seattle Workshop Assessment







So………

Are Surveys an Invaluable Research Tool?







YES!!!!!!

When it is the right tool for your goal and objectives









Questions?
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If other,
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Performance Measure #3b (or 68b): Incorporation of pediatric


rep. on the State/Territory EMS Board


Performance Measure #3c (or 68c): Establishment of


State/Territory-(FTE) for an EMSC Manager


Performance Measure #3d (or 68d): Integration of EMSC


priorities into existing statutes/regulations


Performance Measure #2 (or 67): Adoption of requirements for


pediatric emergency education


Not applicable


Performance Measure #1b (or 66b): Essential pediatric


equipment and supplies


Performance Measure #1d (or 66d): Written inter-facility transfer


agreements


Performance Measure #3a (or 68a): Establishment of an EMSC


Advisory Committee


Performance Measure #1a (or 66a): Online and offline medical


direction


Performance Measure #1c (or 66c): System that recognizes


hospitals able to manage pediatric patients





Survey Scenarios

Please choose one of the following survey scenarios for your group to workshop:


1. You have collected baseline data to determine the percent of agencies in your state that have on-line and off-line pediatric medical direction and found that less than 20% of the agencies have on-line and off-line pediatric medical direction. The EMSC Advisory Committee members want to see these percentages increase. You are aware of some likely barriers, such as funding, but not sure what other barriers might exist. You decide to conduct a survey that will help you better understand the barriers and identify solutions so you can increase medical direction availability in the future. 

2. Your EMSC Advisory committee members want the state to adopt better requirements for pediatric emergency education for the recertification of paramedics. To verify this need, you decide to conduct a survey to evaluate the current pediatric training system and assess the need for new requirements. 


3. Attendance at the last two EMSC Advisory Committee meetings has been very poor. To help move EMSC goals forward in your state, you know that better involvement from your committee members will be necessary. You are stumped as to why attendance is low. To find out how to improve attendance and other issues related to satisfaction with the EMSC Advisory Committee, you decide to survey the Committee members. 

4. You have collected baseline data and discovered that many of the ambulances in your state do not have the required pediatric equipment. Your Advisory Committee members have determined that you need to work on increasing the availability of essential pediatric equipment and supplies. You want to conduct a survey to better understand agency circumstances and barriers to help you identify solutions for improvement.

5. Your baseline data show that few hospitals in your state have written inter-facility transfer agreements in place that specify alternate care sites. Your EMSC Advisory Committee members would like to see these numbers increase. You decide to conduct a survey to better understand the needs and barriers surrounding inter-facility transfers to help you better determine a strategy for improvement. 


6. The EMSC Advisory Committee members feel that your state would benefit from a standardized system that recognizes hospitals that are able to manage pediatric emergencies. In order to verify this need, you want to conduct a survey to assess interest and need for a recognition system.

NOTE: If you would like to work on a variation of one of the above scenarios or a completely different type of project, just let us know. Just be sure to write up your scenario/idea and show it to the NEDARC staff. 







Key Concepts for Sampling Designs

Heather Van Duker













Review		

		Established goals: the BIG PURPOSE

		Determined specific outcomes of interest (the specific questions you want answered)

		Target population

		Wrote some darn good survey questions





So far, we’ve established goals of your survey, or the BIG PURPOSE (why you’re doing this in the first place and what we hope to gain from this survey)

We’ve worked out some specific questions you’d like to be able to answer with the results of this survey, and along those same lines, we talked about the population you want to get those answers from, or the population you’d like to be able to make generalizations about.

And, hey, let’s be honest, we’ve written some darn good survey questions!









Objectives	

		Samples

		Sample Designs

		Non-Probability Samples

		Probability Samples











Let’s get surveying!	

















Let’s get surveying!		

		But first!  A wise (wo)man once said…

		Define our target population (Patty)

		All the folks we want to make conclusions about

		Inclusion & exclusion criteria (eligibility & characteristics that rule some people out) 

		Sampling frame (complete list of everyone in the target population)

		The price is right.

		Save tons of wasted time & effort by making sure your population is clearly & realistically defined







Now, it’s time to start figuring out how to get this survey out.

A wise man once said, “Never begin a survey without defining your target population!” 

You’ll save yourself endless hours of spinning your wheels and wasted time by defining this right up front.









Example		

Your EMSC advisory board would like to evaluate the barriers hospital administrators will face when trying to implement inter-facility transfer agreements. It is decided a survey questionnaire should be developed to evaluate the barriers.  

Target Population:  All hospital administrators in your state







Let’s get surveying	

		Let’s just go & survey everyone in our target population

		Sometimes this is not realistic

		Baseline data

		Resources

		Resources

		Time, money, personnel, practicality 

		Did I mention RESOURCES?





Is it realistic to be able to survey everyone in our target population?  Sometimes the answer is yes, but most of the time we simply don’t have the resources to do this.  So, the big question becomes, how in the world are we going to answer all these specific questions we put together if it’s just not practical to survey everyone in our target population?









Samples







That’s where sampling comes in!

Goals for this section









What is a Sample?

		Sample

		A subset of the target population

		Population vs. Sample

		C’mon, does a subset of the target population (a sample) really tell us accurate information about the entire target population?





So, what is a sample?  A subset of the target population.









Population vs. Sample

		The answer:  It DEPENDS (on you!) 

		Garbage In = Garbage Out

		Good Design = Good, reliable, accurate results





The answer is an emphatic YES!  If you sample correctly.









Population vs. Sample

		Samples give estimates

		Census = exact right answer

		 Sample = estimate of exact right answer

		Rarely exactly correct

		“Variability”

		If we took 2 samples, they would each have slightly different results.  Why?

		Answer:  We would select different people in each sample

		Example:  M&Ms





Let’s talk about samples a little bit more.



Just now, we took 10 samples of size 15.  Not all of those samples gave the same estimate.









Fun Facts (& totally off-topic)	

		Red

		Milk Chocolate: 13%

		Peanut & Minis: 12%

		Peanut Butter & Almond: 10%

		Red was discontinued in 1976, & reintroduced in 1987









Why Samples are A-OK

		You control how likely your results will make an error

		“Almost totally positive” (99% confidence) vs. “Pretty darn sure” (95% confidence) vs. “Yikes!” (40% confidence)

		You control the size of the likely error

		Example:  Presidential Poll in newspaper, Hospital Administrators 

		You get to control what’s “close enough”

		Called “margin of error”





It’s ok that samples are rarely exactly correct because we can put limits on how “far” the sample answer is from the true population answer.

Have you ever seen a newspaper article that quotes something like this, “According to our poll, Candidate A is favored with 61% of the vote, plus and minus 3%.”  That +-3% is the “margin of error”.  It means, we don’t know what the exactly correct answer is, but we know it’s within 3 points below 61 and 3 points above.  In other words, the population favors Candidate A between 58% and 64% of the vote.

So, the sample estimate you get is rarely equal to exactly the true number in the population.  But that’s ok, because we can get “close enough.”  WE get to decide how close is “close enough.”  



We also get to decide how likely our results will make an error.  Because we are sampling, it is possible we will get a wrong answer.  When I say wrong answer, I mean our estimate, plus and minus the margin of error, sometimes won’t include the true population value.  But, we can pick how likely this is going to occur. This is called the level of confidence.  If we get results we are 99% confident in, it means that if we took 100 samples from our target population, we would expect that only 1 of them got the wrong answer.









Sampling Methods







Goals for this section









2 Kinds of Sampling Methods

Non-Probability Sampling

		Findings cannot be generalized to target population

		Uses “judgment” about the characteristics of the target population

		Some members of the target population have a chance of being selected & others do not



Probability Sampling

		You can say a sample is representative of the target population (basis for statistical inference)

		Each member of the target population has a known probability for being selected to be in the sample

		 A “fair” way of choosing a sample (random selection)





There are 2 general types of sampling methods:  

The first is probability sampling.  Three important characteristics about probability sampling are:



Point out the “Comparison of Sampling Methods” handout









Non-Probability Sampling

















Types of Non-Probability Sampling

		Convenience Sampling

		Snowball Sampling

		Quota Sampling





Pull out handout.









Convenience Sampling

		Respondents selected because they are easy to access 

		Easy & inexpensive (relatively)

		Introduces bias, cannot generalize beyond the sample

		Often used to set-up a probability sample

		Examples: mall surveys, your co-workers, members of a civic group you belong to, booth at conference for hospital administrators















Snowball Sampling

		Referrals from initial respondents generates additional respondents

		Easy & low cost (relatively) 

		Good for rare outcomes

		Introduces bias, cannot generalize beyond the sample

		Example: email surveys sent by friends, request you send it on to your friends; friend is hospital administrator = ask them to ask their colleagues to answer survey 















Quota Sampling

		Pre-specify number of respondents in categories (i.e., 100 males, 100 females)

		If selected subject doesn’t respond, a new respondent is selected until the spot is filled







Uncontrolled vs. controlled









Probability Sampling







Refer to handout.









Types of Probability Sampling

		Simple Random Sampling

		Stratified Random Sampling

		Cluster Sampling

		Multistage Sampling





I’m also going to be referring to “random selection” a lot throughout the next few slides, so I need to point out that random selection is not simply haphazard selection, it is a technical term that means “selection based on the laws of probability.”









Simple Random Sample (SRS)

		Each member of the population has an equal chance of being included in your sample









		What do I need?

		Complete list of the target population

		Sample size calculation

		Random # generator





In the literature, you will frequently see this kind of sampling simply referred to as an “SRS”









Example SRS	

		Hospital Administrators

		Need a complete list of all hospital administrators in the state

		Need a random # generator (typically software)

		Need to calculate sample size (we’ll talk about this more later)

		Assign a number to each administrator, & randomly select needed sample using software











Random Number Generator:

12, 14,  6, 10,  2,  8, 11, 19



Our Sample:

12	Mike

		Josh

		James

		Lydia

		Becky

		Grant

		Lisa



19	Sally

Needed sample size = 8

		Sampling Frame

		1		Joe 		11		Lisa

		2		Becky		12		Mike

		3		John		13		Ben

		4		Alycia		14		Josh

		5		Rebecca		15		Emily

		6		James		16		Mark

		7		David		17		Sam

		8		Grant		18		Stacey

		9		Amy		19		Sally

		10		Lydia		20		Nathan

















Stratified Random Sampling

		Divide the population into subgroups based on a common characteristic (urban/rural)

		Take a simple random sample from each subgroup















Stratified Random Sampling-

Why would I do it? (or not)



		Improves group comparisons

		Potentially reduces sample size which sometimes means less expensive

		More complex to implement & analyze, which usually means more expensive















What do I need?

		Complete list of the target population (sampling frame)

		Information about the common characteristic (e.g., which hospital administrators are at urban hospitals & which are at rural hospitals)

		Sample size calculation

		Random number generator

		Help doing analysis?













Sampling Frame:

Stratified Sampling Frame:

		1		Joe 		Urban

		2		Becky		Rural

		3		John		Urban

		4		Alicia		Urban

		5		Rebecca		Urban

		6		James		Urban

		7		David		Urban

		8		Grant		Urban

		9		Amy		Urban

		10		Lydia		Rural

		11		Lisa		Rural

		12		Mike		Urban

		13		Ben		Rural

		14		Josh		Urban

		15		Emily		Urban

		16		Mark		Rural

		17		Sam		Urban

		18		Stacey		Urban

		19		Sally		Urban

		20		Nathan		Urban



		1		Becky		Rural

		2		Lydia		Rural

		3		Lisa		Rural

		4		Ben		Rural

		5		Mark		Rural



		1		Joe 		Urban

		2		John		Urban

		3		Alicia		Urban

		4		Rebecca		Urban

		5		James		Urban

		6		David		Urban

		7		Grant		Urban

		8		Amy		Urban

		9		Mike		Urban

		10		Josh		Urban

		11		Emily		Urban

		12		Sam		Urban

		13		Stacey		Urban

		14		Sally		Urban

		15		Nathan		Urban







































Stratified Sampling Frame:

Random number generator selects 7 from the urban stratum, 3 from the rural stratum:

Urban:

9, 13, 10,  6,  4,  8,  3

Rural:

 2, 5, 3

Sample Size Calculations:

Urban=7 Rural=3

		1		Becky		Rural

		2		Lydia		Rural

		3		Lisa		Rural

		4		Ben		Rural

		5		Mark		Rural



		1		Joe 		Urban

		2		John		Urban

		3		Alicia		Urban

		4		Rebecca		Urban

		5		James		Urban

		6		David		Urban

		7		Grant		Urban

		8		Amy		Urban

		9		Mike		Urban

		10		Josh		Urban

		11		Emily		Urban

		12		Sam		Urban

		13		Stacey		Urban

		14		Sally		Urban

		15		Nathan		Urban

























Cluster Sampling

		Population divided into subgroups based on a natural divider such as a geographical or organizational division (counties, schools, cities)

		Randomly select entire subgroups















Cluster Sampling

		Simplicity = it’s easy to survey a group of people that are close together (such as a school or organization)

		Cost savings to survey entire areas or organizations (search & travel costs significantly reduced)

		Very good approach if clusters are similar to each other, otherwise…

















		Cluster sampling has very high error if the groups are different from each other

		Tendency to omit certain types of respondents















What do I need?

		Complete list of cluster groups (e.g., complete list of counties in your state)

		Sample size calculations

		Random # generator

		Complete list of individuals in the selected cluster(s) (sometimes)

		Help doing analysis? (it’s more complex than SRS)











Example

Sampling Frame Part 1

-A list of all the counties

Random # generator picks 4 clusters: 27, 10, 18, 13

Sample Size Calculation=4 clusters

		1. Beaver County 		16. Piute County 

		2. Box Elder County 		17. Rich County 

		3. Cache County 		18. Salt Lake County 

		4. Carbon County 		19. San Juan County 

		5. Daggett County 		20. Sanpete County 

		6. Davis County 		21. Sevier County 

		7. Duchesne County 		22. Summit County 

		8. Emery County 		23. Tooele County 

		9. Garfield County 		24. Uintah County 

		10. Grand County 		25. Utah County 

		11. Iron County 		26. Wasatch County 

		12. Juab County 		27. Washington County 

		13. Kane County 		28. Wayne County 

		14. Millard County 		29. Weber County 

		15. Morgan County 

















Sampling Frame Part II:

A complete list of hospital administrators in the 4 randomly selected counties.  Survey ALL administrators in these randomly selected counties.

		1. Beaver County 		16. Piute County 

		2. Box Elder County 		17. Rich County 

		3. Cache County 		18. Salt Lake County 

		4. Carbon County 		19. San Juan County 

		5. Daggett County 		20. Sanpete County 

		6. Davis County 		21. Sevier County 

		7. Duchesne County 		22. Summit County 

		8. Emery County 		23. Tooele County 

		9. Garfield County 		24. Uintah County 

		10. Grand County 		25. Utah County 

		11. Iron County 		26. Wasatch County 

		12. Juab County 		27. Washington County 

		13. Kane County 		28. Wayne County 

		14. Millard County 		29. Weber County 

		15. Morgan County 

















Multi-Stage Sampling

		Combines elements of stratified & cluster sampling















Multi-stage

		Benefits of both cluster & stratified sampling

		More complex to implement & analyze





















What do I need?

		Complete list of your target population

		Information to stratify & cluster by 

		Appropriate sample size calculations

		Random # generator

		Help doing analysis?













URBAN

RURAL





COUNTY 1

COUNTY 2

COUNTY 1

COUNTY 2

STRATIFY

CLUSTER

SELECT SRS FROM EACH GROUP

All hospital 

administrators

in your state

All hospital 

administrators

in your state grouped by urban/rural

All hospital 

administrators

grouped by urban/rural and by county







Types of Bias

		Sampling bias—certain individuals are more likely to be contacted

		Response bias—tendency for certain groups to respond more frequently (those who have more of an investment)









Are we there, yet?







Can we start sampling already??









Important Overall Concepts	

		We sample when it’s too difficult to know everything about the entire population

		We sample to get a “good” approximation 

		Taking a sample should give you results that are generalizable to the population you are interested in

		Your sample must be a good representation of the population (unbiased)

		No sample is perfect but it must be good enough

		you must account for bias & address common problems such as response bias & sampling bias









Questions?












NPR NATIONAL
Interview Schedule


Project #05591 N=800 Likely Voters
December 15, 17-18, 2005 Margin of Error + 3.46%
Public Opinion Strategies/Greenberg, Quinlan, Rosner Research


A. Are you registered to vote at this address?


100% YES


B. Are you, or is anyone in your household, employed by a newspaper, television or radio station, a
political party, or by a candidate for political office?


100% NO


C. Many people were not able to vote in the 2004 election for President between (ROTATE) George
W. Bush, and John Kerry.  How about you?  Were you able to vote, or for some reason were you
unable to vote?


7/05 12/05
99% 99% VOTED
  1%   1% INELIGIBLE/TOO YOUNG TO VOTE


D. As you may know, there was an election for Congress and other offices in 2002.  Many were not able
to vote.  How about you?  Were you able to vote or for some reason were you unable?


(IF UNABLE/DID NOT VOTE, ASK:) Did you not vote because you were ineligible, too young,
or was there some other reason?


7/05 12/05
87% 85% VOTED
  --   2% INELIGIBLE/TOO YOUNG TO VOTE
  9%   9% DID NOT VOTE
  4%   4% CAN’T REMEMBER/DON’T KNOW/REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


E. I know it’s a long way off, but what are the chances of you voting in the election for Congress next
year: are you almost certain to vote, will you probably vote, are the chances 50-50, or don’t you think
you will vote?


7/05 12/05
85% 83% ALMOST CERTAIN
15% 17% PROBABLY
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1. Now, generally speaking, would you say that things in the COUNTRY are going in the right
direction, or have they pretty seriously gotten off on the wrong track?


35% RIGHT DIRECTION
60% WRONG TRACK


  4% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


3/02 10/02 5/03 9/03 11/03 12/03 2/04 6/04 7/04 8/04
58% 39% 53% 39% 43% 42% 40% 40% 40% 38% RIGHT DIRECTION
35% 51% 39% 53% 49% 48% 54% 54% 54% 55% WRONG TRACK


  5%   8%   7%   8%   6% 10%   5%   7%   5%   6% DON’T KNOW 
  2%   2%   1%   –   2%   –   1%    –   1%   -- REFUSED 


2/05 7/05
42% 36% RIGHT DIRECTION
51% 55% WRONG TRACK


  6%   9% DON’T KNOW
  1%   – REFUSED
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(ROTATE Q2 & Q3 NOTE: ROTATION ORDER:)
2. If the 2006 elections for United States Congress were being held today, for whom would you vote...


(ROTATE)


(IF UNDECIDED, ASK:) Well, if the election for Congress were held today and you had to decide
right now in your own district where you live which candidate would you lean...(ROTATE) 


the Republican candidate


...or...


the Democratic candidate


...in this district?


2/05 7/05 12/05
30% 33% 32% REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
  6%   7%   6% LEAN REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
  8%   8%   7% LEAN DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
33% 39% 38% DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE


21%   9% 16% UNDECIDED (DO NOT READ)
  1%   2%   1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


36% 40% 37%^ TOTAL REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
42%^ 47% 45% TOTAL DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
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3. Do you approve or disapprove of the job George W. Bush is doing as President?


(IF CHOICE, ASK) And would you say you STRONGLY (choice) or just SOMEWHAT (choice)?


26% STRONGLY APPROVE 
18% SOMEWHAT APPROVE
11% SOMEWHAT DISAPPROVE
42% STRONGLY DISAPPROVE


  1% DON'T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


44% TOTAL APPROVE
54%^ TOTAL DISAPPROVE


3/02 10/02 5/03 9/03 11/03 12/03 2/04 6/04 7/04 8/04
79% 66% 66% 53% 55% 56% 53% 50% 49% 49% TOTAL APPROVE
18% 30% 31% 43% 42% 41% 45% 48% 49% 48% TOTAL DISAPPROVE


2/05 7/05
50% 49% TOTAL APPROVE
47% 47% TOTAL DISAPPROVE
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4. And, do you approve or disapprove of the job the U.S. Congress is doing?


(IF APPROVE/DISAPPROVE, ASK: And do you STRONGLY (APPROVE/DISAPPROVE) or
just SOMEWHAT (APPROVE/DISAPPROVE)?


  7% STRONGLY APPROVE
36% SOMEWHAT APPROVE
25% SOMEWHAT DISAPPROVE
25% STRONGLY DISAPPROVE


  6% DON'T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


43% TOTAL APPROVE
51%^ TOTAL DISAPPROVE


Thinking about issues...
5. And, which ONE of the following issue areas would be MOST important to you in deciding how to


vote for a candidate for Congress? Is it.... (RANDOMIZE)
  


2/05 12/05
  9%   7% Education
20% 10% Social Security and Medicare
  4%   4% Taxes
12% 10% Moral values
17% 17% The economy and jobs
  9%   9% Affordable health care
  9%   8% Terrorism and National Security
  5%   8% Federal spending
  9% 14% The war in Iraq
  *   2% Crime and Illegal Drugs
NA   6% Illegal Immigration


  1%   1% NONE OF THESE (DO NOT READ)
  5%   3% DON’T KNOW/REFUSED (DO NOT READ)
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6. Now I would like to talk you about the state of the economy.  Would you describe the state of the
nation’s economy these days as excellent, good, not so good, or poor?


7/05 12/05
  4%   6% EXCELLENT
38% 41% GOOD
37% 36% NOT SO GOOD
19% 17% POOR


  1%    * DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  --    * REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


42% 47% TOTAL EXCELLENT/GOOD
56% 52%^ TOTAL NOT SO GOOD/POOR


7. Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is handling the economy?


(IF APPROVE/DISAPPROVE, ASK: And do you STRONGLY (APPROVE/DISAPPROVE) or
just SOMEWHAT (APPROVE/DISAPPROVE)?


7/05 12/05
24% 20% STRONGLY APPROVE
18% 23% SOMEWHAT APPROVE
15% 17% SOMEWHAT DISAPPROVE
38% 37% STRONGLY DISAPPROVE


  4%   2% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  --   1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


43%^ 43% TOTAL APPROVE
53% 54% TOTAL DISAPPROVE
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(SPLIT SAMPLE, ASK SAMPLE A: Q8-12:)  (N=398)
Now I would like to read you a list of issues and for each one please tell me whether you think the
(ROTATE) Republican Party or Democratic Party would do a better job handling that particular issue.


GOP DEMS BOTH  NEITHER UNSURE REF
(DNR) (DNR) (DNR) (DNR)


The (first/next) one is...(RANDOMIZE)
8. Government spending


37% 50%   1%   7%   4%   1%


9. The economy and jobs
36% 53%   1%   5%   4%   1%


10. The war in Iraq
40% 48%    *   5%   5%   1%


11. The war on terrorism
46% 37%   2%   5%   8%   2%


12. Improving ethics in Washington, D.C.
35% 42%   1% 15%   6%   1%
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(SPLIT SAMPLE, ASK SAMPLE B: Q13-17:) (N=402)
Now I would like to read you a list of issues and for each one please tell me whether you think (ROTATE)
George W. Bush or the Democratic Party would do a better job handling that particular issue.


BUSH DEMS BOTH  NEITHER UNSURE REF
(DNR) (DNR) (DNR) (DNR)


The (first/next) one is...(RANDOMIZE)
13. Government spending


41% 45%    *   9%   4%    *


14. The economy and jobs
43% 47%   –   4%   5%    *


15. The war in Iraq
48% 43%   –   4%   4%   1%


16. The war on terrorism
53% 36%   1%   6%   4%    *


17. Improving ethics in Washington, D.C.
43% 41%   1%   9%   4%   1%
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Next, thinking about the war in Iraq...


18. Do you think the U.S. made the right decision in going to war in Iraq or made a mistake and never
should have gone to war in Iraq?


(IF THE RIGHT DECISION/A MISTAKE, THEN ASK:) And, do you think it was
DEFINITELY (THE RIGHT DECISION/A MISTAKE) or just PROBABLY (THE RIGHT
DECISION/A MISTAKE)?


31% DEFINITELY THE RIGHT DECISION
12% PROBABLY THE RIGHT DECISION
11% PROBABLY A MISTAKE
44% DEFINITELY A MISTAKE


   2% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
   * REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


43% TOTAL RIGHT DECISION
54%^ TOTAL MISTAKE
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Thinking further about Iraq...
19. I am going to read you two different viewpoints on Iraq and after I read them please tell which


statement comes closest to your own opinion...(ROTATE)


Republicans say that while there are problems, we are making progress in Iraq and now is no time
to cut and run.  Republicans say it is more important to fight terrorists overseas before they come
to America.  Republicans also say that the Democratic Party cannot even agree on what needs to be
done in Iraq, because some leading Democrats call for immediate withdrawal of all troops, and
others want to set a date to get out, whether the job in Iraq is done or not.  Republicans say that unity
and leadership in America will help create a less dangerous Middle East, and that will help create
a safer America.


...while...


Democrats say the Bush Administration has no plan for success in Iraq.  After three years, few Iraqi
forces are prepared to fight and billions of U.S. reconstruction aid has been wasted.  Democrats
believe we need a new direction.  2006 must be a turning point.  Rather than bogging American
forces down in Iraq for many years, Democrats want significant reductions in U.S. forces by the end
of 2006, with benchmarks for success.  Our troops have done everything that was asked of them in
Iraq.  We must now shift responsibilities to the Iraqi government and military and countries in the
region, like Saudi Arabia, who can best bring long-term stability.


(PROMPT:) Which statement comes closest to your own point of view?


45% Republicans say that while there are problems, we are making progress in Iraq and now is
no time to cut and run


51% Democrats say the Bush Administration has no plan for success in Iraq.  After three years,
few Iraqi forces are prepared to fight and billions of U.S. reconstruction aid has been
wasted.  Democrats believe we need a new direction


  4% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
   * REFUSED (DO NOT READ)
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Thinking about a different issue...(SPLIT SAMPLE, ASK SAMPLE A: Q20:) (N=398)
20. When it comes to ethics in Washington, D.C., do you think that the ethics and corruption issues with


the current Congress are more than usual, about the same as usual, or fewer than usual?


27% More than usual
63% Same as usual
  7% Fewer than usual


  3% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


(SPLIT SAMPLE, ASK SAMPLE B: Q21:) (N=402)
21. In Washington, D.C. today, do you think the problems with ethics and corruption are...(ROTATE)


more with the Republicans ...or...
more with the Democrats


...today or about equally with both parties?


(IF MORE WITH REPUBLICANS/DEMOCRATS ASK, :) And, do you feel strongly that way?


13% Strongly more with the Republicans
  6% More with the Republicans
  6% More with the Democrats
  8% Strongly more with the Democrats
65% About equally with both parties


  1% Neither (DO NOT READ)
  1% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  -- REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


19% TOTAL MORE WITH REPUBLICANS
14% TOTAL MORE WITH DEMOCRATS
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Thinking more about ethics...
22. I am going to read you two different viewpoints on ethics and after I read them please tell which


statement comes closest to your own opinion...(ROTATE)


Democrats say that Republicans have created a culture of corruption in Washington today, with
lobbyists winning favors as never before.  The number of lobbyists has doubled in five years, the
Republican leaders of the House and Senate are under indictment or investigation, and up to ten
Republican Members of Congress are also under investigation for taking lobbyist paid trips and
favors.  Democrats say it is time to clean up this corrupt Congress.


...while...


Republicans say there are a few individuals in both political parties who have been caught up in
scandals.  Republicans say Democratic leaders such as Nancy Pelosi and Harry Reid have ethics
problems of their own.  Republicans say ethical problems are the fault of the individual in both
parties who do wrong, not the fault of one political party or the other.  Republicans say individual
Congressmen should be punished, but the election should be decided on issues, not a few bad cases.


(PROMPT:) Which statement comes closest to your own point of view?


38% Democrats say there is a culture of Republican corruption in Washington, D.C. today
56% Republicans say there are a few individuals in both political parties who have been caught


up in scandals


  5% DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


23. Now, on a different topic, when you greet friends at this time of year, are you personally more likely
to say “Merry Christmas” or “Happy Holidays”?


79% MERRY CHRISTMAS
14% HAPPY HOLIDAYS


  4% DEPENDS (DO NOT READ)
  2% NEITHER (DO NOT READ)
  1% OTHER (DO NOT READ)
   * DON’T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)
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Now, I have just a few more questions for statistical purposes only...


24. First, in what year were you born? 


  4% 18 - 24
  9% 25 - 34
16% 35 - 44
26% 45 - 54
24% 55 - 64
21% 65 AND ABOVE
   * REFUSED


5/03 11/03 12/04 3/04 6/04 7/04 8/04 2/05 7/05
  4%   3%   6%   3%   6%   6%   6%   3%   4% 18-24
13% 10% 15% 11% 14% 14% 15%   9% 10% 25-34
18% 18% 17% 19% 21% 15% 19% 17% 19% 35-44
24% 27% 22% 25% 20% 23% 23% 23% 20% 45-54
20% 21% 17% 21% 17% 21% 15% 24% 19% 55-64
20% 20% 20% 20% 21% 20% 21% 22% 24% 65 and above
  1%   1%   2%   1%   2%   1%   2%   1%   3% REFUSED
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25. And in politics today, do you consider yourself... (ROTATE)


a Republican,
a Democrat,
or something else?


(IF REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT, ASK:) Would you call yourself a STRONG 
(REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT) or a NOT-SO-STRONG (REPUBLICAN/ DEMOCRAT)?
(IF SOMETHING ELSE, ASK:)  Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican or to the
Democratic party?


24% STRONG REPUBLICAN
10% NOT-SO-STRONG REPUBLICAN
  8% LEAN TO REPUBLICANS


14% SOMETHING ELSE/INDEPENDENT


10% LEAN TO DEMOCRATS
11% NOT-SO-STRONG DEMOCRAT
23% STRONG DEMOCRAT


  * DON'T KNOW (DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


41%^ TOTAL REPUBLICAN
44% TOTAL DEMOCRAT


5/03 11/03 12/03 2/04 6/04 7/04 8/04 2/05 7/05
41% 39% 45% 40% 45% 39% 45% 39%^ 45% TOTAL REPUBLICAN
37% 44% 45% 41% 48% 43% 49% 43%^ 49% TOTAL DEMOCRAT


25% 26% 23% 26% 27% 25% 25% 24% 26% STRONG REPUBLICAN
11%   7% 14%   9% 10%   8% 11%   9% 10% NOT-SO-STRONG REPUBLICAN
  5%   6%   8%   5%   8%   6%   9%   5%   9% LEAN TO REPUBLICANS
21% 15%   9% 17%   8% 16%   7% 17%   6% SOMETHING ELSE/INDEPENDENT
10%   8%   8%   5% 10%   5% 12%   7% 11% LEAN TO DEMOCRATS
  9% 11% 14%   9% 13% 10% 11%   8% 13% NOT-SO-STRONG DEMOCRAT
18% 25% 23% 27% 25% 28% 26% 27% 25% STRONG DEMOCRAT


  1%   1%   1%   1%   *   --   *   *   1% DON'T KNOW 
  *   1%   *   1%   *   2%   --   1%   -- REFUSED 
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26. And do you consider yourself to be…(ROTATE TOP TO BOTTOM, BOTTOM TO TOP)


conservative,
moderate
…or…
liberal


(IF CONSERVATIVE/LIBERAL, ASK:) And would you consider yourself to be VERY
(CONSERVATIVE/LIBERAL), or just SOMEWHAT (CONSERVATIVE/LIBERAL)?


18% VERY CONSERVATIVE
24% SOMEWHAT CONSERVATIVE


38% MODERATE


11% SOMEWHAT LIBERAL
  6% VERY LIBERAL


  2% UNDECIDED/NOT SURE(DO NOT READ)
  1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


42% TOTAL CONSERVATIVE
17% TOTAL LIBERAL


5/03 11/03 12/03 2/04 6/04 7/04 8/04 2/05 7/05
43% 40% 37% 39% 41% 40% 41% 41% 40% TOTAL CONSERVATIVE
16% 19% 20% 16% 19% 23% 18% 17%^ 17% TOTAL LIBERAL


19% 19% 15% 17% 20% 19% 19% 19% 17% VERY CONSERVATIVE
24% 21% 22% 22% 22% 21% 22% 22% 23% SOMEWHAT CONSERVATIVE
36% 37% 38% 41% 37% 35% 38% 39% 40% MODERATE
10% 12% 12% 10% 13% 15% 10% 11% 10% SOMEWHAT LIBERAL
  6%   7%   8%   6%   6%   8%   8%   5%   7% VERY LIBERAL


  4%   4%   4%   3%   3%   2%   4%   2%   3% NOT SURE 
  1%   *   *  1%   *   1%   --   1%   -- REFUSED 
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27. And what was the last grade you completed in school?  (DO NOT READ CATEGORIES)


   * SOME GRADE SCHOOL (1-8)
  4% SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-11)
25% GRADUATED HIGH SCHOOL (9-12)
  2% TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL (12)
25% SOME COLLEGE (13-15)
29% GRADUATED COLLEGE (16)
15% GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL (16+)
   * REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


29% HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS
27% SOME COLLEGE
44% COLLEGE+


2/05 7/05
  1%   -- SOME GRADE SCHOOL (1-8)
  4%   3% SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-11)
30% 25% GRADUATED HIGH SCHOOL (9-12)
  2%   3% TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL (12)
25% 24% SOME COLLEGE (13-15)
26% 30% GRADUATED COLLEGE (16)
12% 13% GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL (16+)
  *   1% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


35% 28% HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS
27% 27% SOME COLLEGE
38% 43% COLLEGE +
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28. And for statistical purposes only...is your total annual household income greater or less than $60,000
dollars?


(IF LESS THAN $60,000, ASK:) Is it...  
(ROTATE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM/BOTTOM TO TOP)


10% UNDER $20,000
19% BETWEEN $20,000 - $40,000
16% OVER $40,000


(IF GREATER THAN $60,000, ASK:) Is it...
(ROTATE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM/BOTTOM TO TOP)


15% UNDER $80,000
11% BETWEEN $80,000 - $100,000
17% OVER $100,000


12% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


29% UNDER $40,000
31% $40-$80,000
28% OVER $80,000
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29. And, for which of the following candidates did you vote for President... (ROTATE FIRST TWO
CANDIDATES)


(IF REFUSED, ASK) I understand the confidentiality of your vote and the privacy of the voting
booth, but I want to assure you that this poll is being completed for research purposes only and that
all responses given will remain strictly confidential.  In order to help me do the best research
possible, would you now please reconsider and tell me how you voted? (READ AND ROTATE IF
NECESSARY:)


N=800 N=772*
48% 50% George W. Bush
46% 47% John Kerry


...OR...
  2%   2% Ralph Nader


  1%   1% SOMEONE ELSE (DO NOT READ) (Specify: _____________________) 


  1%   -- DID NOT VOTE (DO NOT READ)
  3%   -- REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


2/05 7/05
N=760*N=819
51% 47% George W. Bush
48% 45% John Kerry


...OR...
  1%   2% Ralph Nader


  *   2% SOMEONE ELSE (DO NOT READ) (Specify: _____________________) 


* Recalculated ballot excluding did not vote and refused.
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30. Other than being an American, what is your main ethnic or racial heritage?  (READ CHOICES)


11% AFRICAN AMERICAN OR BLACK
77% WHITE
  6% HISPANIC AMERICAN OR LATINO
  2% ASIAN AMERICAN
  3% OTHER (DO NOT READ)  (IF PUNCH , THEN ASK:)  Now I realize you just said your


main ethnic or racial heritage doesn't fall into any of the categories I just mentioned...but if
you had to choose JUST ONE of these categories, which is ONE would you choose?


  2% REFUSED (DO NOT READ)


 5/03 11/03 12/03 2/04 6/04 7/04 8/04 2/05 7/05
10% 10% 10%   9%   9%   9% 10% 10% 10% AFRICAN AMERICAN OR BLACK
80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 79% 80% 79% WHITE
  7%   7%   7%   7%   7%   7%   7%   7%   8% HISPANIC AMERICAN OR LATINO
  *    *   1%    *    *   1%   --   1%   -- ASIAN AMERICAN
  2%   1%   2%   2%   3%   2%   2%   1%   2% OTHER
  2%   2%   --   2%   1%   1%    --   1%   1% REFUSED 


31. Gender (BY OBSERVATION)


48% MALE
52% FEMALE


32. And finally, it is possible that a reporter for National Public Radio may do a news story based on
some of these topics and may want to ask a few follow-up questions of some of the people we spoke
to tonight. Would you be willing to have an NPR reporter have your responses on the questions
about the issues we discussed and possibly call you for a brief interview?


60% YES
38% NO
  1% DON’T KNOW/REFUSED


IF YES, COLLECT NAME AND PHONE NUMBER








Writing Clear & Unbiased Questions

Mike Ely







Overview of Session

		Discuss characteristics of a good question



		Examples



		Activity









Example: State Auditor Questionnaire

		Question		Yes		No		Explanation

		Has the federal agency which funds the grant identified the program as high risk?

		Are adequate controls in place to ensure compliance with federal requirements?

		Is the program administered in one division at one office or is it decentralized?





























Example: State Auditor Questionnaire

Which one do I answer???!!!

		Question		Yes		No		Explanation

		Has the federal government recently performed an examination of the grant?  If so, when?  Did they detect any problems or weaknesses?  If so, what were they? 

























If Survey Questions are Poorly Written…

		Varied respondent interpretation

		inconsistent results

		poor reliability

		Careless response

		No response

		incomplete data

		Reduced credibility in instrument

		Lack of support









What Makes a Good Question?

Based on survey objectives

Clearly written

Consistently understood

Respondents are willing to give valid answers

Free from bias

Other considerations







1. Based on Survey Objectives

		Your questions must be tied to your survey objectives

		No stray questions!

		Work in groups 

		May take several revisions









Example – Determining Income

		Objective		Possible Question

		Determine primary monthly income		“How much money do you make per month in your primary job?”

		Determine total earned annual income (most recent)		“How much money did you make in the last twelve months from paid jobs?”

		Determine active and passive annual household income (calendar year)		“What was the total income for you and all family members from jobs and from other sources (i.e. interest income) during 2006?”

























Example

		Objective: Determine Household Income Level

		“How much money do you make per month in your current job?”

		“How much money did you make in the last twelve months from paid jobs?”

		“What was the total income for you, & all family members living with you in your home, from jobs & from other sources during the last calendar year?”









2. Clearly Written

		Use familiar terms & standard language

		Use full sentences & adequate wording to explain concepts

		Balance with question length

		Use multiple questions if necessary

		Avoid casual tone, abbreviations, acronyms, or jargon

		They often won’t all know what you mean

		Can be annoying











Example

		What is your place of residence?

		Seattle

		Washington

		178 Constitution Avenue

		Better question:

		In what city do you reside?

		What is your home zip code?









Example

		“How many times have you been to the hospital in the past year?”



		Better question: “In the past twelve months, how many times have you been admitted to a hospital as a patient overnight or longer?”









Question Wording

		“Should Emergency Medical Technicians not be required to have training specifically in pediatrics?”

		Avoid questions stated in the negative

		Negative term can easily be overlooked

		Can be subtly confusing

		“Should Emergency Medical Technicians be required to have training specifically in pediatrics?”











3. Consistently Understood

		Will people read the question the same way?

		Is it at all vague or ambiguous?

		Are multiple answers possible through differences in interpretation?

		You must design questions that will result in reliable answers









Example

		“When did your EMS agency first get on-line medical direction?”

		“Five years ago”

		“In 1988”

		“When we became ALS-certified”









Example

		Better Question:

		“In what year did your EMS agency get first begin using on-line medical direction?”

		“officially adopt”

		“become authorized to use”

		Be aware of “lazy verbs”

		Get, Have, Make, Do…

		Try to use more descriptive verbs









Example

How many of your EMTs have taken PALS? 

“Ten”

“15%”

“All of them”

“What is PALS?”







Example

Better question(s):

How many licensed EMTs currently work  in your EMS agency?

How many of them are currently certified in Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)? 







Be aware of the “Grip of Familiarity”

		The questions may seem clear to you, but your respondents aren’t you!









4. The Respondent is Willing to Answer Accurately

		Income questions

		Identity

		What is your name?

		Socially desirable behaviors

		How often do you shower?

		Illegal practices

		How often do you speed?









Improving Willingness to Answer

		Assure respondents that all responses are “OK” & will be kept confidential

		Communicate the importance of response accuracy

		Minimize use of names or identifiers

		Ask questions objectively, w/o bias

		Ask for explanations to answers









Assuring Respondents

		“Did you vote in the presidential election last November?”

		“Research shows that sometimes people are not able to vote because of work constraints, family pressures, lack of interest, & for other reasons. Thinking about the presidential election last November, did you vote in that election or not?”

		If no, please explain









EMS/C Examples?

		Do you record the number of IV attempts on the patient care report?

		Do you always use the properly-sized equipment for the patient?

		Do you always seek on-line medical direction if you think it might be needed?









5. Avoiding Biased Questions

		What is bias?

		Question bias: posing question in an emotionally charged or a non-neutral way

		Do you believe guns are a menace to society?

		Would you say that NEDARC’s workshops are superb, or just excellent?









Better

		Indicate the affect you believe gun ownership by private citizens has in general on society…





		Indicate your level of satisfaction with this NEDARC workshop on the scale below…





Makes More Dangerous			Makes More Safe



Very Unsatisfied				Very Satisfied







Avoiding Question Bias

		Allow the level of satisfaction or agreement with a topic to be described in the answer or fairly represented on a scale, not suggested in the question









WIPP Survey

		“Inheritance taxes are an extreme form of taxation. The tax rate, as high as 50%, is higher than even the highest federal income tax rate—& that’s unfair.”



		Agree

		Disagree



79%

17%

Alternative?







Responses Scales Can Also Be Biased

		Results of pre-workshop survey



		How much do you like taking surveys?

		Love it

		Really like it

		Like it

		Neutral
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Biased Responses

		Jr. Basketball League Survey 

		Rate your child’s sportsmanship this year

		Rate the league’s facilities

		Rate the helpfulness of the league’s administrative staff

		Etc…











Where is the middle point?

















Needs A

Lot Of Improvement

Needs A

Little Improvement

Satisfactory

Good

Very 

Good

Could Not 

Be Better

Excellent









		“On days when you drink alcohol, how many drinks do you usually have?”



     A. One         B. Two        C. Three or more



		“On days when you drink alcohol, how many drinks do you usually have?”



    A. One		          B. Two

    C. Three or four     D. Five or more







Be Balanced in Developing Your Scale







Reducing or Eliminating Bias

		Pretend you are the respondent

		Be aware of your own position on a topic…& don’t let it creep in!

		Weigh the amount of space devoted to one response versus another

		Develop questions in a team

		Get expert advice when possible

		TEST









6. Other Considerations 

Question Length

		Short questions are:

		Easier to read

		More inviting

		But they can be vague if too short

		In general, keep questions short, especially when:

		Respondent time is limited (usually the case)

		Brief answers are ok









Question Length

		Longer questions: 

		Provide more information

		Help jog memory

		Help respondents feel comfortable 

		But they may be confusing & may be skipped

		Consider using if:

		Respondent interest is high

		Subject matter is sensitive

		Incentives are offered

		Survey response is required









One Question at a Time, Please!!

		Don’t use “double-barreled” questions

		Confusing to reader

		Response is unreliable

		Hint: beware of the word “and” in your question









Example

		Do you believe you have the knowledge & resources necessary to properly treat pediatric patients?

		Better Questions:

		Do you believe you have the knowledge necessary to properly treat pediatric patients?

		Do you believe you have the resources necessary to properly treat pediatric patients?









Questions?
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Some Survey Software Companies


		Company *

		Website



		Apian


Class Apps (SelectSurveyASP)


CustomerSat


HostedSurvey


InfoPoll


Inquisite


InSite


NetReflector - Instant Survey


Prezza Technologies


PollCat


Raosoft - EZSurvey


Snap Survey


Stat Pack


StatSurvey


SumQuest


SuperSurvey

SurveyCrafter


Survey Methods


SurveyMonkey


Survey System


SurveyView


Vovici


Zoomerang

		apian.com

www.classapps.com


www.customersat.com


www.hostedsurvey.com


infopoll.com


www.inquisite.com


www.insitesurveys.com

www.instantsurvey.com


www.prezzatech.com


www.pollcat.com


www.raosoft.com


www.snapsurveys.com

www.statpac.com


www.statsurvey.com


www.sumquest.com


www.supersurvey.com


www.surveycrafter.com


www.surveymethods.com


www.surveymonkey.com


www.surveysystem.com


www.surveyview.com

www.vovici.com

info.zoomerang.com





* NEDARC does not endorse any specific product.  The list is just an alphabetical list of various software companies.













Sample Size Calculations

Before you meet with a statistician or other researcher familiar with sample size calculations, be sure to be prepared to discuss each of the following:


1. a well-defined objective and specific research questions (so the statistician knows the comparisons you’d like to be able to make),

2. a well-defined target population,

3. your actual sampling frame (complete list of the target population),


4. acceptable level of confidence,


5. acceptable margin of error,


6. budget or resource constraints that limit the number of respondents you can get, 


7. largest and smallest possible values for continuous data, and


8. rare outcomes for categorical data.


If possible, prepare mock-ups of the tables or figures you’d like to be able to generate from the results of the survey.




Pre-testing the Survey Instrument

Lenora Olson







Shaken Baby Prevention Program

		Modeled after an existing program

		Needed parents to fill out a survey before they left hospital after giving birth

		Found out that nurses (who were administering the survey) did not like the size of the survey paper (11” X 17”)-felt it was too unwieldy and hard to use

		Inhibited program implementation









What Could Have Been Done to Prevent This Problem?









Put Your Instrument on Trial: Pre-test and Pilot









Why Pre-test and Pilot?

		Test survey form and logistics 

		Will survey provide the information you need?

		Are certain words or questions redundant?

		Will information collectors be able to use the survey forms properly?

		Are procedures standardized

		How consistent is the information obtained?









Pre-test vs. Pilot Test

		Pre-test

		Ask respondents individually to review each question

		Pilot testing

		Simulate use in the intended setting

		Both need to use individuals that are similar to your planned respondents









Pre-testing

		Ask individuals about the questions

		What does the question mean to the individual?

		Is there a better way to ask it?

		Do you like the format?

		What do the response choices mean?

		Useful for translating instruments

		Usually is not resource intensive

		Need to be able to have time to modify questions based on feedback









Example

		We are conducting a survey to find out if you are satisfied with your health care. Question 1 asks you to rate the importance of accessible care. The scale has five response choices “ definitely important,” “important,” “probably important,” and probably not important.” Please tell me in your own words what this question means.  









What Does This Question Mean to You?









Pilot Testing

		Try out the instrument well before it is finalized

		Simulate the use

		How well do the respondents complete the instrument?

		How well can you administer and score the instrument?

		Preliminary statistics

		Can be resource intensive

		Need time to make changes









Pilot Testing Self-Administered Surveys

		Concentrate on respondent

		Are instructions clearly written?

		Do respondents know how to obtain the incentive?

		Do respondents understand when and how to return the survey?

		In a computer assisted survey,do respondents know how to correct or change their answers?

		Is privacy of respondents respected and protected? 









Pilot Testing a Telephone Survey

Do the Interviewers

		Understand how to ask questions and present options?

		Know how to keep to the time limits?

		Use telephone logs to record # of times and when potential interviewees were contacted?









Pilot Testing a Telephone Survey

Do the Interviewees

		Understand the question?

		Know how to answer the question?

		Agree that their privacy has been respected and protected?









Pilot Testing an In-Person Survey

Do the Interviewers

		Understand how to ask questions and present options?

		Know how to keep to the time limits?

		Know how to get in–depth information when appropriate by probing interviewees brief answers?

		Know how and where to return the completed surveys?









Pilot Testing an In-Person Survey

Do the Interviewees

		Understand the question?

		Know how to answer the question?

		(i.e., pick the top two, rank all responses)

		Agree that their privacy has been respected and protected?









What To Do With the Information?

		Guide you in revisions of survey instrument

		Help you to plan the logistics of your survey instrument

		May have to pilot more than one time (can be expensive)









Did NEDARC Pre-test and Pilot the Assessment?

Yes or No?







Example

Q 6 & Q 17 How much do you like taking surveys?







Pre-test and Pilot

Important-do not skip this step!!!!







Questions?









